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Editor's Page
Ttris Basic Communicntion Courge Annual marks the end
of a journey for me. I have been editor for all five annuals to
date. As I prepare to turn over the editor position to Craig
Newburger, I marvel with the feelings I am having. firese
feelings are similar to the ones I felt as ny oldest son moved
away from home. There is a sense of loss but a tremendous
sense of pride. I have nursed theAnnuol since birth and it is
now ready to leave my guidance. As with my son, t}nieAnnual
has caused me fmstrations but also immense satisfaction, joy
and sorrow, delight and sadness, but mainly a great deal of
happy memories. I am proud to have sen'ed the discipline as
editor for these past five years. It has brought me tremendous
satisfaction to witness this new-born 'baby" accepted by my
colleagues and the discipline. I a'n now ready to turn over the
Annuol to the care of others. Since the ideas was discussed
with Norm Watson almost 8 years ago,the fumwl and' I have
grown together. Every time l sit down to work onlheAnnuol,
I recall the disctrssions we had as Norm and I attempted to
put our idea into print. Ttre idea of an "annual" was conceived
out of a sense of frustration that there was no consistent pub-
lication outlet for research in or on the basic course and no re-
source materials available for people interested and working
in the basic course. It is to Notm's memory that I have dedi-
cated and donated my time and energies to putting together
the.4nnual every year.
fitere are too many people to thg+ as I end my tenure as
editor to list them all here. firere are five special people who I
want to ftank personally 
- 
the members of my family. It is
IY
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difficult to find words appropriate to express my gratitude
and love. First to my best friend, my wife Laura, without
whose love and support I could not car4l on. Second, to my
four children 
- 
Paul, Christy, Bill, and Jenny 
- 
thank you
for understaniling the amount of time I spent every year
working on the Annual. As with any project with publication
deadlincs, therc werc many times when I had to work on
manuscripts, read and assimilate reviewers' comments and
publication recommendations, correspond with authors, talk
with the publisher, and such, that I could not spend with you.
All I can say is I love you all very much and appreciate your
support and understanding.
Ttre nanuscript reviewers made the task of working on
this edition of the Annual a lot of fiur. Even though I knew
this was the last time I was doing this, I received tremendous
satisfaction in the professional and timely efforts of all the
reviewers. Each reviewer took time from their busy schedules
to look at a number of manuscripts under some strict time
constraints. With only a few exceptions, the reviews were well
done and returned to me in a timely manner. They provided
excellent guidance to the authors as they revised manuscripts
for publication. Ttre group of authors this year was also a joy
to work with. Final drafts of manuscripts were well prepared
and each author responded to reviewer comments thought-
fully and carefully.
I want to thank my chair, Fred Owens, because without
departmental financial support for mailings and duplicating, I
could not have completed any of the Annuals. In addition, he
was always available when I needed a review on short notice.
Over the years, other colleagues at Youngstown State have
been involved in reviewing manuscripts for the Annunl.
As I endmyyears working ontheAnnual.I wouldbe neg-
ligent in not thanking all the people at American Press
responsible for producing the final product. In addition, it is
important to note that we have reached an agreement with
the Speech Communication A.ssociation, to advertise the Az-
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nual with their publications material. this will provide in-
creased awareness of this impodant basic coutse publication.
Finally, since I feel similar feelings as I end work on the
Annuol to those I felt when my son Ieft home, I want to point
out that my son is now a father 
- 
making me a grandfather.
Who knows what the future will bring in terms of my in-
volvement in the workings of the basic course. I mightjust be-
come involved with a new generation of basic course people
and activities. Thank you all for affording me these oppor-
tunities for 5 years to have so much fun. So longfor now!
Larry Hugenberg
Poland, Ohio
September, 1993
vl
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This study qominzs tlu effect of computer-generotd fq-dbach
ond vidmtapes speech performances on the spech shill im-
proaqnqt of collqe studa*s. Su,bjuts a.re eualuoted on "total"
epeh perform,a.nce and, ou" (1) organiz,otion; (2) deaelapment;
(8) sUlc; (4) oeal qtmhty; and (5) gegtural qua.lity,
Results ind,iqte: (1) qtnputq-gensatd, fedhack appear to be
as effectiae os h,andiltitten feed.back; (2) prouidirW instructor
feedhach before celf-analysb of uid,e.otaped p*forrnances op-
pand. to imptoae strtjects' eognitiae spech shill prforma nces;
and, (8) proaid,ing computer-gercro*d feedback oppars to im-
pove subjets' dclivrll sp-uh shilJ ptformance.
1992 Award Winning Paper
in Basic Course Rssearch
'The Impact of Perceived Research and Teaching
Competence on the Credibiliff of a Basic Course
Direstor:ACass Study' .................. 27
PamelaL. Gray, Martin G. Munay, and
Nancy L. Buerkel-Rothfuss
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Thh case stu.dg provid,es on initial insuity into tfu Teochbry
Assiatants' GfN perceiaed cred'ibility of o basic courae
d.irector (BCD), specifr,catty isoloting tluir pception of tlu
teachhq ond, rec@rrh @npetetue of tlrc BCD. T'hc rqults
ivdicate thot ,hp prceivd. cred.ibility may fu tid to both
tuching and res@rch cornpebnce, appaors b be &remely
imprtottl to ttc GTAI ond. implies tlwt low crd.ibility would
houe nony unplasant effeats ontlu sbff, tluir tc,uhhry atd
tfu grcd,wtz pogram u a wlwle. ?his wse studry poinrs b ilrc
ncd. for mare rqea,rch to idznfift wrbbla ass@iared, utith ttv
credibihty of BCDI as a uay b sttzrgllun thc qwliry of tlu
basicour*"
Arfialps on Teaahing Assietants
in the Bosia Course
"Are You a REAL Teacher? Student Perceptions of the
Graduate Student as Instructor
of the Basic Communication Course" ................ 43
LyndaR. Willer
Thi,s essay erplores studcnts perceptiotts of grod, of thc fusi.c
cornmunication course Tle primatT purpose of this research
utas to id.entify and qamine items of teacller effectiueness
applied, to gra.duate studznt inst.uators. ncsults srqgest gra.d,-
uab studant itwtru,ttotp arc positiuely preiud on ilens eool-
uatin4 teachcr effetiuene$t af tlu grad,uate strdcnt iwtructors.
A foctor analysis euggests tlu emergene of two foctars which
relata ta ttrc tash and htarposonal ditnewions of Wahn fie-
tiuenqs. An olpha leael of .88 established tle rcliohility of tle
ei.ght itelz,s uhich add.ressed. tlwse aoo d.imensiotts aa o m,q-
sure of tlw perceiued, dfe.ctiaenas of tlu graduatp studcnt @s
instrurtor.
A secondary putpoee of tIoo stud.y uas to iden ify any d,if-
foenres in studcnt perceptiow of gra.duak stud,ed itwbuators
at tIrc beginning or tlu end of tlv aedznis term or intlutyp
of dcadzmic ittstitttlion Siglifier.t diffrenas tllrorgh onoly-
sis of variance bchni4u.e were idcntifid, on both dimensiotw.
vlu
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Differenl aspects of uposure to graduate studznts were ad,'
dressed, as a leq to thc perceptians of ga.d'uate studenls as
REALtaaclwg
"Student Perceptions of Teaching Assistants CIAs)' ........... 7 I
Nancy L. Buerkel-Rothfuss and Donn S. Fink
TAs prform o voiety of teaching tash^e in basi'c qmmunica-
tionotaees,bU liab empiri@ldata' erist,s ta duument tlu ef-
fectivercss of TA teaching ability or proaidc insight inl'o how
basb qu.rce di.rqtors ond, otlurs iwolud in TA hoinhry migh,
enlnne thcir qbih$. Ihc two stud'ia pe-santd' lwein prouidz
dcscriptiona of undzrgrad,uote shtd,ents' ptceptions of TAs as
irwtrudors. ResultE sttggest tlut professiotu,lism and, commu-
niution shills ore pereeptiotu. Suggestions are ptouidzd. for
hout b few TAtraining on those critical' voriabl,es.
Apryrnolws to Teoahing in thc Basia Course
'Teaching Ethics in Introductory Rrblic Speaking:
Review and Proposal" ............. ....... 101
Jon A Hess
Ethics are nat he.auily ernplzasized, in eitler public speahing
td,bahs or classroom bctutes. This dc'emplwsis of public
sp,ohing ethias is unfortunate. Mnqtars should, tahe respon'
sibility for makhW surc tlwt stu.denta arc fatnihar with ethicol
isst",s ard, tlwt tlvl hnout thot ututhi,col puhlin communica'
tion ie tut uceptable. Sinae public spahing teb@hs do not
prooid,e mwh aplicit gui.darce for ethical d,ecision mohing,
supplanentary marqial is proui.dd in this orticlc- Fow ethi'ql
pittcipla are provi'ddb hel,p studats nndentand.tlle natute
of communiaotion ethics, o samplc closs lccture is outlin'ed,
and,taching idau orc h*'ldpt-
IX 10
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'Teaching firinking in the Basic Course" .............. .,.,,,...... 127
Melissa L. Beall
More "critinl thinhing" and, "Grq,ter trowft" sem to be tlu
ral,lying cries of edtuational reformere. Few in tle f.eH of
cotnmunicatian would, dispute ttz rcd for critical thinhing.
Tlu argumen\ iwteod,, maybe whahs we eoruentnate on lqb
atd.lor argumentation as ttv basis for taa,ehing critizal think-
ing, or cltaseto lah of highzr ordcr thirting shills and prac-
ticol applicatian Thia papr providas pralctiol appliutbn for
tachtry thinhing intlufusic qwsa
"An ESL Oral Communication Lesson:
One Teacher s Techniques and Principles" ..... 15?
John M. Murphy
Thi.s articlc preserrts a set of techniques and, prineiplzs for
teoehhry Englishas a s"nnd, lanryuage (ESL) oralqmmuni,ca-
tian tlnt is dcsignd. to prep.rc ESL atud,ents os cuaessfvl pr-
ti.cipnts in tle introductory aoutrses in ammunicotion- The
discussion is d,iuidzd. into two mqjor wtiow: a detailcd de-
scription of an autlentic classrwm lzssn and a conche listittg
of thfuny k;chniqws and. principhs daioed from tlu bsson
Itis widzlyothnautltdgedt rot ESL spa,hcrs sorrretimq upri-
ene dzhibilitathry dcgees of anriety I opprehension d,uring
oral comrnunicotian lcesona which nay re.suh in resistance to
traditionol methds of iwtructiott- Aiming to qd.dress this sn-
cern, thc ofticlc presente a way of minimizittg ESL studer.fs'
anxi.eUlapprelunsian levels W hishlightir..S tlu uv of d.ya.d.ia
intercctiow. n ihushates a non-tra.ditionqJ classrorirn stnar.-
ture tlwt ensurages la,rners' o.6iue prtbiptian
"Experiential Inarning as an Adjunct to the Basic
Course: Student Responses to a Pedagogical Model" ........ 182
JudithA Rolls
Anqeri.ential larning mdel rquiri.ng rqulor wehly attcn-
darue at a communiq,tian lab, vid@tapd classratn prcsen;ta-
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tionc, and jownal errtrniasions @s a.d.junctive course require-
ments is dcscrtbed atd assessed. A content analysis of lab
evahmtion forms and jourtul entri,es cleorly shows thot tlw
mdcl worfu. Studa*s report they enjq the erpertetue, im-
pove thcir interprconal shills, bwme morz senaitiue @tntnu-
niaotors, apri,etlce persotwl growth, atd, feel thsy are more
stt@ssful in classrmm presentations os o result of tlu la,b
Reseorrh on t rc Basia Course
'Ttre Status of the Introductory and Advanced
Interpersonal Comnunication Courses at U.S. Colleges
and Universities: A National Survey' .............. 20O
Rod Troester and Drew McGukin
Interpersonal communication lws becorne a signifrcant area of
instruction and, research Thia national survey clarifies the
status of tlv intrductory and o.d,varced, oourses at U.S. col-
lcge and, uniwrcities by a,omining gerural course characterb-
tie, butru.ctionol methds and moterials employed, ond. aurse
tds and. contents. npsults ore presented, for eaah course and,
ore ampard, to an earlier sfu.d.y {interposonol comrnunita-
tion qures by BenTman ond'Weaaer (1970).
"Adopting a Tlansformational Approach
to Basic Course Lcadership" ................ .,..........22L
Dawn R. Weber, Nancy L Buerkel-Rothfuss,
and Pamela L. Gray
Ttonsformotianal lzodaehip fet aes on qmmuniq.tian asputs
of lz.odzrchip and. vision, two ancepts fundamental to the
study of le,odcrship in organizatiota. Bqsic cowses function as
srrtsystems utithin iwtittdional organizations, mahing tlum
oppopriab aon:tds for applicatian of organi.zational lcadzr'
ship tltmy. This ppr presnAs statqias for usittg orgoni'z'o'
tional thany to impoae basb anupe la.d.oship.
XI 12
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Cotnmentary
"Communication Competence: A Commentary" ............... 247
l,awrence W. Hugenberg and Donald D. Yoder
There luue be,en many atzmpts to idznrify "qmmunintion
comptetr&" by ammunication sctolat& Mony afumpb in dz-
termining d,efinitiona haue fcuaed on action dcfinitions
(spq.hcr-dzfind. comptenae) and, reution d$nitiotl's (listzncr
dzfid.ampderce). Inagtein4 tlut ammunication is trans-
actionol, communi.q.tion comptence slwuld be hcW b fic
satne sbrrdard. Cornmunistion comptenae must b vieundag
a joh* effort by aA porticip,nts in o sitttotion; tut as &-ly dz-
pndc* ontlle communicqlor or thz listcrcr).
Public spahing evaluation forms attempt to ttrcosure cotnmu-
nication competence of tlw spnhcr only. A rqent attcmpt is
TIU Cornpe:tent Speaho Spech Eaaluation Form (1992). This
form idzntifi.es 8 compebncies for the public speaher. These
competznci,es offer thc same pr&lcms to usqe that otfur forms
haua Tlwse includ.e: (1) tre d.iscriminotian of tfu different
levels of competence, (2) tlp subjetiae judgnofis from tlu
tach,er's point of oiew b tlu aud,icnce os a wholc, ad, (8) tlu
cuhural norrou)nas of tfu dcscriptions of th,e comptencia.
Autlror Identification .............. ....... 261
Call for Papers ........... 266
Editorial Philosophy 
... 265
xu
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The Effect of Computer-Generated
Inshnrctional Feedback and Videotape
on the Speaking Performance
of College Students
in a Basic Speech Course
Bruae'W, Russell
Speech education teachers are always seeking the most
efrective method for providing feedback that will develop
speaking skill. Used properly, these methods motivate
students tre improve their speaking abilities. However, this
task requires both a significant amount of time and expertise.
Time is needed to obsenre, record, reflect, and respond to the
students'perfomances and expertise is required to accurately
obsene, evaluate, and respond in a constructive manner.
With the advent of television and the availability of personal
computers, the possibiligr now exists to combine these media
to provide timely, consistent, comprehensive feedback, and to
streamline the evaluation process. The purpose of this study
was to determine the effectiveness of a computer-generated
feedback system when used in conjunction with an analysis of
videotaped performances of the students' speech and model
speeches. the study investigated the relationship between the
method and time of instructor feedback provided to the
student and their subsequent performance on successive
speaking assignments.
Considerable research has been conducted to determine
the effectiveness of different methods of providing feedback.
Book (1985) snggests grving positive comments first, followed
by possibilities for improvement, and ending with a note of
Volune 6, September 1993
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Computa -Gensated Insavrtional Fq.dbth
praise. Cooper (1984) stated that the more complete,
immediate, and thorouglr the feedback, the greater the dqree
of speech skill that will be developed. Young (1974) forurd that
shrdents rated atomistic, impersonal, positive comments more
helpful than holistic, personal, negative comments. Book and
Simmons (1980) found that students prefer atomistic over
holistic and impersonal over personal peer comments.
When an instructor provides feedback is also a question
for consideration. Should each speaker receive simultaneous
feedback as the speech is delivered, or should they receive
comments after each speech, or at the end of the class period?
All of these dt€rnatives have been studied. So what is the
most effective approach to supplying student speech evalu-
ations?
Anato & Ostermeier (1967) found Orat providing sinul-
taneous "unfavorable" feedback created a decrease in delivery
qualities. Nyquist & Ttrulff (1982) discovered that simul-
taneous verbal feedback works best when directed toward
areas identified by the speaker as needing improvement.
Behnke & Beatty (19?9) used computers to generate simul-
taneous feedback on a computer monitor. Qualitative
measures of student satisfaction were very positive but no
quantitative measures of observable speech skills were
reported. Dedmon (1967) argues that criticism should be pro-
vided after a speech or at the end of the class period. Mller
(1964) reported that immediate feedback had a negative effect
on succeeding speakers. Hence, providing simultaneous or
immediate feedback may have a negative effect on the begin-
ning speaker.
Many articles have been written concerning the
effectiveness ofelectronic feedbach in public speaking sourses.
Several studies have examined the negative effects of
unguided viewing of speech performances. Hung and
Rogenthal (1981) found that providing delayed, unguided
feedback via videotape replay wually resulted in poor results.
According to Dowrick (1983), if an individual obserying his or
BASIC COMMT'NICAIION COI'RSE A}iINUAL
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Conp uro-Gencro,tzd InstructionoJ Fedhch
her own performance without directive feedback or
recognition of areas of improvement, self-obseryation can
diminish an obsener's perceptions of his or her own abilities.
Diehl, Breen, and Larson (1970) found that not offering
beginning spealting students help in viewingtheir videotaped
speech performances results in more non-fluencies, but
deternined that improvement increases when the instructor
takes the time to point out the errors. Sorenson and Pickett
(1986) found similar results: without instrustor mediation and
explanation, little inprovenent occurs. McCroskey and
Lashbrook (1970) found sinilar results: viewing without
feedback can be counter-productive to the goals ofthe course.
Shrdies have also examined the effectiveness of utilizing
videotape to understand and obsen'e the actions upon which
the instnrctor criticism is based. Frandsen, Larson, and
Knapp (1967) discovered that students who received
instnrctor feedback "aftor" viewing their speech performance
showed significant correspondence with the instructor's
ratings of the speech. McCroskey and Lashbrook (1970)
studied the effect of using videotape replay of speech
performance and instructor evaluations on students meeting
courss goals. They found that the use of video and instrustor
feedback helps students meet the course goals better than
students who either view their speech performance without
criticism or rtceive criticism without the videotape. Videotape
playback which is accompanied by instructor and student
discussions can make a positive impact on the student's
pereeption of the communication process, and on the speech
content. Ktinzing and l0inzing (1984) studied the effects
which self-confrontation via television and additional training
have on the "indirectnegs" of future secondaty school teacher
trainees. The resulLs indicated that self-confrontation with
discrimination analysis and microteaching with feedback has
the greatest effect on improving upon indirectness. Research
appears to suggest that providing videotape feedback with
insh,rctor comments does improve speech performance.
Volume 6, September 1993 16
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One technique employed to improve speech psrformance
involves the use of model spseches. There has been
considerable research on the benefits of corrective feedback
and modeling. According to Vasta (1976), feedback which
pernits the most improvement relies on corrective modeling.
Corrective feedback sentes to improve the behavior identified"
and it increases the obsenter's monitoring of new activities.
Bandura (1965) found that when positive reinforcement or
incentives are incorporated, the learned activity is quickly
converted into performance. Carroll and Bandura (1985) also
discovered that brief delays in obsenting replays of one's
performance can reduce the informative value of the self-
evaluation. Therefore, it would appear that positive,
atomistic, impersonal, corrective feedback should be supplied
in a relatively short amount of time to the student before
viewing and/or critiquing the videotape.
With the development and availabili$ of computers for
individual instrustors, there is now the possibility to combine
computers and video, and provide students with even more
appropriate and more timely feedback. With the aid of the
computer, an instnrctor can develop theory-based comments.
Conments that can be written on an impersonal level that
address the strengths and weaknesses of an obsenred skill
with recommendations for improvement. Several studies have
investigated computer-managed instruction and feedback in
speech performance (Behnke and King, 1984; Behnke and
O'Hair, 1984; Behnke and Sawyer, 1986). These studies
indicated there was positive student interest and/or
satisfaction with the method of feedback (Pace, 1987). None
have investigated whether computerized feedback improves
student speaking performance to a greater extent than does
the traditional handwritten method.
Hence, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between the "timing" in which students receive
feedback (immediate/delayed), with respect to their viewing of
their videotaped speech, and the "method" of feedback which
BASIC COMMI'NICATION COI'RFIE AIIINUAL
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Conputa-Creneratz.d ltstrus'CiotuJ Fee'dbach 5
they receive ftandwritten yersus comput€r-generated). Since
the research has indicated that shrdent speech performances
improve with positive, impersonal, and atomistic instructor
connents suppliedbefore a self-evaluation of a videotape, the
following two hypothesis were tested:
Hypothesis I: Shrdents who receive computer-generated
feedback from their instmctor will ilemonstrate significantly
greater speaking skills, as measured by mean soores assigned
by trained raters using the Pier Oral Communication
Assessnent Scale (POCAS), than students who receive
handwritten feedback from their instructor.
Eypotheeis II: Students who receive instructor-feedback
before viewing videotapes of their speech performance will
demonstrate significantly greater speaking skills, as
measured by mean scores assigned by trained raters using the
Pier Oral Communication Assessment Scale (POC.dS), than
students who receive instructor feedback after viewing
videotapes of their own speech performances.
METHOD
fire study entailed a 2x2 design, with the timing of feed-
back (before or after viewing videotape) as one independent
variable, and the form of feedbach (computergenerated versus
handwritten) as the other independent variable. fitere were
four treatment groups in the study. Treatment Group One re-
ceived handwritten feedback before viewing their videotape
(HB); Treatment Group Two received handwritten feedback
after viewing their videotape (IIA); Treat'ment Group lbree
received computer-generated feedback before viewing their
videotape (CB); Treatment Group Four received computer-
generated fedback aften viewing their videotape (CA).
Volume 6, September 1SB
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PARTICIPAIYTSI AI\D SAIVIPLING PLI\N
The participants for this study were 140 University
students enrolled in nine sections of a required under-
graduate public speaking course during the fall term of 1990.
The participants signed a research consent form and were
randomly assigned to groups. Sixty seven were male and 73
were female. their ages ranged from 18 tn 62, Ore nean was
19. Five groups ofseven (35 students) were assigned to each
of the four treatments.
The randomization was confirmed by an ANOVA of the
performance on the frrst speech. The results showed no
significant difference among the four treatrnent groups.
Fourteen students were lost to attrition, and due to video
difficulties 14 students were notvideotaped and therefore had
to be dropped. One hundred and twelve students (62 nales,
60 females) completed the study, 28 participants in
Tleatment Group HB; 33 participants in Treatment Group
HA; 26 participants in Treatment Group CB; and 29
participants in Treatment C'roup CA
Nine different faculty were assigned to the nine sections.
firree classes scheduled at the same hour would meet ag a
large group for some team taught lectures and in individual
classrooms for speech presentations. All nine sections used
the same syllabus, text and test material.
PR(rcEDT'RE
Classroom and, Lahorotor F aoilitice
fire classrooms were equipped with a remot€ controlled
television camera and misrophone. Each subject's speech was
videotaped along with the speeches of the other six members
of their group. the instnrctors videotaped all shrdents in a
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full length shot so that all body actions could be obsen'ed
duringvideotape replay. Shrdents were required to view their
speech performances in a videotape viewing laboratory.
SpeakiW Asaignmcnts
an d Claserorairn Proced,ures
Each student was required to grve five speeches during
the semester. The first speech was a one to two minute infor-
mative speech on an assigned topic. The second was a three to
four ninute informative speech on a topic of the student's
choice. The third was a five to six minute informativd
persuasive speech on a topic of the student's choice. The
fourth was a six to seven minute persuasive speech on the
sane topic as speech three.lhe liflh speech was a one to two
minute infomative or persuasive speech on the most impor-
tant conceptthey learned in public speaking. It was similar in
length and stmsture to the first speech of the oourse.
Students were assigned to groups and given class time to
discuss each speectr assignnent and topics. the groups were
assigned speqldng dates and the speech assignment, objec-
tives, and evaluation form were reviewed by the instmctor. A
model videotaped speech, provided by the text publisher, was
also shown to introduce the assignment.
The members of each group presented their speeches on
the same day and were recorded on one videotape. At the end
of each class those students who were assigrred to a 'before"
treatment groups were instructed that their tape would not be
available for viewing until the instructor had completed and
returned their speech evaluation. When the evaluation was
returned the students were instructed to review their video-
tape and retura their self-evaluation form within one week
(SeeAppendix B).
firose students in the "afber" treatment gxoups were in-
structed to go to the videotape laboratory and immediately
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rwiew their tape. After the instmctor received the self-evalu-
ation form, the shrdent was given the instructor's feedback.
those students who received handwritten feedback re-
ceived their instructor's comments written on the speech ob-jective sheet (See Appendix C). Ttrose students who received
computer generated feedback received a computer printout of
the instnrctor's comments. This printout was generated by
selecting appropriate comments ftom the computer bank of
comments and merged into the speech objective list.
Deoelapmcnt of tltc Feedbaah Commcnte
The instructor feedback comnents were developed on an
atomistic basis, with specific comments developed for each of
the 18 speech objectives. The nine faculty involved in the
study met to review each of the objectives and identified
specific observable speech performances that would indicate
the students had met all the criteria for each objective. fire
instructors were asked to urite each comment in a format
that would describe what was observed, how well the
observed performance met the speech objective, and what
feedback should be given to the student if he or she: 0) met all
the criteria in an excellent manner, (2) net all the criteria in
a superior manner; (3) met allthe criteria in a competent
manner; (4) met all Ore criteria in an inadequato manner, and(S) met the criteria in a poor mannsr.
A total of 2L2 conmentg were collected, reviewed, and
entered into the computer. Each conment was entered under
the appropriate speech objective and given a ,'field" code
number. After viewing a speech an instructor who was
supplying computer-generated feedback to a student would
enter the appropriate "field" code number(s) on the speech
evaluation fom, and a student lab employee would enter the
codes, merge the comments and print out an evaluation sheet
for each student speaker. fire speech evaluations were then
returned to the instrustorfor distribution.
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RATERIR.AINING
Measurement of the dependent variable, speech skill, was
quantified by five hained faorlty raters who viewed and rated
videotaped speeches, using the Pier Oral Communication
Assessment Scale (See Appendix A). The raters were trained,
in the uso of the POCA Scale in three, one hour sessions. The
raters were asksd to view a group of seven videotaped
speeches. Ttris videotape was randomly selected from one of
the 16 groups that were not involved in the data collection for
this study. One week later the raters and the researcher met
again to evaluate the sane set of speeches. The mean
intenater reliability of the raters was r5 = .93. The mean
intra-rater reliability of the raters on the successive viewings
of the speeches was 16 = .89.
Unfortunately, three faculty members were unable to
complete the project and three communication seniors were
hired to replace then. firey were given training sessions in
the same manner as were the faculty members and viewed
the same pilot videotapes on two successive weeks. Results of
their evaluation revealed variabil$ and two student raiers
were abandoned.
The mean inter-rater reliability of the remaining two
faorlty and one student rater was r3 = .84. The mean intra-
rater reliability of the three raters was r3 = .88.
MOFlHEDEPENDET{T
VARII\BLE
Ttre dependent variable, speech skill, was measured
through use of the POCA Scale. Measurement of the five
dimensions of speech skill found on the scale (Organization,
Development, Style, Vocal Quality, and Gestural Quality) is
achieved with a five-point Likert scale. A score of one (l) rep-
resenting exceptional; two (2), representing superior; three
(3), representing competent; four (4), representing inadequate;
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and five (5), representing poor. Measurement of the depen-
dent variable, speech skill, was obtained by having the raters
evaluate videotapes ofthe fifth and final speech given by each
subject. Using the POCA Scale, the judges viewed and rated
each subject's videotaped final speech.
Since there is a lack of conceptual agreement concerning
speech competence measurement instnrments, the Pier Scale
was utilized because of its high content validity. Acknowl-
edgmg that validity is sihration specific, this instnrment pro-
vides very high content validity for this specific course and
this specific population. Data collection.
fire data were collected from the rater s evaluations of the
videotapes of the first and last speeches. The first tapes were
used for a pre-test and the last tapes were uged to measure
the treatment effests. The rater's evaluations were on a scale
from one to frve, where a score of one (1.00) is excellent.
Thereifore, the lower the score, the better the performance.
RESIJLTSI
An AMVA was used to exarnine the impact of "method"
and "time" of instnrctor feedback on final speech soores of the
four treatment groups. For the analysis of Hypothesis One,
the type of feedback, the scores of the "handwritten"
treatment groups were combined and treated as one group
identi-led as (HBA) and were compared to the scores of the
combined "computer-generated" treatment groups, identified
as (CBA). fire analysis indicated no significant difference of
the main efrect or interaction effect of "method" and "time" on
the 'Total" speech score of the treatment groups. firerefore,
the hypothesis was not accepted (See Table 1).
firere also was no significant interaction efrect found on
the five individual elements of the POCA scale (See Table 2).
fire analysis of the five individual elements for Hypoth-
esis One on the POCA scale indicatod no significant difference
between the'?randwritten" and'computergeneratsd" treat-
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Table 1
Between FastorA\IOVAof Main Efrect
Table 2
Interaction Dffects: Between Factor AI{OVA with'Time" and
'Method" for the Five Elements of the Pier Oral
ment groups on the elements of Organization, Development,
and Style. A significant difference was found however, on
Vocal qua[ty and Gestural Quality. The "conputer-gener-
ated" treatment groups'mean seors was significantly better
than the "handwritten" trsatnent group on both elements
(See Table 3).
with'Time" and'Method"
Etrwt F df p
Tine xMethod .104 1,333 .748
Time .%10 1,333 .625
Method 3.614 1,333 .058
Communication Assessment Scale.
Elpmsrt F df p
Organization .421 1,333 .6t7
Development .@2 1,333 .968
Style .u25 1,333 .515
Vocal Quality .422 1,333 .882
C'estural QuaIty .638 1,333 .464
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Elpmenf F df p
Organization .391 1,333 .532
Development .829 1,33:| .363
Style 3.606 1,33:| .62
Vocat Quality 4.633 1,33:| .o32*
Gestural QuaHty 8.814 1,333 .00:f*
*p <.06
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Table I
Hlryothesis One: A\IOVA of Hond.writtpn and,Computer-
C*tur,ted, Treatment Groups for the Flve Elements of the
For the analysis of Hypothesis Two, t}netime at which the
feedback was provided, the scores of the 'before" treatnent
grcups were combined and treated as one group ident'fied as(HCB) and were conpared to the scores of the combined
"after" treatment groups, identified as (HCA). The analysis
indicated no significant difference of the main effect on the
"Total" speech score of the treatment groups. Therefore, the
hypothesis was not accepted (See Table 1).
lhe analysis of the five individual elements on the POCA
scale indicated no significant difference between the 'before"
and "after" treatment groups on Organization, Developmen!
Vocal Quality, and Gestural Quality. A significant difrerence
was found however, on Style. The 'bdore" treatment groups'
mean ssore was significantlybetter than the "after" treatnent
group (See Table 4).
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Table 4
Hypothesis Ttwo: AI.IOVA of Before and.After Tleatment
Groups for the Five Elements of the Pier Oral Communication
Assessment Scale
Table 5
Mean Scores and Gain Scores of the Combined and Individual
Treatrnent Groups on Pre-test and Post-test Speeches
Elpmnnt F df p
Organization .404 1,333 .626
Dwelopment 1.696 1,333 .L94
Style 5.84:f 1,333 .016*
Vocal Qualiw .007 1,333 .931
Crestural Quality 2.4L5 1,333 .72L
*P <.oE
TYeatmcnt Groups
Pre-
Test
Post-
Test
Gain
Score
Group Total 15.04 14.55 0.49
Handwritten Before 16.11 L4.56 0.56
Handwritten After 14.90 14.88 0.02
Conputer-generated before 14.90 14.69 0.2L
Computer-generated after 16.11 L4.L2 0.99
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To determine the effectiveness of the treatments used
rluring the study an AI{OVA was used to measure participant
improvement from the pre-test to the post-test. A significant
difference was found between the combined post-test scores of
all four treatment groups' "Total" speech scores compared to
their combined pre-test "Total" speech scores. The most
improvement was made by the (CA) treatment group. This
group improved almost one entire rating point on the five
point Likert scale (See Table 5).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The conclusion drawn from this study is that the treat-
ments used in this study were effectivs in improving speech
skill pedormances during the course of the study. The total
scores improved for all groups. The computer treatment
groups demonstrated more improvement than the hand-
written treatment groups.
Neitherhypotheses tested was supported by the resulLs of
this study. Some significant differenoes were found however,
between the treatrrent groups on the five individual elements
on the POCA Scale.
Hypothcsis Otrc
Hypothesis One tested the impact the metlwd of feedback
would have on the performance.lhe results did not provide a
significant difference between the computer and handwritten
treatment groups on their final "total" speoch performance.
Students who received computer-generated feedback were:
- 
significantly better on their vocal quality skiils
- 
significantly better on their geshral quality skils
- 
scored higher on organization skills
- 
scored higher on st;rle skills
- 
scored lower on development skills
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It appears that students who received feedback by the
6emputer method were able to improve most on those speech
elenents that are easily obsenrable on the videotape. Ele-
ments like voice pitch, volu,me, and rate and gestural qnality
which are more easily obsenred on the videotape could be
more easily modeled. Bandura (1976) believes that those
behaviors that are obsen'ed to be effective or rewarding for
others, such as the easily observable voice and gestural quali-
ties, are retained more than those that have negative conse-
quences. Since both of these speech skills are more readily
obsened, it may be easier for the student to accurately
obsenre and retain acceptable performances both from the
modeled speeches and their own performances. The idea that
an instmctor comnenting on a speaker s inadequacies that
are directly related to one's self-image and obsenred by class-
mates, may in some way be received less personally and more
objectively when received by the relevantly impersonal com-
puter conments compared to an instructor's handwritten
notes. The corrective feedback provided by the impersonal,
atomistic comments delivered via the computer may not be
considered a personal attack on the student's self-image and
self-esteem. On the other hand the handwritten comments
written on the speech evaluation fom may be received less
constructively by the student. The handwritten comments
may have a negative affect on the shrdent's interpretations of
the feedback because itmay contain more personal comments.
Egpotlweis nno
The second hypotheses tested the impact the time at
which feedback was provided, relevant to when a student
viewed the videotape, would have on the speech performance.
fire results did not provide a significant difference between
the before and after treatment groups on their "total" speech
performance. One can conclude that the time at which a stu-
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dent views their speech performance and when they receive
feedback does not afrect their "total" speech performance.
Scores on the individual elements on the POCA Scale
indicate that students who received feedback before viewing
their performanse on videotape were:
significantly better on style skills
scored higher on organization skills
scored higher on development skills
scored lower on vocd qudity skills
scored lower on gestural qudity skills
One can conclude that a student who receives feedback
before viewing their videotape perhaps examines and
critiques their tape more closely based on the instnrctor's
comments. Since the elements of style, organization, and
development are not easily obsened, providing the instructor
feedback before viewing the performance may permit the
student to critically examine these more "cognitive" aspects of
their speech that they may notbe able to obsene, model, and
correct without instnrctor feedbacll
One could conclude that the computer-mediated nethod of
providing feedback does benefit the student as much, if not
more so than the handwritten feedback. The computer-
mediated feedback method also provides a more nanageable,
consistenf and effisient method for delivering theory based
feedback.
LIMITATIONS OF THE SIT'DY
Limitations of the study were considered in relation to
research design and measurenent techniques. One limiting
factor of this stu-dy is the selection of fte final spech for data
collection. Since Oris speech was only one to two minutes in
length, it inherently restricts a student's abilif to provide
evidence of development and supporting material, limiting the
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shrdent's ability to demonstrate more than simple Organiza-
tion and Style. This may also limit the opportunity for the
raters to detect any improvements that may have occurred
due to the treatments. Improvenents that perhaps could be
detected on longer speeches. The short speech assignment
does favor Vocal and Geshrral Qudif. A second limitation of
fte study is the quality of the instnrctor feedback comments.
firis list was generated based on the combined years of speech
teaching experience of the nine participating faculty.
Although it does represent the type and form of instructor
comments that are being used in the classroom it could be
developed with more attention to theory based objectives.
Another linitation of the study is found in the
measurement tool. The POCA Ssale places many individual
speech traits under one of five categories or elements. This
limits, to some extent, the ability to detemine exactly which
traits are improvingmore than others.
In snmmary, given the limitations discussed in this soc-
tion, generalization of results to other speech courses without
careful consideration of the specificity of the speech assign-
ments used in this course should be avoided. Since this is an
initial attempt to quanti& the effect of mediated feedback on
speech performance,much more research needs to be con-
ducted to determine the efficacy of the method.
CONCLUSIONS AT.{D SUGGESTIONS
FOR T"I,'BIEER NESEARCH
Analysis of the results of this study led to the following
conclusions:
L fire constnrct of modeling speech behavior and one's
self-analysis of speeeh performance appears to be ben-
eficial in improving those speech skill traits that are
easily obsented, such as; Style, Vocal, and Gestural
Qualities.
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The computer feedback method is more helpfuI than
the handwritten feedback method in improving those
observable speech skills; Style, Vocal Quality, and
Crestural Qualif.
Neither treatment appears to be significantly better in
improving speaking skills on the non-observable
speech skills, Olganization and Development
Receiving instnrctor feedback before or after self-
analysis of the videotaped speech performance does
not appear to signfficantly benefit either treatment
group on improving speech skill.
Replication of the study is encouraged using more oom-
plex speech assignments to collect the data. A measurement
scale that contains more individual assessnents of specific
speech skills would help identifr specific areas qf improve-
ment A taxonomy based instructor comment file should be
developed that more clearly defines levels of competence
within each speech objective.
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APPEI\DIX B
Rating Sheet for Speeeh Critiaism
Place a number in each blank indicating how you rate the each
aspect of the speech you aro obsen'ing..Use the following values:
6=Exceptional 4=Good 3=Average 2=Fair 1=Poor
Intaldustion 
- 
Oponing Statenent should:
etrectively gain attention
create arelationship with the audience......
establish a focus (orient the audience).....
transition to the speeh body 
-.---...
Notes on Introduction:
Body 
- 
Main ideas should be:
clearly organizead ...-.-..-
interesting to the audience
understandabl e to listeners
Notes on Body:
Conclusion 
- 
Closing stat€ment
summanzo
provide closure
notivate the audience
provide for graceful deparhrre....
Notes on Concl"gion:
Iranguage
clear
Uso 
- 
Vocabulary and sontences should be:
conect.........
vivid ............
appropriate.
Notes on Language:
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Uso of Voico (Check the appropriate blank):
Pitchlevel: toohigh- tolow- OK-
Variation of pitch: varied 
- 
nonotonous to a degree
verynonotonous 
-
Rate: too fast- too slow 
- 
OK-
Variation of rate: too little 
- 
too much 
- 
OK 
-
I.oudness: too loud 
- 
too soft 
- 
OK-
Variation of loudness: too little 
- 
too much 
- 
OK 
-
Pronunciation: generally conrect 
- 
frequently faulty 
-
Enunsiation (distinctness): clear 
- 
sluring 
-Visual Aspocts of Delivery (Check the appropriate blank):
Posture:
alert, but at ease 
- 
all weight on one foot 
-
stifr- leaning on lectern (fimiture, wall) 
-
shifting weight constdrtly-
Gestures:
too few 
- 
too many 
- 
aprpropriate number 
_
Quality ofgaestures:
properly motivated 
- 
afiected 
_ 
clumEy 
_
Movements:
in''nobile 
_ 
distracting 
_
satisfactory in quality and quantity 
_
Facial expressions:
very aninated 
- 
occasionally animated 
_
never animated-
Eye contact:
looked at everyone 
- 
favored one ssction 
_
avoided audience 
-
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APPENDIX C
Speech I\oo Eaaluatian Fonn
Speaker Instructor Section 
-
Group-
Objectives of Speech Trvo:
1. You nust soeure your group's approval of a preparation
outline for an Infomation Speech, including in your outline
all of the components on the Speech Outline Format
pmvided in the student handbook.
2" You must give an informative speech on an Object, hocess,
Event or Concept turning in to your insfirrstor at the time of
your speech a full sent€nce preparation outline and a
speaking outline.
8. You must deliver the speech as planned so that the listener
can accurately write the specific purpose and thesis
statement and clearly discern the anangement pa.ttern of
the speech (using one of the anangement patterns for
infomative speeches).
4" You must select and adapt your methods of INTORI\IING to
yow target audience, identified on the speech outline.
6. You nust use ono ofthe attention gaining devices presented
in your tert to introduce a thesis statement for an
INFORIIATIVE SPEECII.
6. You must establish your credibility with the audience in tihe
inhoduction and tbmughout the speech.
7. You must forecast or preview the main points of your speedr
in the introduction.
8. You nust provide oral transitions betryeen nain points and
uee other emphases to assist the listoner in following your
reasoning.
25
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You urust use and orally cite atleast three ofthe types of
supporting materials specified in your textbook, taken from
at least three difrerent sources, selecting and adapting
evidence and support to neetyourinformative purpose with
the audience.
You must use an organizational nethod and pattern
appropriate to yorn topic and the audience.
You must uso soundreasoning and avoid logical fallacies.
Your conclusion must include a summary of the main points
ofyour speech.
Your conclusion must reinforce the central idea and signal
the end ofyour speoch.
You must speak clearly and distinctly in a well nodulated,
conversational nanner using appropriate vocal variety in
rate, pitch and volune.
You must use language appropriately (good vocabulary and
grammar; avoidance of slang, trite expressions, non-
fluencies, etc.)
You must exhibit good speaking posture: standing erec! not
leaning on podium, no dietracting moves, using gesture in a
way that is efrective, appropriate and relevant to the
content ofthe speech.
You must speak extenporaneously (i.e., not tied to notes,
not memorized, not using a nanuecript), maintaining eye
contact with the audience rather than notes, walls, visual
aids, etc.
You must finish the speech within the 3-4 ninute time
range.
9.
10.
11.
L2.
18.
L4.
15.
16.
L7.
18.
Letter Grade and Points AssigneiL A B C D F
Comments and Recomnendations :
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The Impact of Perceived Research
and Teaching Competence on the
CredibiHty of a Basic Course Director:
A Case Study-
Pomclo L Gra!
Martin G. Murray
Nonay L Bucrh,el-Rothfins
Credibility can be defined as the degree to which an
audience perceives the speaker as being competent, knowl-
edgeable, and personable (Civikly, 1992). It seens logical,
then, to believe that the perceived credibility of a leader
would have an impact on the relationship between that leader
and his or her subordinates. n€search in communication has
supported this belief. One potential leader/subordinate rela-
tionship is that of teacher and shrdent Scholars in instruc-
tional communication have posited that the credibility of a
teacher to her or his students is an essential component of
effective instnrction. Srithout this credibility, shrdents tend to
question even minor decisions by the teacher and so cause an
adversarial relationship to develop (Civikly, 1992; Cooper,
1991; Seiler, Schuelke, & LiebBrilhart, 1984). Another poten-
tial leader/subordinate relationship is that of manager and co-
worker. Scholars in leadership commnnication have noted
that one of the primary communication objectives as a
* A preliminary'&aft of part of this paper was preoented at the Midwegt
Bagic Course Dhocton Conferonce, Da''ton, OIt February, 1992.
lhis paper was presented at the national convention of the Speech
Comnunication Assocfstion, Chtcago' IIa Novenber, 1992.
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leader/manager is to be perceived as a credible source of in-
formation by co-workers and, when the coworkers are de-
pendent on the leader for advice or assistance, expertise and
the overall impression of this person are prinary deteminers
ofthat crerlibility @rank & Brownell, 1g8g; Yukl, lg8g).
It seems interesting, then, that no research can be found
in the published literature that specifically addresses the
credibility of the basic course director (BCD) to his or her
staf. Surely this role relationship of BCD to stafrmembers is
at least somewhat analogous to that of teacher and student
and/or manager and co-worker. Further, the above infor-
mation from instnrctional and leadership gcholars in com-
munication indicate that sredibility is an important factor in
success in such relationships. lVhy, then, has no research
been conducted in this area?
One reason may be that this relationship seems not to
differ fton other relationships that have boen studied and so
may not warrant specific investigation into this context. This
reasoning does not hold up well under scrrrtiny, however. It is
diffisult to imagine a relationship more complex than this one.In particular, the notion of power of this boss nay seem
convoluted. While the BCD may be the only supenrisor the
basic course stalf answers to directly, other faculty may subtly
or not-so-subtly indicate to the stafforat the real decisions are
made by a committee, the entire faculty and/or the depart-
ment chair. Is the BCD a person to work hard to please or not,
then? In addition, seldom does one frnd a context where the
staff, especially if most are graduate teaching assistants(GTAg or GAs), is as torn between "joU'reqronsibilities as this
one. Is the teaching that important or should GTAs ooncen-
trate on their graduate coursework and research? If teaching
is not inportant, then the relationship between the C'TA and
the BCD pales; if teaching is irnportant, then the relationship
takes on much more significance. Once again, is this 
" 
p""roo
to work hard to please or not? In short, iL would seem foolish
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to avoid research into credibility in this context because of a
belief that this context holds nothing rurique to study.
Another poesible reason to avoid research into the realm
of credibility between a BCD and her or his stafrmay be that
it is not an important consideration for this particular rela-
tionship. llhe boss is the boss" and so little else matters; be-
sides, this "boss" is only a temporary one so time spent fos-
tering this relationship is not time well spent. Recently, two
experiences at Central Michigan Universit5l, a midwestern
university of about 16,000 students, encouraged these re-
searchers to question this possible assumption that credibility
of the BCD may not be a factor that would affect the relation-
ship between him or her and the staff. Seemingly simple
changes in the status quo at Central Michigan University
produced noticeable differences in staff notivation and atti-
tudes.
First, two of the researrhers, both faculty members (one
was the BCD), were asked to present a two-hour workshop on
effective teaching for about 200 first-year and returning GTAs
from across canpus in a newly-instihrtod, campus-wide train-
ing program. SIe were the only faculty to be asked to do so
and so were presented as authorities on teaching and GTA
training. At a departmental gathering hours after the work-
shop, not at all related to the workshop or GTA training, our
own GTAs indicated how lucky they felt after hearing GTAs
in other departments bemoan their lack of training by quali-
fied people. Rather than viewing CITA training as a time-con-
suming, exhausting activity, sentiments expressed by pre-
vious groups of incoming GTAs, this group saw immediate
value in spending three weeks of their summer preparing to
teach. These GTAs expressed more readiness to engage in
training activities and more fully believed in the value of such
activities. In addition, their willingness to accept input ftom
the BCD about policies, procedures, effective teaching, and so
on seemed to come with much less resistance than in previous
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gloups and their motivation to excsl was clearly higher over-
all.
Second, as part of an introduction to graduate study
oourse, faculty were asked to hand out resumes containing,
nmonB other things, a list of Oreir presontations and publica-
tions. In our departnent, the BCD has a strong presentation
and publication record. Again, a noticeable change seemed to
occur in the overall acceptance of deeisions, ideas and input
from the BCD in her dealings with the GTAs in the basic
course. Slhereas in prior semesters early interactions with
GTAs had focused primarily on the day-to-day exigencies of
teaching the basic oourse, interactions this year were as likely
to deal with more cerebral aspects of teaching and education
in general.
The belief that the relationship between a BCD and her or
his stafr(especially GTAs) is a unique one worthy of investi-
gation and the growing suspicion that a heightened credibility
can afrest this relationship prompted this case sttrdy of a BCD
and his or her stafr members. Specifically, the roles of both
perceived teaching erpertise and perceived research erpertise
in the judgment of perceived credibility were isolated for this
initial investigation. Four questions guided this inquiry: (a)
How important is the perceived credibility of a basic course
director to the stafr, (b) what efregt would low perceived sred-
ibility have on staffmenbsrs, (c) what is the relative impor-
tance of teaching competence and resoarch competence to this
perceived credibility, and (d) what skills/behaviors influence
this perceived credibility?
METHOI)
In an attempt to gather insights from stafr members to
illustrate and add to our own erperiences working with GTAs,
a detailed case study combining quantitative and qualitative
measures was undertaken. Data were collected from the
entire population of all CrTAs teaching in the basic course in
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Table 1
Raw Data and ContentAnalysis of Questionnairer
Research Question 1: How important is the perceived
credibili$ of a basic oonrse director to his/her staff?
Data from questionnaire questions 1 and 2 below were
usoil in discussing this resoarch question.
Questionnaire Question #1: Overall, how important is it to
you that your basic course director be credible in your
eyes (1 
= 
not very important, 5 
= 
vsry important)?
(l person answered 2) (5 persons answered 4)
(13 persons answered 5)
Questionnaire Question #2: \[/hy do you feel this way?
5 personsviewed the idea of role model producing
credibility
3 persons viewed the BCD as a foundation of support
person to lean upon
3 persons would reject the advice/direction if lacking in
credibility
4 persons viewed depth of knowledge and amorurt of
experience as being important
2 persons believed a senge ofhumanness, faith and
trrrst are negessaly
2 persons believed confidence and professional distance
are important
lqtestions 2 and 3 were open+nded questions; questions 1 and 4
through 14 aeked for responses based on a Ukert-type scale. lte last two,
opea-en&d questionnaire queetions are not iacluded in this table. The
quedions were aa followe: Question 16: Is there anything else about [your
BCDI that has added to her credibility (or lack thereoO as a BCD in your
eSres? Please llst and gtate bow important thie credentiaUbehavior is to your
assosrment, and Question 16: What else might [your BCD] or another BCD
do to establish credlbility with his/her gtaft? The vast disparity of angwers
given remlted ln the &vclopment of the broad categories of answers already
elaborated on !n the t€rt ofthis paper in the discqesioa ofthe fourth reoearch
guedion.
31
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Research Question 2: TVhat effect would low perceived
credibility have on stafrmembers?
Datafrom questionnaire question 3 blow was used in
discussing this research question.
Questionnaire Question #3: Ttlhat efiect(s) might a lack of
credibility have:? What are you more or less likely to do if
your BCD lacks credibility in your eyes?
5 claimed that CitAs would take matters into their own
hands
4 claimed that CiTAs would either avoid or ignore the
feedback from the BCD
3 claimed that it would cause GTAg to feel insesure and
lacking in confidence in themselves as well as the
BCD
4 claimed that it would cause a lack of respect for the
BCD amongthe CiIAs
5 claimed that it would canrse the department to look
badlY
6 claimed that it would cause GTAg to sufrer from bad
attitudes toward the course, department, and the
BCD
4 claimed that a lack of foundation, direction, and
consistency would lead to poor work ethics
I person felt credibility is not important
Research Question #3: What is the relative importance of
teaching competence and research competence to this
perceived creilibility?
Data from questionnaire questions 4 througb ? below
were used in dissussing this research question.
Questionnaire Question #4: For the following, 1 = not vety
credible and 6 = vory credible. Overall, how sredible to
you feel $our BCDI is in her role as BCD?(l person answered 4) (18 persons answered 5)
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Questionnaire Question #5: How credible is [your BCD] as
a role model for being an effective researcher?
(2 persons answered 3) (6 persons answered 4)
(12 persons answered 5)
Questionnaire Question #6: How sredible is [your BCD] as
a role model for being an effective researcher?
(2 persons answered 3) (6 persons answered 4)
(14 persons answered 5)
Questionnaire Question #7: Which competence (teacher or
researcher) is more important to you as you make your
judgment abouther as abasic sourss director?
(4 claimed both are equally important)
(11 claimed teaching competence is somewhat more
important)
(3 claimed that teadring sompetense is the most
important)
(1 person refused to answer, stating that both are
equslly important but neither is really very
important)
Research Question 4: What skills/bohaviors influence this
perceived credibility?
Data from questionnaire questions 8 through 14b below
and the final two open-ended questions (see footnote 1)
were us€d in discussing this research question.
On a scale from 1-6 with 1 = not very important and 6 =
very important, how would you rate the following
gredentials/behaviors in terms of their overall afrect on
your assessment of [your BCD] as a credible BCD?
Questionnaire Question #8: Knowledge of lyour BCD'sl
teaching experiences:
(2 answered 1) (l answered 3)
(4 answered 4)(12 answered 5)
88
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Questionnaire Question #9: Knowledge of [your BCD'sl
teaching awarddcommendations:
(2 answered 1) (2 answered 2) (7 answered 3)
(7 answered 4) (1 answered 6)
Questionnaire Question #10: Knowledge of lyour BCD's
publication record:
(3 answered 2) (6 answered 3)
(6 answered 4) (4 anewered 6)
Questionnaire Question #11: Actual experience watching
[your BCDI teach:
(1 answered 2) (6 answered 4) (13 answered 5)
Questionnaire Question #12: Actual experience watching
[your BCDI present/conduet research:
(2 answered 1) (4 answerd 3)
(10 answered 4) (3 answered 6)
Questionnaire Question #13: Private conversations with
tyour BCDI about teaching:
(1answered 1) (1answered 3)
(6 answered 4) (ll answered 6)
Questionnaire Question #14: Private conversations with
tyour BCDI about research:
(2 answered 1) (6 answered 3)
(8 answered 4) (3 answered 5)
our depattment during the spring semester, 1992. The stafr
consisted of 3 GTAs who had just started teaching a week
prior to the meeting and 16 GTAs who had completed one to
three semesters of teaching prior to the meeting. All 19 had
conpleted the threewee\ pre-semester training session prior
to the fall semester, 1991.
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lhe questionnaire was developed by the researchers to
gain insight into the four research questions posed. The ques-
tionnaire consisted of 12 Likert-type questions and 4 open-
endd questions.Ihis questiounaire was distributed iluring a
stafr meeting. Since the subjects wsre few in number and
homogeneous in contsxt (i.e., all from the same program),
results wiU be reported only in a general way to note apparent
trends implied through this case study, possible implications
of this information, and future paths for research. Table I
presents the actual raw data and the eontent analysis results
from the questionnaire. Table 1 also indicates what iterns
from the questionnaire were used in the discussion of each of
the four research questions posed in this case study.
RESTJLTfI
Reseorch Qucttion 7: Eoto imprcrtont is th'e per'
ceioed crd,ibility d o basia courte dircctor to
hhlhzr rtofr?
Certainly few people would believe that crefibility would
be of no importance, but this was a question we had glven
little thought to prior to our investigation. However, the
experiences related at the start of this paper seemed to indi-
cate that overall credibility may be of great importance. firis
suspicion was supported. On a 5-point scale (5 = v€r] impor-
tant), all but one CitA rated the importance of the BCD being
credible to them as either a 4 or a 6. lhe one GTA who rated
this question a 2 statod that what mattered was the staffs
ability to teach and so the BCD's ability to teach, conduct
research, etc. was of little importance. As logical as this might
soem, this belief was held by only one CrTA!
When asked why they felt as they did, the GTAq made
some interesting obsenations. Overall, they described the
need to put "tnrst and faith" in that person if the basic course
were to be kept running smoothly. "It would be very difficult
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to accept advice, information, etc. from onlone who I didn't
find credible." Without credibility, it would be "difficult to
take her seriously." "fire confidence I have in her ability in
her role gives me confidence in ny role." tr\rrther, many GTAs
stated that the medibility of the BCD helped forn their
impressions of the department: 'This individual represents
the departnent as the'Communication Gum'and needs to
have established a great ded of oedibility to fulfill this role."
It was quite clear that this group of CrTAs felt that the credi-
bility of the BCD was extremely impoftant to their sucoess as
a GTA and even as a gSaduate student overall.
Researth Qu,eetion Z:Whot eflbct utould lout
perceioed, cred,ibility haoe on stoffncmben?
Once again, the GTAs had strong opinions here. Tllhen a
person's professional accomplishments are great, he or she is
nore credible to ne a d thus conmands more of my respect,
causing me to work harder for his or her approval, etc." While
the typical response just stated might not be all that surpris-
ing, other comments were much stronger. "I would also have a
more difficult time taking my own job as a GA seriously." "I
would be very unlikely to ask for assistance from a director
with low credibility. AIso, evaluation and criticism would be
very diffrcult to receive fron such an individual." "Lack of
credibility would also result in ny not payrng much attention
to ideas and sugestions for improvements." ffsudr comments
imply mutiny, that's just what some GTAs indicated, in no
rurcertain terns. "A lack of credibility could create a nonprG
fessional work ctmate which could lead to nonprofessional
work ethics." Further, "I would probably tsnd to stray off of
the specific fomat set up by the course director and 'do my
own thing.'" "If I didn't see him or her as credible I may base
my decisions more on my own assnrmptions." "I would be more
likely to take litl upon myself to research the material I
thought appropriate and teach as I s€e fit " 'If I perceived my
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basic course director to lack credibility, I would be less apt to
follow the regulations that go along with teaching the basic
course." "If I did have a BCD who lacked sredibilityl, ny ulti-
mate task would be to create a program (syllabus, lesson
format, etc.) that I could live with, and try to minimize the
negative inpact of such a director." Again, a detrimental
effest on the department as a whole was suggested. "If I don't
respect my boss, for example in some past jobs, I tend not to
favor the job or the work environnent. firis not only affects
my work perfornance but might also affect the image I pre-
sent for the organization." Ttre power of the above assertions
seems heightened when it is kept in mind that this group of
GTAs consists entirely of Master's students with little or,
most comnonly, no prior teaching erperience before becoming
a CJIA and that the basic conrse at Central Michigan Univer-
sity is completely standardized (common syllabus, assign-
nents, grading criteria, attendance policy, tests, and so on).
firese qIAs'responoes lead to the belief that the lack of cred-
ibility by a BCD would have a dramatic negative efrect on the
basic courso program and, possibly, even the gtaduate pro-
gram!
Roeeqeh qucstian 8: Whot is tt c tzlotive impor-
tonoe of teuhing eornlrebrr/ce ond, tzteotth comgn-
tence to this prerceiod, crcdibihQ?
One question on the questionnaire asked the students to
rate which competence, researcher or teacher, was more
important to their judgpent of credibility of their BCD: 1 =
research competence is the most importanf 2 = research com-
petence is somewhat more important, 3 = both are equally
important, 4 
= teaching competence is somewhat more impor-
tant, and 6 = teaching competence is the most important. One
CITA refused to answer, stating that "this teaching and
research shrff is irrelevant." (This same student went on to
state that "She is most competent because she has co-
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authored the textbook and helped design the present systom
for teaching.") However, most GTAg (11 of the 19) circled 4 -
teaching conpetence is somewhat more important. Three
GTAs circled 3 - teaching conpetence is the most important
but four GTAs circled 6 - both are equally impottant. Sthile
Orese data show that teaching competence is perceived by this
group of GTAs as more important than research competence,
what may be surprising is how significant research compe-
tence became as part of the total evalrration of sredibility. In
fact, it was interesting to note Orat these mAs felt that their
BCD was very credible in her overall role of BCD (18
answered 5, the highest option indicating credibility). In their
reqxrnses to how sredible she was as a researcher and then as
a teacher, more GTAs rated her higher as a credible role
model in research than they did in teaching! Once again, for
the CrTAs in this case study, research expertise ranked com-
parably with teaching expertise in terms of the afrect of these
two competenoe areas on ordibility.
Ro ceo,rch Quc etian 4: Whot thil,Islbehooiart
influcnae thie perceioed, crcd,ibillt!?
On the questionnaire, certain skills/behaviors were pro-
vided to the GTAs for Oreir reactions (1 
= not very important
and 6 = very important). Knowledge of the BCD's teaching
experiences were rated as important (mostly 4s and 6s),
knowledge of teaching awarddcommendations received varied
responses (3s and 4s were the most clommon responses ),
knowledge of her publication record seened somewhat impor-
tant (10 of 19 responded with a 4 or 6 and 6 students
answered with a B), achral experience watchingher teach was
considered very impoftant (18 of the 1g responded with a4 or
5; most used 6), actual experience watching her pre-
senUconduct research was viewed as important (18 rated this
a 4 or 5), private conversations with her about teaching were
seen as extremely important (17 of the 19 rated this a 4 or 6;
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most used a 5), and private conversations with her about
research seemed somewhat important (11 rated this a 4 or a
5). Fron least important to most important, it appears that
this group of GTAs ranked the above skills/behaviors in this
way: knowledge of the BCD's teaching awarddexperiences,
knowledge of the BCD's tnaching experiences, knowledge of
the BCD's publication record, private conversations with the
BCD about research, actual experience watching the BCD
presenUconduct research, actual experience watching the
BCD teach, and private conversations with the BCD about
teaching. Once again, althotrgh teaching behaviors seemed to
outrank publication endeavors, knowledge of and experience
with the BCD in the area of publication was important and
outranked sone of the items concerned only with teaching.
tr\rrther, behaviors that included direct interaction between
the BCD and the GTAs were evaluated as most important in
developing their assessment of credibility.
On the open-ended questions seeking input ftom the
GTAs about other behayiordskills that could add to the qed-
ibiliff of a BCD, a variety of items were listed. Interpersonal
abilities mentioned included the following: willingness to
list€n to feedback, support of the staff, keeping a professional
distance yet a warm relationship, demonstrating caring
toward the staff, socializing with the staff, listening ability,
empathy, and being fair and open-minded. Leadership be-
haviors such as problem-solving abilities, open-door policy,
knowledge of management procedures, years of experience,
consistency, providing specific expectations for the staff, and
maintaining control also were listed. Other items included
research in teaching areas, overall knowledge of the field of
communication, professional dress, speaking style, being a
role model for efrective teaching, personal standards, and sel-
dombeingwrong.
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IMPLICATIONS AD{D ST]MITIARY
While this inquiry proyides only an initial look at crodibil-
ity as it impacts on the relationship between a BCD and the
sta.ff, some interesting insigbts have been gathered. First of
all, the potential impact of a lack of credibility on the be-
haviors of the staff was frightening. Many GTAs openly
admitted to mutiny! The distinct potential for such blatant
conflict found in this case study lends credence to the claim
that credibility is worth building with staffmembers.
Second, even though teaching competence was seen by
CrTAs as more important to the assessment of credibility of
the BCD than was research, this finding was not surprising.
What was surprising was the extent to which research skills
and publications influenced their overall judgment of the
credibility of the BCD!This finding could lead to the conclu-
sion that an active researcher may be a solid choice for the
role of BCD. Further, BCDs night make knowledge of their
experiencedaccomplishments in both teaching and research a
part of the infomation they share with their stafrmembers.
This process should be approached with caution, however.
This particular group of GTAs gained acoess to information
regarding the experienced accomplishments of the BCD by
way of another class. The instnrgtor of that class encouraged
the sharing of vitae as a method of getting acquainted with
the faculty of thedepartment If a BCD were to hand out her
or his vita for the sole purpose of announcing qualifications,
that person then runs the risk of a whiplash effect (who does
she think she is?). Rather than building credibility, that per-
son may, in fact, be perceived as egotistical and/or lacking in
self-est€em (and so feel the need to build credibility thro-gh a
listing of accomplishments rather than relying on his or her
behaviors with the stafrto builil credibility). Either perception
could harm overall perceptions of credibility. Sharing knowl-
edge of the BCD's accomplishments in teaching and research
might best be done through more subtle behayiors such as
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using past oxperiences in discussions about graduate life and
being sure that any "credential" associated with that
teaching/research experience is part of the information
shared, etc. Indeed, the GTAs in this case study referred to
the inpoftance of direct contact with the BCD in forming
opinions about creilibility (watching her teach and conduct
research, talking with her in private, etc.). BCDs in programs
too large to incorporate thie direct contact, or where the com-
mitnent to the BCD (or by the BCD) does not allow the
released time necessary for such individual contact, may
enoowage alow credibility assessment of the BCD by the staff
and, therefore, enoonrage some of the negative behaviors that
could arise fmn this view of the BCD. Begardless of how the
sharing of information soncerning the BCD's teaching and
professional experiences is done, the data from this case shrdy
indicate that it is important to find some mechanism to have
the infomation sharedwith the staf.
Ttrird, as evidenced by the diverse list of items in the
open-ended sections, credibility of a BCD is a complex vari-
able that probably has different meanings for different GTAs
(and other stafr members) due to backgrounds, personality
characteristics, the present environment, and so on. Surely
the impact ofknowledge of teaching and research competence
is only the beginning in identifring factors that could lead to a
positive assessment of credibility by stafr members. Many of
the items generated by these GTAs could be isolated and
researched more specifically for their potential impact on a
BCD's credibility. In addition, it is our suspicion that the
environment in which the BCD operates nay have an impact
on overall credibility. Is the BCD treated with respect by
colleagues and/or administrators? What is the overall image
of the basic course on that campus? Is the basic sourse and
BCD supported with office space, materials, classroom space,
reassigned time, and so on? It may be possible that the stafr
members themselves transfer their own treatment as profes-
sionals to the BCD, believing that her or his credibility
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translates into better working conditions for them (ofEce
spaoe, copyrng facilities, secretarial help, access to computers,
etc.).
F\rrther research into the effecb of credibility on the rela-
tionship between a BCD and the, stsfris warranted. Cettainly
our experiences and those of our CrTAs may not be typical.
Indeed, there may be reasons to believe that our situation is
not typical. fire BCD at Central Michigan University is well
supported by the administration and the faculty. The BCD
herself is, as one GTA wrote, "more than manelous, she is
motivating." In addition, the basic course staff at Central
Michigan University consists solely of Master's level GTAs
with little or no prior teaching experience. A broader base of
perceptions is neoded in order to generalize about the possible
effects of credibility on the relationship between a BCD and
the stafr. However, this case study as an initial inquiry pro-
vides some tantalizing possibilities for avenues to be explored
as researchers continue to look for ways to strengthen the all-
important yet all-too-tenuous relationship between a BCD
and the stafr.
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Are You a REAL Teacher?
Student Perceptions of tJre Graduate
Student as trstmctor of the Basic
Communication Course*
Iand,aRWillcr
A teacher is one for whom the pupil, student, or
aseosiats has high regard . . . and guides the gtudent's
learning and impresses him/her as a devotsd and special
individual . . . (Bartley, 1982).
Many teachers of the basic communication course are
graduate students. In fact, current estimates sugest upwards
of at least %5Vo ta 767o of the teaching of basic communication
courBes is done by graduate teaching assistants (GTA) or
junior faculty (who is frequently at the instruetor level and
often a former GTA) (Buerkel-Rothfuss & Gray, 1990; Gibson,
Hanna, & Huddleston, 1985; Gibson, Gnrner, Hanna" Smyt'he,
& Hayes, 1980; Nyquist & Wulff, 1987). fire inlluence of the
graduate teaching assistant's teaching experience on the
effectiveness of the basic course is critical.
IITTTRODUCTION
Past research in the basic course has examined many
aspects which relate to the graduate student's teaching
* The author would like to thssk all the graduate shrdent instnrctors
who offered thelr classes for participation in this research project.
Additionalln the would like to acknowledgp hofessors Willian Robinson and
Dsight Xtrkpatrick of Purdue Unlversity, Calumet for their advice on
sbucturs and datistical rsvlsions of this article.
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eqrerienee. One line of research has attemptod to identifr the
struchrre, scope, conosrns, and perceptions of the course (see,
for example, Gibson, et al., 1986; Gibson, 36. al., 1980;
Hiemstra & Staton-Spicer, 1983; Pearson, Nelson, &
Sorenson, 1981; Weaver & Cotrell, 1989). Other ressarch has
examined the role of, and training of GTAs (see, for example,
Andrews, 1983; Buerkel-Rothfuss & Gray, 1990; Ibufuan-
Everett & Backhurd, 1981; Nyquist &Wulfl 1987). Still other
research, although not limited to the basic communication
course, identifies dimensions as teadrer credibility (Beatty &
Behnke, 1980; Beatty &?'atrrn,1990), F)wer in the classroon(Plax, IGarney, McCroskey, & Richmond, 1986; Richmond,
McOroskey,IGarney, & Plax, 1987; Roach, 1991), and teacher
immediacy (Andersen, 1979; Cristophel, 1990; Gorham, 1988,
Crorham & Zakahi, 1990; I&arney, Plax, Smith, & Sorenson,
1988). These dimensions (and others) are often used to
facilitate evaluation of teacher effectiveness, and certainly are
applicable to evaluation of teaching in the basic course.
However,little of this research (Roach, 1991is an exception)
focuses specifrcally on the graduate teaching assistant as
teacher.
FOCUS OF IEISI PAPER
Ttris paper intends to fosus on the graduate student as
instructor of the basic course. As Buerkel-Rothfuss & Flnk
(1992) sugest, "GTAg have just begun the process of develop-
ing the knowledge and skills necessaqr to become competent
teachers" (p. 3I Despite these beginning levels of knowledge
and skills, as the graduate student instructor is often the first
exposure to the communication discipline that an under-
graduata has. Thus, the perception the undergraduate has of
the graduate shrdent as toacher becomes important for two
reasons: 1) evaluating the tcaehing effegtiveness of the gradu-
ate student, and 2) evaluating the worth of pursuing addi-
tional sours€s in the discipline.
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But how accurat€ are an undergraduate's perception of
the graduat€ student as teacher of basic communication
courses? Are graduate student instructors perceived as
sstttparable to faculty member instructors? Or are students
feeling "cheatod" when enrolled in a course taught by a
graduate student and wondering whether the graduate
s0udent is a "real" teacher? Ttris paper will attempt to answer
such questions by examining the resulLs of data collected to
explore students' perceptions of graduate students as
instnrctors of the basic communication class.
BASITC COMMLNICAmON COURSIES Ar{D
GRADUATE SIT]DET{T INSTRUCTORSI
The basic communieation courses used for the data collec-
tion are an interpersonal communication course, a group
communication course and a public speaking oourse (all at the
introductory level). In the communication discipline, GTAs
usually handle the major proportion of the teaching of intro-
ductory level courses (Staton-Spicer & Nyquist, 1979, p. 199).
According to MclVlillen (1986), sun'eys show that graduate
students teach a significant proportion of the lower division
oourses at m{or research institutions (p. 9). In the current
data collection , the interTersonal and public speaking oourses
at the private academic institution are taught primarily by
GTAs and cover three to four sections of each course for each
of the three quarters of the school year. At the public
acadenic instihrtion, 607a of the 12-14 sections per semester
of the public speaking course and the group communication
course are taught by GTAs. Buerkel-Rothfuss & Gray (1990)
conclude that "much of our urdergraduate educational func-
tion rests on the ability of people wbo have had no prior
teaching experience and who have only recently left the
undergraduate classrooms themselves" (p. 305). Additionalln
many of these graduate students are teaching as a result of
being awarded teaching assistantships. And yet, in the
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Buerkel-Rothfuss & Gray (1990) study, the GTA selestion
criteria found to be used the leost wers suocessful completion
of a teaching methods counse or prior teaching experience (p.
296). ftrrthet, 52Vo of responding chairpersons and depart-
ment heads indicated the GTA has no prior teaching ex-
perience and,20Vo of the departnents provided no training of
the GTA prior to the first classroom teaching experience
(Buerkel-Rothfuss & Gray, 1990). At the institutions where
this papers data were collected there were no fomal training
sessions for the graduate students assigned to teach the
coursos exceptfor a brieforientation neetingfor each course
discussing the regulations and structural suggestions. Ttris
extent of training for graduate teaching assistants is not
necessarily an unusual occurrence. IGufman-Everett and
Backlund (1981) report more than 60Vo of a survey's respon-
dents indicated that their respective departments did not pro-
vide adequate preparation for college teaching. And while
more surrent research (Buerkel-Rothfuss & Gray, 1990) found
lhat $Mo of those departments sunreyed offered training of
some kind, most indicated that the training takes one week or
less. Often when training does occur the trainingfocus was on
the mechanics of conducting a course, such as syllabi con-
struction, test constmction, evaluation methods rather than
on the teaching pflrcess (IGufman-Everett & Backlund, 1gg1).
And yet, it is not the mechanics but the teaching process that
is the usual focus of teaching effectiveness evaluations.
EVALUATION OF TEACHING
EFTECTIVEI\IESS
What do evaluations of teaching effectiveness tlryically
consist of in examining the teaching process? A substantial
body of research has been directed toward identifying
important aspects of students'evaluations of their instructors
(see Wittrock & Lumsdaine, 19?? for an early review of the
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literature). Several dimensions of such evaluation have been
identified in recent research including the interpersonal
dimension and the task dimension.
InteryrcreonalDimcneion
of Teaolw Effeetia en/ess
The interpersonal dimension has been examined by
several researchers @eatty &?ahrn,1990; Cooper, Stewart, &
Gudykunsf 1982; Haslett, 1976; Hughey, HarBer, & Harper,
1982; March, Lg77; Norton, 1977; Powell & Arthur, L982,
1986; Scott & Nussbaum, 1981; Unble & Whitten, L97D to
identify and assess as variety of components attributed to the
interBersonal dimension. Powell and Arthur (1982) conclude
that affect dimensions such as enthusiasm, interactional
style, studenUteacher rapport, classroon personality, rec€p-
tivity, warmth and confirmation are important aspects of
teacher effectiveness.
Tosh Dimension
of Teaolwr Effectioen/eag
Evaluation criteria related more to the task funstions of
teaching may be included with the intetpersonal dimensions
in the exanination of teaching effectiveness. Such factors as
knowledge of subject matter, planning and organization of the
oourse, instnrctional format, classroom skills, and size of clags
have been examined (Browne & Gillis, 1982; Meredith &
Ogasawaran 1982a,1982b; Pearson, et al., 1981).
Meredith (1983, p. 6a9) summarized previous evaluation
research to cito ten characteristics identified as the most im'
portant components of effestive university teaching; mastery
of subject nattor, concem for students, stimulation of student
interest, clarity of erplanation, enthusiasm, enoouragement of
student's participation, availability for conzultation, fairness
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in grading, preparation and organization, and public speaking
ability.
RESEARCE ON TEE BYALUATION
AIID TRAII\ING OF GRADUATE
STT'DEIYT INSTBUCTORS
Spesific emphasis of some of the teaching evaluation
research (see, for example, Hughey, et al., 1982; Meredith &
Ogasawara, L982, and Powell & Arthur, 1982) has been
focused on the graduate student as instructor. In fact,
Meredith (1980) identified the nost salient ordered markers
used in evaluating teaching assistants to be the following
items: overall effectiveness, enthusiastic, stinulated sense of
challenge, insighl and discovery in students, helpfuI, avail-
ability of T.A, T.A interest in students and their progress,
friendly and easy to talk with, effective in leading group dis-
cussions, and could erplain in terms eas5l to understand.
Additionally, there has been a research focus on training
graduate teadring assistants (Abbott Wulff, & Szego, 1989;
An&ews, 1986; Carroll, 1980; Dalgaard, 1982; Diamond &
Gray, 1987; MeMillen, 1986; Nyquist, Abbtt, & Wulff, 1989).
However, despite these few studies which fosused on
graduate student teaching, it remains unclear what percep-
tions of the graduate student as instnrctor the underyraduate
bring to the classroom situation, how the graduate shrdent
teacher compares to the faculty membr, and what under-
graduates perceive as advantages and disadvantages of bing
enrolled in a class with a graduate shrdent as the instnrctor.
An undergraduate may assess the graduate student instruc-
tor on evaluation items such as those suggested earlier with a
distorted perception of the graduate shrdent's abilities as a
teacher. It is with an earlier version of this paper (Willer,
1986) and in related studies (Buerkel-Rothfuss & Fink, 1992;
Romer, 1991- reported since the present studies were oom-
pleted) that the perceptions of the undergraduate shrdents
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enrolled in the basic communication courses taught by the
graduate teaching assistants have been examined.
fire data collection of this paper was designed primarily
to eramine the undergraduate's perception of the graduate
student as instnrctor of basic communication courses. As a
result the following primary research question can be asked:
nel.' Whot are tlu perceptbns that und.ergra.duotes Inae of
ga.d,uate stud.ents as instructors of basic communi.cotion
courses?
A secondary goal of the paper was to identify any differ-
ences in these perceptions based on when in the academic
term the undergraduates are questioned and any differences
based on whether the respondents attended a private aca-
demic institution emphasizing research or a public academic
institution emphasizing teaching. As a result, a second re-
search question can be asked:
RQZ: Are tlwre ony d,ifferences in tluse uttd,ergrod,uate per-
ceptions dcpetd,ittg on wlwther responses were sought in tlw
beginning of o teoahh,g tern or ot tlu end, of the term or if tlw
amd.emfu institution is public or priuote?
METHODOLOGY
Subjecte
Table 1 summarizes the following descriptive information
about the respondents. A total of 403 respondents conpleted
questionnaires during the 3 phases. The respondents' ages
ranged ftom 17 to 61 (i= 20). Forty percent of the respon-
dents were male and 6Mo female. Sixty-nine percent of the
respondents were freshmen or sophonores (frequently the
year in school for enrollnent in the basic communication
courses).
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Sanple Phase 1 Phase 2 Ptrase 3
n=408 n=198 n=77 n=188
x=20 x =19 x=19.2 x=20.9Age
C'ender
Males
Fenales
7o ofFleshlSoph
Comm Corrse
IPC
PS
AOVo
80Vo
69Vo
48Vo SS% 42%
67Vo 67% 68Vo
8O7o @Vo 687o
6lVo 95% 397o(cRP)
897o 6Vo 6L%
Howmuch GS is Liked i=6.7 F=5.4 F=6.4 7=6.8
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Table 1
Demographics
Descriptively, of the 138 respondents in Phase L, 4EEo
were 18 years old and SOVo were 19 years 61fl (F=19.2). Forty-
tlrree percent were nales and,67Vo were females. Eighty per-
cent of the respondents were either freshmen or sophomores.
And,6lVo were enrolled in the interpersonal communication
course and,39Vo in the public speaking course.
Of the 77 respondents in Phase 2,$OVo were 18 years old
and,&$Vo were 19 years old (*19.2) firirty-three persent were
nales and 67Vo wore females. Sixty-nine percent of the re-
spondents were either freshmen or sophomores. And 96%
wsre enrolled in the interpersonal communication conrse and
57o in the public speaking oounn.
The 188 respondents ofPhase 3 ranged in age from 17
years old to 46 years old 6=20.9). Forf-two porcrsnt were
males ard, 68Vo were females. Fifty-eight percent of the re-
spondents were freshmen and sophomores. And,I9Vo wers sn-
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rolled in the group communisation course and,6LVo in the
public speaking sonrss.
Although the graduate student instructors were not the
respondents for this paper, in many ways they were the "sub-
jects." A total of 16 graduate teaching assistants participated
in this project (8 females and 7 males) with an age range of 22
to 46 years old. Mditionallx, the gladuate student teachers
had a range of teaching experience from none to several with
two br more acadenic terms of a teaching assistantship to
several who had up to seven years of university teaching
experience. Ten of the graduate students (4 females and 6
males) participated in Phases I & 2 and 5 (4 females and 1
male) in Phase 3.
Prued,ure
Questionnaires concerning the perceptions of the graduate
student as an instructor as oompared to faculty members as
teachers were distributed to students enrolled in basic com-
munication ooursos at two universities, one a private aca-
demic institution which primarily enphasizes research and
one a public academic institution which prinarily emphasizes
teaching. The students earned extra credit for partieipation.
The shrdy was divid€d into phases of Orree separate data col-
lections., Questionnaires for Phase 1 (n=138) were digtributed
during the fall academic term during the first few weeks of
the term. Questionnaires for Phase 2 (n=77) were distributed
duringthe last week of the spring term. fire purBose for such
a distribution was to be able to identify if students have
initial perceptions concerning their instructors at the
begnning of a school term (when many are being exposed to a
college setting for the first time) and if firrther exposnre to the
university teaching setting (more classes taken, longer
exposure to specific instnrctor for a specific term, etc.)
changes stndents' perceptions of their instructors. Phase I
and 2 data representsd the private academic institution.
51
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Questionnaires for Phase 3 (n=188) were distributed at the
public academic institution at the end of the academic tem.
Meosures
The questionnaires sought to examine students' peroep-
tions of how graduate student teachers compare to faculty
members as teachers. Using the interpersonal and task di-
mensions of teaching effestiveness evaluation criteria identi-
fied in previous research, subjects were asked to respond to 7-
point scale items on how satisfied they were with the gradu-
ate student's course, teaching skills, grade obtained, prepara-
tion, rapport, knowledge level, classrqrm presence, and aoces-
sibility as compared to a faculty memb€r teacher. They were
also ashed how much they liked the class being taught by the
graduate student.
Additionally, subjects were asked about their antisipation
of having graduate students teach the courses they would
take in college, whether they had even taken a course in
which they did not know whether they teacher was a faculty
member or a graduate shrdent, how many courses they had
taken which had been taught by graduate students, and
whether their best class, best grade, and most knowledge
gained had come from courses taught by faorlty members or
graduate students. Open-ended questions concerning perrep-
tions of mqior differences between taking a class taught by a
faculty member or by a graduate student and advantages and
disadvantages ofhaving a graduate student as a toacher were
also asked.
AI{ALYSTSI ATTO NESULTS
In addition to descriptive statistics, the data collected
were subjected to three statistical tests: 10 fastor analysis, 2)
reliability, and 3, analysis of variance.
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As mentioned earlier the items representing dimensions
of teaching effectiveness evaluation criteria identified in pre-
vious research, were ?-point scale items on how satisfied they
were with the graduate student's course, teaching skills,
grade obtained, preparation, rapport, knowledge level, class-
room prosence, and accessibility. Table 2 summarizes the
means of these 8 iteme in the total sample as well as by
phases.
Table 2
Means of Perception of Graduate Students Items
Total
Sample Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase I
as Teacher 4.7 4.1 4.L 5.9
Satidaction wift GS
TeachingSkilla 4.5 3.8 3.9 4.9
Satisfaction with Grade
Currently Receiving 4.6 4.O 4.7 4.9
Satigfaction wittr
heparation ofGlSl 4.6 4.O 4.9 6.0
Knowlefue Level of GS 4.L 9.7 4.0 4.6
Classroom hesonce of GSI 4.6 42 4.4 5.1
Rapport Established
byGS 6.6 62 6.0 6.7
Accessibility of GS 49 4.7 6.6 4.7
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Additional responses wsre sought concerning the
respondents' anticipation of having graduate students as
teachers, if respondents had ever taken a sourse in which they
did not know if the teacher was a graduate shrdent or faculty
member, if they had ever had a graduate student as an
instnrctor prior to their cunent class, and how nuch they
liked classes taught by graduate students.
In the total sanple of 403, 66Vo had, not anticipated
having a graduate student as the teacher of a cours€ for which
they would enroll (Phase t 
- 
44Vo, Phase 2 
- 
5L%, Phase I 
-
79Vo).Foxty-six percent of the respondents in the total sample
had t-ken or were taking a course in which they did not know
if the instnrctor was a graduate student or faculty member
(Phase 1 
- 
40Vo, Phase 2 
- 
467o, Phase 3 
- 
537o). In the total
sample of403 respondents,49Vo nevet had a graduate student
as instructor in a course prior to the course in which they
were currently enrolled (Phass L 
- 
6OVo, Phase 2 
- 
7Vo, Phase
3 - 69%). And finally, respondents generally liked the classes
taught by the graduate students (x=6.6; (Phase 1 
- 
G5.4,
Phase 2--x=l5.4, Phase 3 
-F=6.8).
Foator Anolysis
The primary research question sought to identify under-
graduates' perceptions of graduate students as teachers. As
indicated earlier, past research pertaining to evaluating
teacher efrectiveness fairly consistently idenffies two primary
dimensions which can be labeled interpersonal dimension and
task dimension with a variety of aspects attributed to each.
Summarizing that information led to the developuient of eight
items designed to tap into the undergraduate's perceptions of
the graduate student as teacher of the basic communication
conrse. A factor analysis was conducted to examine if indeed
the two dimensions of teacher effectiveness emerged from the
data fire pur?ose of this factor analysis was to examine the
stnrcture inherent in the responses to gain support for the
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contont validity of the items used to assess the under-
graduates' perceptions of graduate shrdent instruct6rs. The
traditional method of using those factors which had an asso-
ciated eigenvalue of 1.0 or greater suggested two factors. A
prinsipal components factor analysis with a varinax rotation
was performed in which 2 fastors were requested. Also the
inhritive minimrrm of two items on any factor was used in
identifying the 2-factor solution. The eignvalues and total
percentage acconnted for are pro'ided in Table 3. A two-factor
solution emerged with the varimax rotation and 3 iterations.
Factor loadings were determined by the criterion of a loading
of .5 or gteater. Six items loaded on Factor 1 and 2 items on
Factor 2. Table 4 identifies individual items and their factor
loadings.
Table 3
Factor Analysis Initial Statistics
Factor 1 appears to primarily represent the task dimen-
sion of evaluating teacher effectiveness. fire items are partic-
ularly related to classroom techniques and skills (classroom
presenee, knowledge, satisf,action with preparation, satisfac-
tion with grading, satidaction with teaching skills, and
general satisf,action with the graduate shrdent as instnrctor of
the course). Factor 2 appears to represent the interpersonal
dimension of perceived teaeher effectiveness consisting of the
Factor
1
2
Eigenvalue Vo ofYar CvmVo
54.5
67.3
4.36160
1.CI2065
54.5
L2.8
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Factor 1 Factor2
Satisfaction with e.S as Teacher
Satisfaction with G'S Teaching Skills
.85250* .15087
.88469* .19236
.83626* .16986
.74J;89* .ltp2g
.679'4* .gg?F
.4t2879 .&292*
0.2t4 .9000?,*
SatisfactionwithGradeCurrentlyReceiving 
.01?C6*,4ZLg6
Satisfaction with heparation of GS
KnowldgeLevel of GS
Clagsroom heEence of GSI
Rapport Established by Gfl
Accessibility of GS
AreYouAful?aclur?
variables of rapport and accessibility. While these are neses-
sary for in-class management, they may be even more related
to the relationship perceived to be established by the graduate
student instnrctor out of class as well.
Table 4
nctiabiliW
Because both dimensions of perceived teacher efrective-
ness appear to be represented by the itoms on the question-
naire, the individual eight items can be examined to deter-
mine if they could represent a computed score which would be
a rpliable measure of undergraduates' perceptions of graduate
sttrdents as instructors of the basic communication courses. In
order to answer the guestion if the eight items included in the
analysis are a reliable assessment, a test of reliability was
perfomed. Cronbach's alpha suggests a reliability of .gg.
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Thus, because so few articles focus evaluation ofteacher effec-
tiveness specifically on the graduate student instructor, this
study makes an initial attempt to identify a means of exam-
ining that efrectiveness.
Analyaia ofVoria nae
In order to answer the secondary research question, the
eight items which comprise the reliable scale were then
computed into a single total score of perception of graduate
student as instmstor. Using this computed variable as the
dependent variable, analyses of variance were performed to
identify differences of perceptions on issues of type of
institution and when in the academis term the questionnaires
were distributed. Exanining just Phase 1 and Phase 2 data
the perception soore was compared between a distribution of
the questionnaire at the beginning of the academic fall torm
and the end of the academic spring term. Phase 3 was not
included in this particular analysis of variance because the
data fton that phase was only collected at t the end of the
academic term. There was a significant difference [F=11.638,
dfl1,211), p=.OOU in the perception of the graduate student as
instructors as a result of when in the academic term the
questionnaires were di stributod.
A second analysis of variance was conducted to determine
if a difrerence in perception of the graduate student as
instnrctor existed in comparing private and public academic
institutions with emphases on research and teaching,
respectively. Again, a significant difference was identifred
lF=11.684, d(1,260), p=.00U. this particular comparison
looked only at Phase 2 and Phase 3 data to control for the
time in the academic year in which the questionnaires were
distributed.
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Table 6
Advantages and Disadvantages
46,/40 better npportlmore personal ?0137 less teachtng experiene
Advantage
Ptrases l&2lPhass 3
3225 doser in age as a student
26124 mre undergtandi.g
of stu&nt's needs and life)
23f26 rcre acceesible
14/16 enthusiastic
14/10 more interaction/
ommunication
13/10 rrelared atmosphere
lLff tries new thingdfresh tdeas
9/11 more approachable
8/6 gnaller classes
6/8 easier to undergtand
5/1 more preparedltakes it
more seriously
I more entertaining
U3 less fomal
iVB has mor€ current knowledge
Z4 never expects too 
'rnre.h
A9 rcte fun/friendlier
?1 not as old as faculty
dqn'ttalktoo much
more interesting
not out to nrin student
don't just preferr doing research
U1 help holdtuition dowa
lessjaded
Disadvantages
Phase l&2/Phase 3
3?/34 lack of lrnowledge
9/12 aentoudlack of confi dence
?/10 preoccupied by own drrdies
48 not as prepared
d4 less gra{ingexperiene thus
tnconsistency
44 less eteemed/rospected
4#l disorganized/due to lst time
teaching
3 gradesharder
Stoo anogant
&2 less ontrol
2 simply not good enough
ZB doesn't challenge enough
nrpertrcially more ftiendly
language problems
can take advantage of
ll2 les prllwithfaoilty
not as interesting
lese personal
less tnteresting
overzealous
we're Just "practice" studentg
less professional
not ateacherbyhade
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O1ren-endcd Qttcstiora
The open-ended questions asking respondents for the
advantages and disadvantages ofhaving a graduate student
as a toacher in many ways reveded the nost intoresting data.
Combining the three phases, the top four advantages to
having a graduate student as a teacher were: a better rap-
portrhore personal, closer in age to the students, more rurder-
standing (of the shrdent life and needs), and more accessible.
The four most listed disadvantages to having a graduate
student as a toacher wero: less teaching experience, lack of
knowlefue, nenoudlack of confidence, and preoccupied/busy
with own work and studies. See Table 5 for a complete listing
of these advantages and fisadvantages.
DISICUSSIION
fire primary pur?ose of this study was to identify compo-
nents of teacher effectiveness which contribute to the under-
graduates' perceptions of graduate students as instructors of
the basic communication course. Review of previous research
identified dinensions of teacher effectiveness. However, few
of these shrdies, particularly from a communication discipline
perspective, foctrs attention solely on undergraduates' per-
ceived evaluations of graduate students instmctors on these
dimensions. Thus, what is unknown is how rurdergraduates
perceive (and perhaps, as a result, evaluate) graduate stu-
dents who are the instructors of the basic communication
oourses in which they enroll.lhis study attenpted to provide
a preliminary exploration of this issue.
Using the variables of effective teaching identified in a
sunmary of the available infomation, the descriptive analy-
sie of the inrlividual items suggests the positive perception of
the graduate shtdent instructors on most of the items. F\r-
ther, the factor analysis conducted in this study confimed
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two factors consisting of variables which were fairly consis-
tent with the interpersonal and task dimensions identified in
the literature. Additionalln the percentage of variance (66%>
accounted forby the factor which can be labeled as reprosent-
ing the task dimension appears to suggost that undergrad-
uates do consider important classroom techniques and skills
beyond assessing the relationd aspects that can be developed
between teachers and shrdents.
Thus, this study suggests that rurdergraduates' percep-
tions of graduate student instructors can be examined in
tenns of interpersonal and task dimensions of toacher effec-
tiveness. It also appears that undergraduates perceive grad-
uate student instructors positively on most individual items of
teacher effectiveness. Further, the reliability of the scaled
items sugest the ability to look at undergraduate perceptions
of graduate student instmctors as a computed measure of
graduate student teaching effectiveness.
A secondary purposo was to identiS aspects which may
influence these perceptions. Two variables wero suggested for
the preliminaty exploration of this identification: 1) point of
time in academic term when questionnaires are distributed;
and 2) type of academic instihrtion examined. Ttre significant
differences identified suggest the influence of each of these
variables on the undergraduates' perceptions of a graduate
students as instnrstors ofbasic oonrses. It is, however, beyond
Ore primaty purBose and scope of the curent study to accom-
plish any more than the identification of some potential in-
fluences on perceptions of graduate shrdent instructors.
However, some preliminary implications of the results of
this study can be examined. One, exposure to graduate stu-
dent teachers appears to be a key consideration in examining
the undergraduates' perceptions ofgraduate shrdents as in-
structors as, in Phase 1 and 2, there was generally a shift,
toward more positive perceptions from those responses
gathered earlier in the academic term to those gathered at the
end of an academic term. Phase 3 also appeared to confirm
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the generally positive perceptions of graduate students as
instructors of the basic courses on all the dimensions studied.
Sincs exposure to the gnduate student instnrstor appears
to be important to the development of more positive percep-
tions, there are some implications of the results for the train-
ing provided to graduate students in preparation of their
teaching assistantships. If the rurdergraduates view the grad-
uate student instructor as "just a student" despite positive
perceptions ofthe experience ofhaving graduate students as
instnrctors, they may not attribute professionalism to the
graduate student. The graduate student would benefit by
being aware of such stereot5pes and making the effort to
overcome them. By making the effort to establish good rap-
port with the class, to be accessible to the students, to be well
prepared, to demonstrate knowledge of the course material, to
appear more professional in behavior and appearance, and to
establish prior experience if the graduate student has it may
be a way to answer in the undergraduates'minds whether or
not the graduate shrdent is a "real" teacher. Additionally,
graduate ghrdents assign to fall tem teaching responsibilities
nay want to exert more effort earlier to initially achieve a
more positive perception. Ofton the graduate student instruc-
tor receives evaluations from their students only at the end of
the term when it is too late to correct misperceptions. A mid-
term or regularly spacod evaluation system could help the
graduate shrdent instnrctor make the necessary adjustments
beforc the tem is over.
Secondly, there are some interesting implications when
comparing the scaled evaluation items and the open-ended
Erestions of these sttrdies. Itis obviousfrom both thatrapport
and accessibility influence the positive perceptions of grad-
uate shrdent teachers. Lack ofknowledge does seen to be a
consideration when undergraduates comment on the dif-
ference between graduate shrdents instmctors and faculty
members on both the scded items and the open-ended ques-
tions (although there was more of a concern with lack of
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knowledge with the open-ended questions than with the
scaled items). A couple of discrepancies occurred when open-
ended responses yielded such a large number of respondents
who perceived that an advantage of graduate students as
teachers was that t'hey were closer in ago to the students than
fasul$ members. For example, because the actual age rango
of the graduate student teachers participating in the study
was from 22 yearc old to over 40 years old (which makes
many of the graduate student teachers near the age or older
than some of the faculty members at the partieipating in situ-
ations), it is apparent that the perceptual reasoning is that
since this person is also a studen! he/she must be closo to the
sarne age as the undergraduate students. fire same percep-
t'al process may also b operating when respondents feel that
graduate students do not have as much teaching experience
as facultJr members. Many of the graduate student teachersparticipating in the st'dy have as much, if not more, full-time
teaching experience (although obviously without advanced
degree in hand) as faculty members. Again, since the graduate
student may be viewed first as a ',student" then as an
instructor, the perception is just the opposite. It appears that
view of "students as teachers" 
-ay operate despite positiveperceptions of the graduate student as teacher experience.fire graduate student would benefit by being.*"r" of suchperspectives in order to make the effortto oversome them.
f\rrther, relying more on olnn-ended evaluation questions
may provide more useful information in determining whatperceptions the undergraduate brings to the class in which
the graduate shrdent is a t€acher.
Exposure to graduate shrdents as instructors can also be
examined as an explanation of results comparing type of
academic institution. However, the differences b€tweeo trrc
two can possibly be explained by examining exposure from a
different perspective. Instead of focusing on exposure as the
length of time exposed to a specific gradrate shrdent instnrc-
tor, it can be exanined as how many classes respondents were
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taking, or had taken, that were taught by graduate students.
The respondents fron the private ruriversity sample were tak-
ing, or had taken, more classes taught by graduate students
than those respondents from the public ruriversity sample.
fire novelty of having a graduate student as instructor may
notbe impacting on the perceptions of that graduate student
As a result, the respondents from private university sample
may be more sritical in their evaluation of the graduate stu-
dent. The Phase 2 and Phase 3 samples differed on all specific
evaluation dimensions (knowledge, preparation, teaching
skills, classroom presence, and accessibility) except rapport.
On each of these, except accessibility, the respondents ftom
the public nniversity sample were less critical than the re-
spondents from the private university sample.
Additionally, the particular public university utilized for
this study has traditionally emphasized teaching over
research responsibilities for both faculty and graduate stu-
dents while research is emphasized at the private university.
This difference in emphasis btween the public and private
institutions used for the studies can also explain some of the
results. Ihe gnduate student instructors at the public uni-
versity may spend more time on their teaching responsi-
bilities; thus, be perceived as more knowledgeable, more pre-
pared, have better teaching skills, and have better classroom
presence. Because the faculty at the public university may
also be more involved in teaching activities than research
activities, the respondents may not view the graduate student
instructors as more accessible than faculty; whereas, the
respondents at the private university may perceive the grad-
uate student instructors as more accessible than faculty
members because of the emphasis on faculty research ac-
tivities. In fact, this teaihing or research orientation is much
more descriptive of the differences between the two insti-
hrtions than the public or private label. Certainly, future re-
search may want to explore this and other distinctions be-
tween tyryes of academic instihrtions.
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Future res€arch may also want to address other issues as
well. firere is a need for replication due to the exploratory
nature of the srDrent study. firere is also the need to examine
undergraduates' perceptions of graduate shrdent instructors
in their initial exposure to the graduate stlrdent (or maybe
even prior to their first exposure) and then to exqmine the
same undergraduates'perceptions of the graduate student at
the end of exposure to the specific graduate students instruc-
tors. A repeated measures design would be recommended to
be able to assess if indeed the undergraduat€s' perceptions
become more positive over time.
fire perceptions of graduate shrdent instructors identified
in this study and the preliminary identification of some as-
pects which appear to have influence on those perceptions in-
dicate the need for graduate student instructor training on
more than just the mechanics of conducting a oourse. Training
needs to incorporate the areas of teaching efrectiveness which
influence undergraduate perceptions of the graduate student
as instructor. Additionally, there is a need to tailor graduate
student teacher preparation based on situational aspects in-
herent within the partiarlar universifi syst€m. In preparing
graduate students for their teaching responsibilities there is
no guaranteed method of ensuring teaching effectivenees.
However, if consideration is given to the perceptions that
undergraduates have of graduate student instnrctors based
on their exllosure to graduato sfirdents at the specific institu-
tion, the teaching experience the graduate student has be-
come more positive and the teaching effestiveness of the
graduate student instructor can inprove. Certainly graduate
student instnrctors can be REAL teachers too!
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Willer, L.R. (1986). Are you a REAL teacher?: Shrdent peroep-
tions of the graduate student as instructor of the basic
communication course. Paper presented at the annual
conference of the Speech Communication Association,
Chicago,IL
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Shrdent Perceptions
of Teaching Assistants (TAs)
Nonay L. Bucrhel-Bothfttss
Donn S. Finh
"In rec€nt years...funding practices for graduate educa-
tion, combined with an insreasing hierarchy of educational
values that diminishes teaching in favor of research .... has
resulted in the fact that those graduate shrdents, assigned to
teach sections in elementary courses, are often the least ex-
perienced among their peers as teachers and in many cases
also the newest arrivals at the universit;r" (Romer, 1991, p.
331).
As the above quote sugests, the hiring of TAs to teach
sections of basic oourses presents a number of potential prob-
lens, especially given the large numbers of graduate students
who assume that role. Since the latter part of the 19th cen-
tury, the number of TAs in colleges and universities has
grown dramatically (Eble, 1987). For example, a national sur-
vey by Gibson, Hanna, and Huddleston (1986) indicated that
48Vo of tJore basic communication courses were taught either by
former or surrent TAs. Buerkel-Rothfuss and Gray (1990)
reported that TAs generated 26Vo of the credit hours in speech
communication departnents.
Obviously, TAs'initial forays into teaching include many
and varied problems which can beset the best of them and
cause many to give up the task. In particular, nost TAs are
just beginning to develop the knowledge and skills necessar5r
to be competent teachers while striving to meet the expec-
tations of their students. As such, both the progress of TAs
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and the interests of their students need to be given careful
consideration.
The two shrdies described herein sought to identify those
factors which influence the degree to which TAs can meet
their shrdents'e:Bectations and to iilentify those areas where
TA trainers and Basic Course Dirsctors (BCDg) may focus
their energies to best enhance TA training. By identifying
reasons why TAs tend to be perceived as lacking in expertise,
it may be possible for those involved in the training and
supenrision of TAs to better prepare them for their teaching
tasks.
Weaver and Cotrell (1989) identified five problems that
plague basic course instrustors: (a) striking a balance between
leniency and rigor in the classroom, (b) providing shrdents
with appropriate levels of dependence/independence, (c) estab-
lishing the desired outcome of the class (achieving a combi-
nation of leariring theory and skill development), (d) estab
lishing a productive relationship with shrdents, and (e) estab-
lishing objective methods of evaluation and grading. Since
TAs generally teach basic couf,ses, the aforementioned prob,
lems could be especially problematic for them. In addition, a
number of other variables appear to be related to teaching
efrectivenesg: communication style (Andsrsen, Norton, &
Nussbaum, 1981; Nussbaum & Scott, 19?9; Scott & Nuss-
baum, 1981), verbal and nonverbal teacher immediacy be-
haviors (Anderson & Slithrow, 1981; Gorharn, 1g88; IGarney,
Plax, & Wendt-Wasco, 1986; Richmond, Gorham, &
McCroskey, 1986), student-teacher interaction patterns
(Cooper, Stewart, & Cnrdyknusf 1982; Ciorham, 1g88), inter-
personal attraction (Andriate, 1982), compliance-gaining
strategies (IGarney, Plax, Richmond, & Mc0roskey, 1g8E),
and affinity seeking (McCroskey & McCroskey, 1g86). It
s€ems likely that these variables also would have an influence
on how TAs are perceived and evaluated by their students,
given tleir relative lack of teaching experience and possibly
Umited backgrorurd in their content afoas. Each of these vari-
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ables can be operationalized as specific TA classroom be-
haviors, such as presenting course material in a clear, orga-
nizsd, appropriately illustrated fashion (communicator style,
teactring style, organization); using shrdents'names and using
personal examples to illustrate material (verbal immediac,y);
showing ooneern and respect for students (afEnity-seeking);
and so on.
TAs nay differ fron regular, tenure-track faculty in more
than experience and content knowledge, however, and many
of those differences could impact on students' perceptions of
them as instructors. Most obviously, TAs, especially those
teaching during their Master's programs, tend to be closer in
age to undergraduate students Oran regularfaculty. Also, TAs
must handle Ore two ofben-competing roles of student and
instnrctor, and conflicts between these roles nay affect their
teaching. For example, TAs who identify too closely with the
student role nay find it difficult to grade rigorously or uphold
cours€ policies. Likewise, such identification nay lead to high
levels of empathy for students and high regard for their con-
serns, which could impact positively on shrdent evaluations
and learning.
In short, little is known about how TAs are perceived and
evaluated as teachers by their students. I.ikewise, few shrdies
provide insight into which variables best predict student
evaluations.lhe purpose of the two shrdies presented herein
is to begin to identify how TAs are perceived by students. In
particular, three rssearch questions wrderlie this research (1)
When conpared to regular, tenure-track faculty, how favor-
ably are TAs evaluated by undergraduate shrdents? (2) Srhat
specific teaching behaviors are related to positive and nega-
tive evaluations of TAs? and (3) IVhat demographic variables
are related to students'perceptions of TAs? Study 1 answers
those questions and Study 2 extends those fin.lings by ad-
dressingthe lirnitations in Study 1.
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TUDY 1
fire main purpose of Study I was to compare shrdents'
evaluations of TAs as instnrstors with their evaluations of
regular, tenure-track faculty. A second purllose was to begn
to identifr specific TA teaching activities that contribute to
positive student evaluations.
Methd,
Sample and Procedures. Ttre sample for Study I con-
sisted of 350 undergraduate students (186 males and 164
females) enrolled in an introductory speech conmunication
course at a midwestern university during fall semester, 1991.
the basic course enrolls nearly 3@0 students yearly and is
completely taught by TAs. Seventy-two percent were fresh-
men, L77o were sophomores, 6Vo werejuniors and 4Vo werc
seniors. Students completed the questionnaire outside of class
time during the final week of classes and received 3 extra
points on a 120-point scale for participation. Students were
agsured that their participation was voluntary and Orat their
responseg would remain anonJmous.
The Instrument. The questionnaire consisted of 37
Likert-type statements 0 = strongly disagree; 6 = strongly
agree) that asked for comparisons between TAs and tenure-
track faculty for a variety of teaching variables (see Table 1).
Thirty-three statements were designed as comparisons
between TAs and tenure-track faculty for a variety of teaching
behaviors (e.g., faculty are tougher graders, TAs are more
cleative, TAs are more likable). Four statements were general
assessments designed as the dependent measures (e.g., TAs
are generally not as qualified to teach as regular ft*lty). fhe
statements were culled ftom teaching evaluation forms,
dissussions with undergraduates regarding their experiences
with TA instmctors, discrrssions with TAs, and descriptions of
variables related to perceptions ofteaching effectiveness dis
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Means and Stanilard Dwiations for Study 1 and Shrdy 2
x4sD (f1) XISD (t2)
N=360) (N=12t)
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Table 1
TAs arp frienillier ...
TAs are lese prrficient connnnicating outent ...
TAs do not teac,h well ...
TAs are more coacerned abot their abilities ...
R€gular fasulty are tougherr graders ...
TAs are lot v€ty intereoted in teaching ...
TAs are less rosponsible ...
TAs are mrs willing to teach basic @urses ...
TAs are less matrre ...
TAs aeemas prcfesional ...
TAs Beem mre disorganized ..,
TAe prepare as well for class ...
TAs are Dre creative...
TAs try to estabtsh a more personal basis ...
TAs give students more breaks ...
TAa are more interesting...
TAs c8r€ Eore about students perfor:mance ...
TAg are mn helpful furingofice hours ...
TAs aFe slower in grading aselgnnents ...
TAs ars Dor€ open to alternative points ...
TAs 8r€ more wining to tisten in general ...
TAs hsve little power in the classl@m ...
TAs are mre likely to have favorite students ...
TAs discloso t@ mrch personal information ...
TAe bave difrculty grading fairly ...
TAs only teach to cover costs oftheir classes ...
TAe are mole Uhsly...
TAs sonetlmss have trcuble controlling classe ...
TAs haw difirulty dicking to dssisioDs ...
TAs nrely tn"ke excua€a forproblens...
TAs t€nd to be tm g6fi and formal ...
TAs hsvs little othority in the clagsroom...
TAr are oore "firn" than "chdlenglngn ...
Students prefer regular fasulty versrs TAs ...
Shr&nts of TAs get less for thelr money ...
75
8.5/0.9 S.AL.O
2.6tt.o 2.sto.s2.Ut,t 2.6/t.0
3.4/1.1 3.8/1.1
2.7^.2 2.8.1.1
2.OtL.1 2.WO.9
2.SlO.9 2.UO.9
3.6/1.0 :t.8/0.8
2.610.8 2.6lL.O
3.y1.0 3.3/1.0
z.f/L.t 2.610.S
3.6/1.1 3.6i/1.0
3.6/1.0 S.UO.g
s.ilL.o 3.d1.0
2.7lL.O 2.9lL.O
3.0/1.0 32lL.O
3.U0.9 32JL.O
2.910.9 3.V0.8
2.UO.8 2.710.9
s.uL.t 3.s/0.8
s.0/1.0 3.u0.9
8.OlL.2 3.UL.L
z.UL.s 2.7lL.l
z.AL.O 2.AO.S
2.7t0.9 2.6tL.O
z.UL.L z.AL.O
s.aL.s 3.y1.0
2.6lL.O z.UO.g
2.6lL.L 2.AO.S
s.aL.o s.3/0.9
LA|L.O 2.40.9
z.AL.O 2.3/0.9
aNL.L 2.710.9
2.9lL.O 3.llL.2
z.dL.O 2.611..l
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TAs pnerally are not as qualified...
Shdents reepect TAs qs Euch ...
TAs have as much credibility ...
TAs are more likebto keep promisco ...
I world chose a regular faorlty member ...
TAs heat dudents less consistently...
TAs are more easily flusterud ...
TAs have as much self.coDfidence ...
TAs are more defensive...
TAs treat tcaching as just a sorre of inome ...
TAs mostly follow policies created by soneone else ...
TAs generally do not have qualificatioas to tsach...
TAg show as much respet for studsnts ...
I get less for my money when I have a TA instructor ...
Regular faculty are morre profeesiond ...
TAs are more like[yto keep olfie hours ...
TAs do not answer quegtions well ...
TAs often come to class uaprerpared ...
StudzrtPacqtiotaof Ms
22JO.S 2.y0.5
8.6/0.9 S2A.O
3.Ul.1
8.0/0.9
8.yt.z
2.6t0.9
2.9nO
3.AL.O
2.7lO.E
2.olL.O
3.6t1.0
2.Ws
3.8/0.9
2.6t'..l
3.0/1.0
3.V1.0
2.AO.S
2.y0.9
2AlO.8
3.0/1.0
2.610.9
8.UL.O
s.ilt.L
s.uLo
2.UO.S
2.6lL0
3.A/0.9
2.S|L.O
2.6tL.O
s.ulo
2.71O.7
3.0r0.9
8.4O.9
2.7t0.8
2,i',10.8
3.0/0.9
2.610.8
8.3/0.9
2.9lO.E
TAs aF better at expl,aining gradiog criteria ...
TAs offer @re t"lgvani eranples .,,
TAs view teachlng as less importaot t\an their ourses ...
TAs arc as well rcspected ...
TAs deserve the same respect...
TAs qre more likely to admit their mistak€s ...
TAs ar less onsiderate of ghrdents'fe"lings ...
TAs are legs eedous about theb lole ...
TAs are more likely to adapt to gtudeats ...
TAs tend to talk about students behind our backs ...
TAs tend to t.n( about their partying experieaes to be liked ...
TAs are as knowledgeable about couree cont€nt...
TAs aro moro likelSr to be coln uader pressnre ...
TAs arc more likelyto show neFyous 
'nanftorlsma
TAs as more likely to be tleatricaUdenonshativs 
...
TAs ar€ less tactful ...
TAs aF less argunentative ...
TAs uEe more eye contad, fedal expeodong and gestures ...
TAs tend to exprus fewer emotions and be more ee{rstive ...
TAs tond to bo mole enouraging of studsnts ...
TAs tend to bo @re precise in their preeotatione ...
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TAs expect more prec{se answers ftom gtudents .,.
TAs are less likelyto notice when students do not understand
TAs arc bettor 61 malring it clear whic,h concepts are important
TA8 do a better job of fitting oncepts together for students ...
Tenure-tradk faorlty help students apply course ontentbetter
TAs use humor more frequently...
TAs tend to enourap nore stu&nt participationnnteraction
I tend to learn more ln classes taught by rregular faculty ...
I tend to be lees motivaied ln classes taught by TAs ...
x/sD(#2)
N=124
2.710.9
2.7tL.O
8.0/0.8
8.ryo.9
2.91.0
9.3|/0.9
8.6/1.0
2.9tL.O
2.AL.O
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cussed in the literature (e.9., (Andersen, Norton, & Nuss-
baum, 1981; Anderson & \ilithrow, 1981; Gorham, 1988;
IGarney, Plax, Richmond, & McCroskey, 1985; IGarney, Plax,
& Tllendt-Wasco, 1985). As a whole, the items were expected
to produce several dimensions of teaching evaluation. Spesifi-
cally, students have demonstrated an ability to differentiate
among at least three dimensions of teaching: "expert-
nesdqualificstion," "friendlinesJsosiability," and "teaching
skills" (Beat$ & Behnke, 1980; Beatty &%a}nn,1990; Cohen,
1981).
Although it is interesting to identify specific differences in
how students evaluate TAs and faculty, it is equally impor-
tant to begrn to categorize those perceptions. To identify
dimensions of teaching ability, a prinsiple components factor
analysis using an orthogonal rotation was performed using
the items comparing TA and tenure-track faculty. An item
was considered loaded on a factor when it posted a primary
loading of at least .60 with no socondaly loading higber than
.30. An eigenvalue of 1.0 was spesified to terminate factor
extraction. Afactor was intorBreted if at least three items met
77
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the loading sritsrion for inclusion. Many itens loaded at.4 or
higher on more than one factor, thus eliminating them from
fiuther analyses.
Six factors emerged from the factor analysis. The first
factor, sociability, contained items refening to degree of
friendliness, attempts to get to know students on a personal
basis, creativity in the classroom, expressions of concern and
caring for students, and general likabilif of TAs. Many of
these behaviors fit under the description of teacher immediacy
(Andersen, 1979; Iftarney, Plax, & Slendt-Tllasco, 1986). the
sscond factor, labeled authority, contained items relating to
the degree of power and control TAs exer[ in t]re classroom.
Negative behaviors, the third factor, contained a variety of
itens that would be considered detrinental to teaching effec-
tiveness: showing favoritism, disclosing too much personal
information in class, grading unfairly, and a perception that
TAs only teach to pay for their own classes. Professionalism,
the fourth factor, was made up of items measuring responsi-
bility, professionalism, and preparation. The fifth factor,
listening, contained three items: helpfulness, willingness to
listen to alternative viewpoints, and willingness to liston in
general. Finally, items in factor six referred to the amount of
rigor in the classroom, as indicated by three'behaviors:
rigorous grading, grving students'breaksr" and sticking with
policies.
Four items were used as overall measures of shrdent sat-
isfaction with TAs and, thus, as the dependent measures for
this study. The first was a preference measnre: "Given a
choice, I would select a tenure-track faculty member over a
TA every time." fire next two items assessed general efrec-
tiveness of TAs as instnrctors ("Tfu generally do nothave the
qualifications to be good teachers") and relative value of
courses taught by TAs C'I get less for my money when I have a
TA for an instmctor"). Ttre final item measured respect for
TAe: "I have as much respect for TA teachers as for tenure-
track faarlty."
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Data Analysis. To detemine ovenll student perceptions
of TA teaching, means and standard deviations were com-
puted for each of the 87 Likert-type statements on the in-
strunent. To assess differences among students based on
demographic information, cross tabulations and Chi-Square
statistics were computed for year in school for each of the 37
items listed. T-test comparisons were nrn between males and
females to measure gender differences. Step-wise multiple
regression analyses were used to assess the relative contri-
bution of each of the six factors described earlier (plus the
demographic variables) to students' perceptions of TA teach-
ing.
Reeults
ltre first research question asked how TAs are evaluated
by undergraduate students when compared with regular,
tenure-track faculty. Table 1 presents means and standard
deviations for the 33 teaching items and global evaluations of
TAs as teachers. Of these 37 items, virtually all suggest that
students perceived no quditative difrerences between the two
t5ryes of instructors (TAs and regular, tenure-track faculty).
For items worded in such a way as to sugest similarif (TAs
are as lresponsible, professional, etc.l as regular, tenure-track
fasulty), item neans tended to be at or near the midpoint of
the scale, sugesting no difrerences. For items worded to sug-
gest thatTAs demonstrate lesser abilities, means tended to be
below the midpoint, suggesting disagreement.
lhe second question sought to identify specific teaching
behaviors of TAs and regular fasulff that are evaluated dif-
ferently by students. the results in Table 1 suggest that stu-
dente perceived TAs as being slightly friendlier, more con-
cerned about their teaching abilities, more willing to teach
basic courses, more creative, and more likable than regular
faculty. tr\rrther, students perceived TAs to be more wining to
establish relationships on a personal basis, while at the same
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Results of t-tests by Gender (Study 1)
XM XF(186) (164) t gig
Studatt Pocqtiotas of TAs
time they considered TAs to be as responsible, organized, pre-
pared, qualified, and as interested in teaching as regular
faculty. Finally, students felt that they were getting their
money's worth fron TAs, and they indicated a commensurate
level of respect for TAs.
Ttre third research Erestion sought to identify variables
which affect the evaluation process. Two possible demo-
graphic variables were investigated in this study: students'
class standing and gender. Not tabled are the cross tabula-
tions and Chi-Square analyses computed for class standing
becaus€ none of the analyses yielded statistically significant
differences. thus, class standing did not app€ar to afrest the
ways in which students evduated TAs in Study 1. Table 2
presents comparisons between males and females for the
evaluation items. Gender contributed to significant dif-
ferences in 24 of the 3? items. Females indicated more favor-
able perceptions of TAs versnrs male students in each of the
significant relationships tabled. No clear patterns are evident
in the data with regard to types of activities evaluated dif-
ferently by gender. However, the number of differences sug-
gests that females tend to hold considerably more positive
perceptions ofTA instmctors than do males overall.
Table 2
TAs arg ftiendlier...
TAs are less proficient comnrnicating content
TAg do not teach as sell ...
TAs are Drc onoemed ebout their abilities
Rqular faculty are tougher gradere ...
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TAs are not very interestd ta teaching ...
TAs are less responsible ...
TAg are mre willing to teach basic ourseg ... 3.6
2.2 1.8 4.42.4t
2.6 2.L 8.?5i**
TAg are legs mahrre ...
TAe seen as professional ...
TAs seem Eorc digorganized ...
TAs prepare as well for class ...
TAs are morr creative ...
3.6 
-0.46
2.4 9.74**r
8.3 
-2.9142.4 2.72**
s.7 _9.66***
3.7 _3.34.{r*
2.8
2.9
2.7
3.4
3.3
TAs tryto 
€stoblish a nore personalbasis ... 3.6 S.8 
-1.64
TAs giye students more brcab ... 2.7 2.7 O.Ai
TAs are more intoreting... 2.9 3.2 
-2.4V
TAecaremorsabortstudents performance... 3.1 S.1 {).86
TAs are mre helpful during ofice hmrrs ... 2.9 2.9 4.32
TAs ere slower to grading assignnents ... 2.9 2.6 2.01'
TAs are more open to alternatfue Doints ... 3.2 32 -0.S6
TAs ars more willing to listen in general ... 3.1 3.1 L.2A
TAs have little power in the dasaroom... 8.2 2.8 9.06r*
TAs are more likely to have favorlto shrdents ... 2.9 2.6 2.37'
TAs disclose t@ mrch personal information ... 2.6 22 4.2'*
TAs have diftorlty gradingfairly ... 2.5 2.4 4.48$r
TAs only teach to cover osts of their clasce ... 2.4 2.2 2.86*
TAs arE nore llkable ... 3.0 32 
-1.27
TAs gometlmee have trouble contmlllng classes 2.7 2.8 3.6"*
TAs have difiorlty sticking to desisions ... 2.7 2.3 3.16**
TAs nrely nale qrcuaes for probleme ... 3.1 9.0 0.86
TAs tond to bo too stifrad fornal ... 23 2.1 6.21***
TAs have little real authority in the classroom 2.6 22 2.96'*
TAs are Eole "fun" than "challeaging" ... 2.E 2'E {).38
Students prefer rcgular faculty versus TAe ... 3.1 2.7 9.04*'
Stndents of TAs get lees for their money ... 2,7 2.3 3.1i'
TAs generally arrE not as qtralifisd ... 2.4 2.O 3.47***
Studentg respect TAs as much as regular 3.2 g.E 
-4.19r*r
faolhy
I p. <.05
'tf p.<'ol
.'rr p. <.001
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Step-wise multiple regression analyses were computed to
examine the relative contribution of teaching behaviors and
demographic variables to overall peroeptions. Ttre six teaching
indexes and the three demographic variables (GPA class
standing, and gender) wers entered as independent variables.
The four overall evaluations of TA teaching were treated as
dependent measures.
Results of the analyses were sonewhat consistent For the
first equation, four variables energed as significant predictors
of selecting a tenure-track faculfi member over a TA the per-
ception ftat TAs tend to lack power and authority in the
classroom (B = .-46; F = 83.21 p < .@1), low perceived TA
sociability (B 
= -30; F = 65.6; p < .@1), high grade point aver-
age (B = .11; F = 46.4; p < .@1), and low perceived TAprofes-
sionalism (B 
= -.11'F = 36.2; p < .@1). Most of tho variance(29Vo) was acoounted for by the first two variables. For the
second equation, which assessod predistors ofthe perception
that TAs generally do not have the qualifrcations to be good
teachers, four variables emerged as significant firis time, the
best predictor ofthis perception was low perceived profes-
sionalism (B = -.23; F = 99.9; p < .0Ol), which acconnted for
23Vo of the variance. The other significantly related variables
were perceptions that TAs exhibit negative behaviors (B 
= 
29;
F = 71.8; p < .001), low perceived rigor in the classroon (B =
-.18; F = 66.0; p < .001), and low perceived power and author-
rty (B 
= -.L?:'Et = 44.9i p < .@1) . For perceptions about the
value oftaking a course from a Td students indisat€d that
low perceived authority (B = -.66 ; F = 161 .2;p <.@1),low
perceived sociability (B = 
-.26; F = 100.0; p < .@1), highperceived negative behaviors (B = .?A; F = 80.8t p < .@1), and
low perceived professionalism (B = -.16; trt = 64.7i p < .001)
were tlre key variables. Lack of authority accounted for SlVo of
the variability in this equation; all four variables together
acconnted for 4496 of the variance in this measnre. Finalh,
with regard to whether or not students respect TAs as
teachers, the four most significant predictors wero high per-
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ceived professionalism (B = .67iF - 162.9; p < .001), high per-
ceived sociability (B = .29; p < .001), low perceived negative
behaviors (B = -.18; F = 81.2; p < .001), and high perceived
authority (B 
= 
.11; F = 62. 8; p < . 001).
Summary
Overall, the results of Study 1 suggest that TAs are eval-
uated favorably when compared with tenure-track faculty.
Although students did not indicate a strong preference for
either group of instnrctors, the data indicate that TAs tend to
fare well, especially in areas involving student-teacher inter-
action (friendliness, immediacy) and presentation/preparation
(concern for abilities, preparation for class, creativity). Gender
apparently plays a role in how TAs are evaluated, with
females providing more positive evaluations for a variety of
behaviors. Finally, two sets of TA behaviors emerged as criti-
cal to students'perceptions of quality teachingby TAs: degree
ofprofessionalism displayed and ability to exert appropriate
levels of authority in the classroom.
srttDY 2
The purpose of Shr-dy 2 was to extend the results of Study
1by attempting to replicate the results and by addressing the
limitations of that study. In particular, there were several
limitations of Study 1: (a) most of the subjects were freshmen
in their first semestor of college; (b) no attempt was made to
ensure that subjects had taken courses from more than one
T$ and (c) no attempt was made to control for students'
perceptions about their speech communication instructors.
lbe need to address these limitations formed the basis for
Study2.
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Methd'
Sanple and Procedures.Ihe sample consisted of L24
undergraduates (60 nales and 64 females) enrolled in the
same basic speech communication course during spring
semester, 1992. Tbis time there was a smdler percentage of
freshmen in the sample: freshmen, 62Vo; sophomotes,2l%o;
juniors, t9%; and, seniors, $Vo. Amafority of the students had
taken more than one TA-taught class q1= 2.9). Again, stu-
dents completed the sunrey during scheduled testing sessions
and received extra credit for their participation. By checking
section numbers, it wag possible to verify that all TAs toach-
ing that semester were representsd fairly equally by students
in the sample. Thus, the data represent evaluations of 14
speech commwtication TAs.
the Inetrunent. fire questionnaire consisted of 79
Likert-type statements that required conparisons bstween
TAs and tenure-track faculty. These ?9 statements included
the items from Study 1 and a variety of other items designed
to add to the rang€ ofTA teachingbehaviors examin€d in that
study. Thus, the questionnaire contained 70 general evalu-
ation itens plus 9 items designed as meaaures of student per-
ceptions of TA teaching: 'TAs do not teach as well as tanure-
track faculty," "TAs have as much overall credibility as
tennre-track faculty," "Given a choice, I would select a tenure-
track faorlty member over I TA" 'TAs generally do not have
the qualifications to be good teachers," "I get less for my
money when I have a TA for an instructor," "Regular faorlty
are more professional than TAs overall," "TAs are as well
respected as regular fasulty," TAs deserve the same respect
as regularfaculf," and "I tend to learn more in classes taught
by regularfactrlty than those tauglrtbyTAs".
In addition to the TA conparison items, the questionnaire
contained student demographic questions (class standing,
gender, approximate GPA and number of courses taken that
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were taqht by TAs), instmctor demographic questions
(gender and age), and 32 Likert-type items designed to eval-
uate the speech communication TAs. Thus, the instrument
contained nine dependent variables (measures of generalized
attitude toward TAs and tenure-track faculty, 70 measures of
perceptions of TA teaching, and 3 demographic variables
(gender of shrdent, gender of instnrctor, and student GPA).
Reeulte
The first two research questions pertained to differences
in how TAs are evaluated relative to regular faculty. The sec-
ond column in Table 1 presents means and standard devi-
ations for each of the 70 comparison items and for the 9 gen-
eral evaluations of TAs as teachers. As in Study 1, students'
evaluations were positive. Items suggesting that TAs are not
as skilled as regular faculty (e.9., TAs are less able to com-
municate what they know, are less likely to treat students
consistently, are not as interested in teaching, are less re-
sponsible, are more disorganized, are more easily flustered,
are slower about grading, are less considerate, have difficulty
grading fairly, often come to class unprepared, and find it dif-
fisult to stick with their decisions) received mean scores below
the midpoint of the scale, indicating disagreement with those
assessments. Many items sugesting that TAs actually per-
form better than regular faculty received evaluations above
the nidpoint, suggesting agreement: TAs are friendlier, are
more ctrative, tend to encourage shrdents more, try to get to
know students on a more personal basis, are more wining to
liston to altemative viewpoints, are more likely to admit mis-
takes, uso humor in the classroom more ftequently, encourage
more student participation, and are more likely to keep their
office honrs. There was general agreementfor all of the items
that suggesterl equaly high performanoe on the part of both
TAs and faorlty: TAs seem as professional, prepare as well for
class, have as mudr self-confidence, show as much respect for
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students, and are as knowledgeable about the basic conrse
content as tenure'track faculty.
Ttre thiril research question sought to identify other vari-
ables that play a role in the evaluation prooess. Not tabled are
the results of the t-tests between male and female students.
As in Shrdy 1, females tended to evaluate TAs more positively
than did males in the sample. Using one-tailed tests based on
the results of the first study, females rated TAs more favor-
ably on 19 of the items: TAs are concerned about their teadh-
ing ability, responsible, mature, professional, organized, pre-
pared, conposed, no more easily flustered than regular
faculty, helpful during office hours, qualified, able to control
their classrooms, challenging, able to provide relevant
examples, no more stiffformal than regular faculty, Iikely to
admit their mistakes, considerate, precise in presenting con-
tent, likely to notice when shrdents do not understand, and
likely to encourage class participation.
Research suggests that gender of the instructor also
affects shrdents'evaluations (Sandler, 1991). To exanine this
relationship, t-tests were computed comparing evaluations of
male TAs and female TAs. Only 6 of the 79 comparisons were
statistically significant; of these, 4 pointed to a preference for
male TAs. Female TAs were perceived as being slower
graders, as having less authority in the classroom, as being
less professional overall, and as generally having lower quali-
fications for teaching than male TAs. On the other hand,
female TAs were perceived as being less argrrmentative than
maleTAs.
To exanine the role that student GPA plays in assess-
ments of TAs, t-tests were run comparing students who indi-
cated carrying a GPA of B or better with those whose GPA
was C or below. Two-tailed tests were mn, based on the
inconclusive results regarding GPAfrom Study 1. Nine signn
icant differenses emerged, all in the predicted direction. Stu-
dents with higher GPAs felt that TAs are less concerned
about being good teachers, lack self-confidense, are not more
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concerned than regular factrlty about how students do in their
classes, generally do not have the qualifications to be good
teachers, are more likely to have "favorite" students, do not
offer more relevant examples than tenure-track faculty, are
not as well respected as regular fasulty, are not more likely to
admit their mistakes, and ars more likely to talk behind stu-
dents'backs.
firus, the data fton Study 2 suggest that gender (both of
the student and of the instmctor) is a potentially important
variable in understandinghow TAs are perceived, as is GPA
Female students rated TAs more favorably; male TAs tended
to be rated more favorably than female TAs. The gender
break-down for students in the sample wag 66Vo female stu-
dents anid44Vo male students, and the gender break-down for
TAs in the sample was 66Vo fenale TAs and 457o male TAs.
This rather even distribution by gender would sugest that an
over representation of one gender in either group did not
account for the differences.
The next step in the analysis process was to determine
whether or not the evaluation itens contained the same six
factors identified in Study 1. fire 70 items were factored into
six dimensions using a confimatoty factor analysis procedure
and the same loading criteria specified for the first study. The
expectation was that the same six fastors would be identified
from this set of data: sosiability, authority, negative be-
haviors, professionalisn, listening, and rigor. Those six fac-
tors were not replicated exactly, however, perhaps due to the
much smaller sample size. Factor 1, Iabeled competencey'
professionalisn, again contained items pertaining to TAs'
overall professionalism and teaching g6mpetence. This factor
accormted fot 35Vo of the variance. Most of the measures
referred to traits: friendliness, maturity, professionalism,
preparation, organization, interest in students, self-
confidence, fairness in grading, and lack of defensiveness. Ttre
second factor, immediacy, contained a variety of items
measuring interpersonal commrurication skills (e.g., listening
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abilif and ability to explain ideas clearly one-on-one) and
general conoern for and liking of students (e.9., helping
students during office hours, showing concern for student
learning). firis factor accountod fot tLVo of the variance. fire
third factor, negative behaviors, contained a set ofteaching
behaviors that would be considered inappropriate (e.g., dis-
closing too much persond information to students, finding it
difficult to stick to decisions, naking excus€s and/or blaming
others for problems, and becoming argumentative with
students). Factor 3 accounted for LMo of the variance. Fagtor
4, commitment to teaching, contained items that suggested
that TAs teach primarily for the money, not out of e4joyment
of or interest in the teaching experience (e.g., TAs view
teaching as a source of income and tend to be less serious
about the teaching role than regular faculty). This factor
accounted for an additional 8Vo of the variance. Factor 5,
classroom communication, was a measure of some aspects of
teacher communication behavior: ability to commnnicate what
they know about courss content and answer students' ques-
tions, abillty to provide appropriate examples, and ability to
remain calm under pressure. firis factor accounted for 6Vo of
the variance. Factor 6, authority, refemed to TAs' ability to
establish grading criteria, maintain authority in the class-
r(xrm, and manage classroom interaction. Yariance accounted
for by this factor was 6Vo.
fire 32 items meastrring attitudes toward students'basic
cours€ instrucdors also were factor analyzed, using a nonoon-
firmatory procedure and the same loading criteria specified
earlier. fire resultant 6 fastors accounted for just over 80% of
the total variance, with the first factor accorurting for 62% of
that variance. Factor 1, labeled interpersonal skills, contained
a variety of items assessing eonesm for students (e.9., being
supportive of shrdents, showing sonsorn for shrdent learning,
showing respect for students) and teacher immediacy (being
approachable, being likable). Factor 2 contained items
measuring professionalism: being prepared for class, being
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organized, being professional, being willing to admit mis-
takes, etc. The remaining factors contained too few items to
allow interBretation Consequently, only the first two were
used for the analyses.
To determine the effect of the dimensions of perceived TA
teaching ability on overall assegsments of TAs, nine stcp-wise
regression analyses were computed for the nine dependent
measures. Independent variables consisted of the six dimen-
sions of assessment plus gender, GPd and the number of
courses students indicated having taken which were taught
by TAs. Because all subjects were enrolled in sections of the
basic course, it was felt that students' perceptions of those
instnrctors might be especially influential in the evaluation
prosess. Consequently, the two measures of perception about
their TAs, perceived professionalisn and perceived communi-
cation abiltty, were included in the regression equations.
Agreement with the statement "TAs do not teach as well
as do t€nure-track faculty" was tied to perceptions of TA com-
petencerlrofessionalism (B 
= .66; T = 4.0; p < .001). Ttrese two
variables accounted for 16% oJthe variance. Agreement with
the statoment "Given a choice, I would solect a tenure-track
faarlty nember over a TA' was best predicted by two of the
teaching dimensions: commitment to teachitg (B = .77iT =
3.9; p < .001) and immediacy (B = .43; T = 2.2; p < .03).
Variance accounted for was 26Vo. T'lre third statement,
"Regulaf, faculty are motrs professional than TAs overall" wag
best predicted by a perception that TAs do not engage in neg-
ative behaviors (B = .89;1'= 3.9i p < .001) and demonstrato
appropriate levels of authority (B = .60; T = 2.9; p < .005).
These variables accounted for 227o of the variance . The
statement "TAs deserve the same respect as tenure-track
faculty" was best predicted by perceptions of the TAs'profes-
sionalism (B = .64; T = 2.9; p < .006) and compe-
tence,/professionalism of TAs in general (B = . 61; T = 2.8; p <
.006). Variance accorurted for was It%.The fi:frh statement,
"TAs generally do not have the qualifications to be good
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teachers" was related to one variable: commitment to teaching
(B 
= .95; T = 6.1i p < .001). Variance accounted for was {LVo.
"For me, TAs have as much credibility as tsnure-track
faorlty" was predicted by two variables, which accounted for
33Vo of the variance: competencdprofessionalism (B 
= .72iT =
8.9; p < .001) and interBenond skills of the TA (B 
= .32; T =
2.6;p <.01). Perceived lack of authority (B 
= -.71; T = -3.6i p
< .001), negative TA behaviors (B = .66; T = 2.7; p < .01),
classroom communication (B = .62i T = 3.3i p < .001) and
interpersonal skills of the TA (B = -.37i '1'= -3.0i p < . 01)
were the best predictors of the statement "I get less for my
money when I have a TA for an instructor." Variance
acconnted for was 437o.Tlrr:ee variables, which accounted for
37Vo of the variance, predicted the statement'TAs are as well-
respected by students as tenure-track faculty": compe-
tence/professionalism (B 
= .72' T = 4.1; p < .001), lack of neg-
ative behaviors (B 
= -.7LiT - -3.0; p < .01), and GPA ( B =
-.39; T = -2.5;p < .01). Finalln the statement "I tend to learn
more in classes taught by regular faorlty than those taught by
TAs" was predicted by two variables: a lack of compe-
tence/professionalism (B 
= -.52; T = -2.9; p < .01) and class-
room communication skills ( B - .62;T =2.6; p <.01).
Variance accounted for was267o.
Summ,ary
Although the results of Shrdy 2 must be interpreted with
caution, given the much smaller sanple size, it would appear
that those results confirm the findings of Study 1. Ihere
appears to be no major difference in the way shrdents evdu-
ate TAs and regular faculty but variables such as gender and
GPA do appear to play a role in that waluation prlcess.
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DISCUSSIONAND SUGGESTIONS FOR TA
TRAINING AND SI,'PERVISIION
The results of both studies indicate that being "the least
experienced among their peers as teachers and in many cases
also the newegt arrivals at the universi$r" (Romer, 1991, p.
331) may not be all bad. In fact, in many ways TAs may be
perceived by students in their classes as equal to, or even bet-
ter than, their regular, tenure-track colleagues. In general,
undergraduate shrdents indicated no strong preference for
regular faculty yersus TAs; they viewed TAs as being as effec-
tive and as desenring of respect as regular faculty. Further,
students perceived TAs as being somewhat more friendly,
more sreative, and more aceessible. As such, these frndings
support the use of TAs to conduct classes, at least from the
students' perspective.
Gender appears to play a role in how TAs are perceived by
shrdents. Given that both shrdies involved approximately an
equal mix of male/female students and maldfemale TAs, the
conclusions referring to gender perceptions of TAs should be
fairly representative and generalizable. Ttre differences in
male and female perceptions of TAs may be due to sex-role
expectations which are prevalent in our society (Burgoon,
Buller, & Woodall, 1989). Ttre affiliative nature of the female
gender may contribute to a more favorable assessment and
lenient attitude towanil TAs of both genders. F\uther, femdes
may be more forgiving of certain weaknesses in TAs, and they
may overlook a lack of professionalism, especially if TAs com-
pensate for that lack with appropriate and positive social
behaviors. As the tests indicat€, females tended to have more
positive perspectives about TAs in a number of areas. For
instance, females were more positive than males in their view
of TAs as being more proficien! more committed to teaching,
more responsible, more prepared, more creative, more per-
sonal, more fair in their evaluations of students, mone positive
in their outlook, and nore desendng of respect.
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Although the number of significant differences associated
with gender of the TA was small, this finding is also note-
worthy. The differences identified in Shrdy 2 sugest a some-
what negative view of female TAs by both mde and female
students, which is consistent with ressarch on perceptions of
female faculty nembsrs (Sandler, 1991). Perhaps the college
or university setting is still perceived by students as a nale-
dominated society. Certainly, many departnents still sufier
from a shortage of female professors. Males also may be at an
advantage based on stature and other nonverbal character-
istics. A six-foot tall male in a suit and tie may automatically
have more credibility than a five-foot tall female similarly
attired. Generally, males speak louder and with more author-
rty than fenales. Likewise, it has boen the experience of these
researchers that females tend to be more tentative in the
classroon than males, regardless of their knowledge of the
content or preparation for the class. Thus, BCDs may want to
focus on those gender difrerences during training and might
consider providing suggestions for how their more resewed or
anxious female TAs can compensate for those differences.
Certainly, professional attire would be an important variable.
Casual clothing or many of the contemporar5l figure-revealing
fashions could work against a female TA's attempt to estab
lish credibility and authority.
Higher GPA appears to be related to a preference for reg-
ular faculty. Our own e4rerienses suggest that TAs often
grade more leniently than tenure-track faorlty. firus, it is not
surBrising that shrdents who have worked hard to earn good
grades would not appreciate their less hard-working peers
receiving high grailes in the basic courss for less effort. Fnr-
ther, students with high GPAs may hold the attihrde that
they desene full professors rather than instructors-in-train-
ing. Ceilainly, theypay the same amount of moneyfor a class
taught by regular faculty as by TAs; these students may see
greater value in those classes taught by professors. It would
seen that BCDs could do much to work with this problem. For
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example, it might be advisable for BCDs to inform the TAs of
the rationale for hiring them to teach the basic conrse so that
this information could, in hrrn, be passed along to students.
Certainly, inco4loration of TAs into the teaching stalf holds
the cost ofa college education down for students overall. In
addition, information about the amount of training provided
for TAs coukl be passed along to students. Undergraduates
may be glad to hear that their TA actually received more
teacher training that the typical college professor. Perhaps
most important, this finding stresses the need for BCDs to
supewise grading in the basic course to make sure that TAg
understand and can apply the grading criteria appropriately,
thus improving the likelihood that all instructors in the basic
course will evaluate shrdents in the same way and with the
same degree of rigor. TAs who do tend to grade too leniently
can be singled out for one-one attention by the BCD. All TAs
can be reminded on a regular basis of the need to grade fairly
and objectively. An average performance or an average paper
should receive a C, not a B-. In fact, in most basic courses
which enroll a majority of fteshnen students, the most com-
mon grade earned probably shouldbe a C. firis information is
difrcult for many TAs to comprehend because they, being the
best and brightost of the underyraduates at their institutions,
would never settle for a C and often cannot understand why
any student would be happy with an "average" grade in the
course. Perhaps just remindingTAs that students hold a vari-
ety of expectations about grades and bring a variety of moti-
vations to each class would be helpful. Students with high
GPAs may be motivated to learn or they may simply be moti-
vated to keep the GPA high in any way possible.
In terms of teaching dimensions, professionalism appearg
to be the key factor in whether or not TAs are perceived as
being equal to tenure-track faculty. Measures of profes-
sionalism include organization, preparation, mahrrity, self-
confidence, fairness, handling responsibility, and owning
behavior. Certainly, many of these qualities can be broken
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down into specific behaviors and discussed during TA train-
ing. Providing a rationale for the various duties and responsi-
bilities tied to the TA role (e.9., holding office hours as sched-
uled, starting and ending class on time, establishing clear
criteria for grading, providing sufficient feedback to students
so that they underctand their grades, dressing appmpriately,
using appropriato language with students) may do much to
help TAs adopt a professional attitude and demeanor. Many
TAs may resist such information, however. Seeing their own
professors in jeans and sweats or having had the opportunity
to join the faorlty for a beer at the local pub may color their
perceptions of what a professor "should" be like. Some of our
own TAs have suggestod that casual dress, language wtge,
and attention to clock time convey an approachability mes-
sage to students. What TAs fail to understand is that this
casual attihrde may work well for a highly respected full pro-
fessor with a Ph.D. In fact, professors who invite students out
for a beer or attempt to use sttrdents' slang may do so in order
to reduce sone of the intimidation assosiated with the stu-
dent-professor relationship. Lacking credentials, the TA may
not measure up in the eyes of many students, however, thus
creating a perception that he or she is nonprofessional. One
topic for discussion in a TA training session might be the dif-
ferences between being liked by students and being respected
by them. TAs, hoping to be liked, may give shrdents too many
breaks, fail to uphold course policies, sosialize with students,
or engage in other astivities that would desrease the profes-
sional "distance" between instructor and student. these
behaviors could damage any cbances for earning students'
respect BCDs might want to establish firm guidelines at the
outset about what is and is not considered professional be-
havior in the specific basic course program in which the TAs
will teach. Rules regarding appropriate attire, prohibitions
regarding dating students, and advice about handling per-
sonal problems brought to the attention of the TA might
reduce problems in the long run. r.ikewise, advising TAs to
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establish stringent conrse policies at the outset (penalties for
late papers, expectations about arriving late for class, etc.)
rather than starting offeasy and hoping to gain back control
later maybe good practice forTA.
Other predictors of positive perceptions of TAs appear to
be related to TA authority, interpersonal communication
skills, commitment to teaching, and lack of negative behaviors
(e.g., disclosing too much personal information, selecting
"favorite" students, and talking about students behind their
backs).
It is not surprising that TAs need to establish their
authority in order to be perceived positively. Certainly, the
abili$ to control classroon interastion would be necessary for
effective teaching. In lecture settinge, control may involve
limiting the number of private discussions occurring in the
audience. In more participatory classss (such as those typi-
cally found in basic speech communication courses), activities
may get too loud, some students may refuse to participate,
and/or Ore processing may not go as well as planned. lhus,
communication TAs could appear to lack authority when, in
fact, they are attempting to teach as they have been
instructed. Another problem arises when TAs attempt to dis-
tance Oremselves from unpopular elements of the basic corrrse
by indicating to students that the desieion making power is
out of their hands, thus conveying a sense of powerlessness.
Altho-gh the intention might be to suppress students' com-
plaints by professing to have no ability to change the
unchangeable, the end result may be a perception that the TA
lacks authori$ and control. Certainly issues of authority can
be dissussed during TA training. The TA who attempts to
over-control the classroom may risk the same negative evalu-
ations as the TA who lacks authority. TAs can be taught how
to manage discussions, strategies for keeping students on task
while saving face (if possible), shtegies for handling problem
students, and so on prior to their entering the classroon. As
dessribed previously, TAs can be aided in putting together
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porsond courBo policies that will indicate to shrdents that the
class is to be taken seriously without creating such a long list
of "don'ts" that students get discouraged or disgnurtled before
the class begtns. Sometimes just semantics cam help. Helping
TAs see the advantage of refering to activities as activities,
simulations or exerciges rather than games may make a big
difference in how seriously students will engage in the erperi-
ence. Likewise, describing activities as "fun" may undernine
their acadenic intent; words like challenging, engaging, stim-
ulating, or thought-provoking might be more desirable.
Finally, helping TAs see the value of making sure that all
activities end wifir a discussion of how this material is appli-
cable to the "real world" can maximize the likelihood that the
class will be taken seriously and the TA will be seen as an
effective instructor. Spending time during TA training focus-
ing on how to effectively process activities may contribute to
TAs'ability to demonstrate authority in the classroom.
Slith regard to interpersonal communication skills, TAs in
this discipline should be somewhat advantaged. Hopefully,
undergraduate coursework in communication provides a
groundwork on which to build one's interpersonal skills. TA
training that focuses on relational issues and conflict man-
agement could do much to enhance the perception that TAs
are interpersonally adept. Perhaps required reading should
include the various articles on power in the classroon and
teacher immediacy (see, for example, Kearney, Plax, Rich-
mond, & McCroskey, 1986 and Kearney, Plax, & Wendt-
Wasco, f985).
Finally, it is questionable what can be done to improve
TAs' commitment to teaching or to eliminate the variety of
negative behaviors that could detrast from perceptions of
their efrectiveness except to open these topics for discussion.
Perhaps hiring decisions could be based, at least in part, on
the degree to which TAs at least appear to be committed to
teaching. Similarly, classroom obsenrations could detect neg-
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ative behaviors that mrght be brought to the TA's attsntion
before too much ham is done.
Overall, it would appear that there is no empirical sup-
port for the claim that TAs are lesser teachers than tenure-
track faculf, at least when students' perceptions are used as
the evaluative measuro. How TAs are recruited, trained, and
snrpported as they learn the trade nay transform these "least
experienced" of colleagues into fine college-level instnrctors.
Certainly, the data presented herein provide a strong ratio-
nale for devoting time, enerry and money to effectively train
TAs before they enter the classroom. Handing out the text-
book and indicating which sections TAs will teach should no
longer be accepted practice.
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Teaching Ethics in hrtroductorlf Public
Speqtdng: Review and Proposal*
Jon A. Eess
One topic that is not a high priority in most public
speaking classes is ethics. Gibson, Hanna, and Huddleston
(1986) found this when they surveyed 552 institutions of
higher education in the United Sates. Ttrey wrote, "Perhaps
the nore surprising finding is what is rnt ranked among the
top ten topics in time spent in instnrction. The absence of
ethics and rhetorical criticism ftom the 'top ten' in classes
using the public speaking orientation ... providelsl interesting,
if not puzzling, questions about instnrctional priorities" (pp.
286-287\.
the failure to teach communication ethics in our intro-
ductory speech eonrse is a serious problem. Public speaking is
a tool that can be used for good or for bad purposes, and
students need to consider the mord dimension of their public
speqldng. Althongh speech teachers cannot be sure that their
students will use the skills they learned in their pubic
speaking class ethically, they can at least be sure tllat if stu-
dents speak unethically it is by choice, not out of ignorance.
One difficulty teachers face in teaching any content area
is the brevity of a single oourse. It is difficult to cover any
topic thoroqhly, especially a complex topic like ethics.
Althougfu teachers ennot eqlect that students wiil comnand
a thorough grasp orf speech ethics after their first course, the
*An 
earllet verslon ofthis paper was preoented at the aonual onvention
of the Speech Comnrnistion Aesodation, Cbicago, IL: Novcmber 1' 1992.
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importance of including ethics in the introductory course goss
beyond just the content students learn. Teaching ethics in the
introductory oourse establishes the topic as one that is central
to the act of public speaking. JVof teaching ethics implicitly
sends the message that the topic is less important than other
topics, a message that is ill advised" Johnson (1970) suggested
that "it may be that the most'immoral' person is not he [or
shel who makes 'wrong' decisions, but he [or she] who consis-
tently neglects to consider the moral inplications of decisions
he [or she] does make" (p. 60). Todd-Manciflas (198?) echoed
Johnson's ooncern when he wrote, "one of my greatest con-
cerns is that we may well be helping an entire generation of
students to presume the unimportance of asking funda-
mentally important questions about the rightness or wrong-
ness of given commrurication strategies" (p. 12).
The need for teaching speech ethics is clear. In many
cases, students are unsure (beyond basic issues) what is ethi-
cal in public speaking and what is not. In part, this may be
due to a lack of role model or other souroe of ethical ideals for
many people. Many of the examples set by our country's
Ieaders are not conducive to positive moral growth. Jensen(1991) wrote, "The general public in recent years has been
stined to wor4r about ethics as a result of scandals in
government, influence peddling, Pentagon waste, insider
trading, exposos by whistle blowers, life and death issues in
health care, raping of the environment, televangelist
escapades, and media manipulations" (p. xi). Although some
gtudents will have learned ethical values at home, the high
rate of broken families (Brehm, 1992) may mean that some
students will not get adequate guidance there, either. the
recent rash of sexual abmse cases within religious institutions
sugests that even churches are not always successful at pro-
viding a strong moral foundation for youth. fhrthermore,
students who have 56fl ample opportunity to learn ethical
standards may not have considered ethical standards specific
to public speaking. Thus, teachers should not assume that
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students willb€ well versed in ethical choices or that they will
consider ethical behavior to be an important aspect of public
speakingif the issue is not included in the class.
A look at public speaking textbooks may shed light on
why ethics are not taught much. A content analysis of top-
selling introductory speech books revealed that explicit
dissussion of ethics averaged just 3.3 pages per text. By way
of comparison, textbook authors wrote twice as much about
selecting a topic, and three times as much about outlining
(Hess & Pearson, Lg92>. A more extensive study of intro-
ductory speech texts found that ethics comnanded just 2.0
pages per text, and in a third of the texts sampled ethics were
covered in one page or less. That figure included three texts
that diil not even mention ethics (Hess, 1992). Thes€ studies
show that introductory speech texts do not include much dis-
cussion of ethical choices.
It should be nade clear that these content analyses only
exqmined eqlicit discussion of ethics in introductory speech
toxts. Many people would argue that by discounting implicit
discussion of ethics, the content analyses falsely minimize the
treatment of ethics in public speaking texts. For example,
most t€xts discuss proper documenting of sources, proper
reasoning (as well as fallasious reasoning), and credibility.
Clearly, these concepts cone from expectations of ethical
speech. firus, by teaching the importance of citing sources,
lsasoning properly, and gaining credibility, public speaking
textbooks grormd their content in ethical ideals.
Tllhile this $ounding is indeed a positive reflection on the
integrity of the communication discipline, it does not help the
student who has a question about whether a particular sonrse
neds to bs citod in a speech, or who wonders whetiher a omit-
ting relevant information at a certain point is unethical.
Shrdents need to be made aware of what the ethical questions
are, and they need to be amed with ways to answer these
questions. Only explicit dissussion of ethics can create this
t54re of awareness.
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fire preceding disorssion may seem to imply that there is
one clear conception of ethics that students need to learn for
public speaking. firat interpretation could not be further from
the tnrth. If there were a simple code of ethics, it would be
easy to put in a textbook or recite in a classroom lecture, and
ethics would not warrant much dissussion. Because there ie
grcat disagreement among scholars about what communi-
cation behaviors are ethical and what are not, the topic is
important for classroom attention. Since both the questions
and Ore answers are elusive, ethical issues are difficult to
teach.
fire downplaytng of ethical considerations in most popular
public speakingtexts may lead to under emphasis of the topic
in classroom lectures and discussion. If teachers sinply follow
their textbook's content, they will downplay the importance of
ethical questions. In order to integrate ethical considerations
fully into the course, instruetors must supplement the text's
material. Unfortunately, many educators are not well
equipped to do so. Anecdotal evidence from Arnett (1988) and
suryey evidence from Gibson et al. (1988, 1gg0) indicates that
many basic course instnrctors are graduate teaching assis-
tants, adjunct faculty, and new instmctors; these teachers
may not be prepared to supplement the text when discussing
ethics. Even seasoned professors whose interests lie outside
communication ethics may not be well versed in ethical
theory.
In this article I provide supplementary material for intro-
ductory public spenking teachers who wish to incorBorate a
more extensive dissussion of ethics into their public speaking
class than what their tpxtbok ofrers. First, a review of what
teachers can expect to find in texts is presented. then, some
theoretical foundations for conceptualizing ethics are pre-
sented. Finally, one possible outline for a class lecturc and a
smorgasbord ofideas are presented to provide concrete sug-
gestions for teaching public speaking ethics. Of course, the
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infomation presonted here is just one possibility for teaching
ethics, not the only correct way.
NEqYIEW OF IEKItl' COI{IENT
Research on introductory speech texts indicated that
explicit ooverag€ of ethics is both minimal and inconsistent
(Hess, 1992). lhe content analysis produced this outline of
topics included in half or more of the texts suweyed (p. 269):
L Importance of ethics in public speaking
U. Discussion of what is ethical (in general)
A Suggested standards for making ethical decisions
UI. How to practice good ethics
A" Use e0ricalmethods
1. Prepare the speech well
a. I(now the material well 
- 
be thoroughly
infomed
2. Be honest and clear in your presentation of
the materid
a. Be honest 
- 
don't lie to the audience
As can be seen ftom the outli4e, disorssion of ethics was not
well developed in the textbooks. Introductory public speqlting
texts often provided arguments for why ethics are important,
disgussed some general ethical guidelines (not specific to
public speaking), and then provided some suggestions forhow
to speak ethically. Although many texts suggested sone
ethical standards for decision-making (point IIA), each text
had different infotmation. Only two specific sugestions 
-be
well-infomed and bs honest-were provided in at least half
the texts shrdied. In some cases, textbooks contradicted each
other's guidelines.
This reseaf,ch indicates that textbook treatment of ethics
is tlryically a listing of a few sundry sugestions, confined to a
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page or two of text. The wide variety in contont among the
books is important for instrustors to be aware of, because they
may wish to compare discussion of ethics when selecting a
text. I\rthermore, instructors should be aware that more
recent texts seem to have a better treatment of ethics than
the books of several years ago. One new public speaking text-
book has a better dissussion of ethics than the texts sampled
in this study, and some of the texts analyzed have included
more extensive discussions of ethics in 1993 editions.
SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING EIHICS
Ethics are "principles used for determining what is good
and right" (Haskins, 1989, p. 96; italics removed). Since
scholars do not always agree about what is ethicd and what
is not, educators cannot simply prescribe a recipe approach to
communication e0rics. Ttrat is, they cannot say "Do this and
you will comnunicate ethically." Rather, teachers must pro-
vide some guidelines for desision-mekin& and they need to
prepare students with the critical thinking skills necessaty to
evaluate each sihration and make the best possible judgment
with the available information. The following principles are
suggested as guidelines to help students understand the
nature of communication ethics and to evaluat€ ethical merit
to a communicative transastion. Four principles arp dissussed
- 
rights and responsibilities, accountability, affirmative per-
spective, and degree of ethical quali$.
andcrlying Prhrciplcs
Rights and Responsibilities. Two lines of ethical
reasoning can be delineated in scholarly writings. The first is
composed of theories that consider ethics a matter of assuring
individual rights, or justice.l\n srR'nlile is lfuhlberg's work on
moral development. Kohlberg's ethical system is based on
"principles of justice, of reciprocity and eqtrality of human
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rights, and of respect for the dignity of human beings as indi-
viduals" (Ifuhlberg, 1981, p. 19). The second line of scholar-
ship is composed of theories that consider ethics a matter of
responsibility. Gilligan's work on an ethic of care exemplifies
this t;rpe of theory. Ihis ethical syste4 is "...concerned with
responsibility basd on caring, empathy, and inclusion. Moral
dilemmas are characterized by conflicting responsibilities
among a web of enmeshed relationships..." (Bloom, 1990, p.
2,46D.
These two lines of reasoning must converge to form a
better concephralization of ethics. Rigtts are privileges that a
conmunity owes an individual, and responsibilities are obli-
gations the individual has to the commrurity. By considering
only one or the other in their theories, ethicists have ignored
half the relevant data. Either concept can be oppressive if
pushed to extremes. Organizations have often abused their
power by suppressing dissent in the nerne of responsibi[ty to
the group, and unjustified slander has sonetimes been ex-
cused because of Ore right to free speech.
Ethical behavior balances the rights of individuals with
their responsibilities to the communit5r. It is not simply an
ayerage of the two dimensions, but rather, a synthesis of the
two. Some scholars have argued for this type of ethical stan-
dard. Bloom (1990) and Gilligan (1982) have argued for a
transcendental ethic that combines elements from both mde
$ustice: rights based) and female (care: responsibility-baseil)
styles of communication and ethical reasoning. However, the
way in which rights and responsibilities should be synthe-
sized is not always clear.
Martin Buber's philosophy provides a good way to s5mthe-
size rigfuts and responsibilities. Buber's concept of t]re narrow
ridge enbraces both concepts. As Arnett (1986) erplained,
tho "narrow ridge" in human communication involves a
balancing of one's sonqorn for self and others. One nust bo
open to the other's viewpoint and willing to alter one's posi-
tion based upon appropriate and just cause, if necessar5l'
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However, 
-.being concerned for oneself and the other does
not necessarily moan a compromiEo or an acceptance of
another's viewpoint (p. il6).
To employ a narrow ridge perspective, the actor has to recog-
nize both the rights to one's own viewpoint and the responsi-
bility to listen to ofirers views. Nanow ridge thinking does
not conpel the actor to just find a middle ground
(compromise), but rather it conpels him or her to find a
mutually satisfring solution based on commitment to sone
principle. firis notion squares with Bloom's suggestion for a
transcendental ethic that "would not be a simple combination
of the justice and care orientation; it would be sonething
quite different from either" (p. 251). Two examples demon-
strate how a narrow ridge between rights and responsibility
can be implemented.
lhe first example involves a recent controversy atYellow-
stone National Park. In the spring of 1992, a national news
network reported a conflict between land owners bordering
Yellowstone Park and park officials. Land owners were
drilling wells on their property; geologists and park officials
believed that action would endanger the parks main attrac-
tion-its geysers. Park officials argued that the park had the
right to prohibit the use of these wells to protect its geysers.
Land owners argued that they had the right to do what they
wanted with their land.
If ethics are concephralized only in torms of rights, an
impasse has been reached between the competing rights.
However, if responsibilities are also considered, ethical be-
haviors can be determined. Although both parties do have the
right to protect and use their land, they also have a respons!
bility to their community-the American public. Given that
Yellowstone Park is a national treasure, the land owners have
the responsibiliW to join the rest of the nation in presenring
it. However, the U. S. government also has a responsibility to
its citizens. Since land owners wouldbe making a sasrifice for
the community good by not drilling wells, the governnent
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would need to oompensat€ the land owners in some manner to
facilitate their compliance. For example, tax credits might
help the land owners afford a different source of water for
their livestock (or swimming pool, in the case of one land
owner).
A second case was described by Sandmann (1992), who
addressed the issue of hate speech on college campuses.
Sandmann argued that the rights to free speech and the
rigtts of the victim conflict when hate speech happens. With-
out denying either side their rights, he argued that the most
ethical solution was to consider the right of the victin to
reply. Sandmann argued that if colleges are going to tolerate
hate speech as a First Amendnent right, they should also
provide the victims a medium with which to respond to the
charges.
firis solution seems reasonable, but there is another way
to analyze Ore sihration: while people do indeed have the right
to free speech, they also have the responsibility to the subject
of their comnunication. This means that if the message is
danaging to its subject, speakers have a responsibility to be
sure the charges are accrrrate. Evidence for claims should be
provided, reasoning should be carefully and honestly
explained, and the speaker should not remain anonymous (as
in the case of graffito writers who paint hateful messages on
walls).
In practice, this ethical system would address hate speech
this way. ff a hate-speaker wishes to say that people with a
certain characterietic deserve to die, he or she needs to
erplain why those people are a threat to others, provide sound
evidence, explain why death is the best solution, and then be
wiiling to listen open-mindeilly to contrary views. Given that
hate speech will happen Sandmann s solution s€ems to be the
most ethical response. The principles described here are
intended to suggest the most ethical olternntive to the poten-
tial hate-speech act
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Affirmative Perspoctive. Speech ethics are often taught
as a list of limitations on somrnunication behavior (e.9., do not
knowingly use false reasoning, do not plagiarize, etc.). How-
ever, ethical principles actually create as many new options
as they prohibit An analory from Shames (1989) makes this
clear the nrles in baseball could be viewed as a prohibitive (if
the batter did not have to hit the ball in fair territory, he or
she would have more options on any pitch). However, the
rules are what makes the game possible. Ethics should be
viewed as affimativeb as the nrles of baseball. Ethical stan-
dards make society possible. ff there were no agreed-upon
codes of conduct, no one could be tmsted in any situation.
Geewax (1992) noted, "Ethical behavior is the keystone of
capitalism. Free markets cannot operate efficiently without
participants beiog committed to keeping promises, telling the
tnrth, and dealingfair$'(p. 118).
Often, ethics are most salient when unethicol behavior is
desired by someone who finds certain unethical actions more
profitable in some s€nse. Students may find that acting ethi-
cally prohibits something they would like to do (for instance,
present an atypical e*ample of how bad the school's bureau-
cracy is as an example of how the system always operates),
but most of the time bthical behavior goes unnoticed and is
benefisial to them. Shrdents expect that when infomation is
presented in a speech is has not been fabricatcd. fire assump-
tion of honesty is an svample of how ethical standards guide
routine decisions. Students should conceptualize ethics as
guidelines for all decision-making, not just limitations to their
options.
Accountability. Perhaps the single most impoftant point
to make to beginning speakers is that they are held account-
able for everythingthey say in public.lhe notion that people
can esoaps accountabilif for their words is not acceptable in
our society. The fact that the words were spoken in a class
setting does not grant the rhetor immunity ftom this prin-
ciple. A speech in the classroom is very much part of the "real
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world." Classroom speeches influence audience members, and
should be subject to all the same ethical standards that a
speech in a difrerent arena is expected to uphold.
The principle of accountability is based on rights and
responsibilities. In our societ5r, speakers have the right to say
whatever they want (the right to free speech), but they must
take responsibility for the oonsequenses of their communica-
tion. ffa given communicative act has negative consequences
for that speaker, he or she is obligated to accept them.
Listeners have the right to expect a person's behavior to be
consistent with his or her words. The affirmative view of
ethics is especially relevant to accotmtabi[ty. If people were
not held accountable for their words, coordinated social action
would bo dictated by the party with the power (however ille-
gitimate that power may be) to subordinate others. Thus,
ethics can be seen to have a constmctive impact on social
transactions.
The world is full of examples of speakers who have been
punished for unethical speech. A university dean was fired for
plagiarizing a speech, and an owner of a mqjor league base-
ball team was recently suspended for alleged racist remarks.
All public speakers, in the classroom or wherever, will be
accountable for what they say.
Ilegree of Ethical Quality. Jensen (1985) argued that
people should think of ethical quality as a continuum, not a
dichotomy. Rather than ask "is it ethical?" students should
ask, 'how ethical is it?' He proposed this seven-point Likert
scale to rate ethical quality (p.327):
Unehbal
HiShly irbdsraely
12
Neufal
4
Moderately
6
Ehical
H[hly
7
srbhrly
5
SliShily
3
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There are two reasons the ethical quality idea is impor'
tant. First, with just two categories students must assume
that an act is either totalb good or totally bad, which is
clearly inadequate for dealing with the complexities of our
human socid transactions. Second, when using a dichotomy,
once an act has been labeled wrethicd, there is no reason to
evaluate it any further. However, if the scale is more flexible,
students must think more carefully when evaluating. fire
ethicol quality scale encourages students to put nore thouglrt
into their judgments.
I,ECIT'NE IDEASI
Provided here is one possible outline for a lecture on
ethics in public speaking. It is intended to help students think
clearly about the importance of communicating ethically, to
provide them with a basic understanding of the nature of
communication ethics, and to provide some specific guidelines
for ethical behavior. Obviously, this outline is intended to be
heuristic in value. Instructors should tailor it to meet their
own needs and interests.
fire specific suggestions presented in this outline (point
fV) were compiled from these introductory public speaking
texts: Bradley (1991), DeVito (1990), Hanna and Gibson
(1989), Lucas (1989), Nelson and Pearson (1993), Osborn and
Osborn (1991), Samovar and Mills (1989), Sproule (1991), and
Verderber (1991).
L Importance of ethics
A Speech communication is a tool with that can
have a profound impact on people. It can be used
for good or bad ende. There are rnany reasons
why speakers should want to speak ethicalln
1. Afew reasons for communicating ethically
a Ethical behavior is the glue that holds
society together. ffpeople don't act ethi-
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cally, then violence and repression is the
alteraative to prevent anarchy.
Life is much more difficultwhen you can-
not tnrst your neighbor. Without honesty
and integrity in communication, ftiend-
shipis aliffisult
If society's members acted ethically, bil-
lions of dollars would be saved in law
enforcement, consumer protection, legal
eases, etc. firis money could be used to
benefit everyone.
d. Unethical communication causes great
pain and suffering in many cases (you
might want to provide examples here 
-Orere is an inexhaustible supply).
Self-benefiting reasons (i.e., even if a speaker
is only concerned with his or her own well-
being, there are still good reasons to commu-
nicate ethically)
a Unethical communication, when dis-
covered, can have negative oonsequenoes.
firese consequenges range from as minor
as a verbal reprimand to as major as loss
ofjob or divorce by spouse.
b. Ethical communication in tough situa-
tions can earn the respect of colleagues,
friends, and the general public.
3. What other reasons can students suggest for
the inportance of ethiel public speaking?
IL Bases of ethical communication
A Rights and responsibilities
1. Either concept alone can be oppressive
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a Unchecked, individual rights perrrit a
person to commit offenses in the name of
rights to ftee speech, etc.
b. Unchecked, responsibility to a group/
community elininate a person's chance to
go against the m{ority's will.
Affirmative perspective
1. Ethical systems allow people to live together
in harmony, providing guidelines for routine
and mutually satisfring desisions.
2. Consider ethics as guidelines for daily deci-
sion-making, not just a list of prohibited be-
haviors.
Accountability
1. Speakers are accountable for everything they
say. That is, they are expected to accept the
oonseguenoes-positive or negative 
- 
oftheir
communication.
2. Suggestions
a. Ifyou're not sure if infomation is correct,
tell the audience.
b. Distinguish between your opinion and
fact.
c. Do not attempt to mislead the audience in
any way.
Degree of ethical quality
t Don't force ethical judgments into one of two
categories: ethical or unethical. Realize that
the complexities of our world mean that
almost any action can have sone ethical and
some unethical Eralities to it. Some acts are
more ethical (or unethical) than others.
B.
c.
D.
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ru. General guidelines for ethical public speaking
A Honesty is the bost policy
L While there arguably are a few occasions
when deceiving the audience is ethical, the
speaker bears the burden ofproof. Reasons
for deceiving the audience must be com-
pelling; lyrng to the audience is rarcly ethical.
B Many strategies can be ethical or unethical, de-
pending on how they're used. A few examples
illustrate this:
1. Arousing emotion
a- If it is justified (this is the diffic\rlt part to
determine), then it is an acceptable strat-
wi.i Consider Martin Luther King's "I
have a dream speech" for an example
ofjustified emotional apped (appeal
to ideals).
ii. ConsiderAdolf Hitler's rhetoric for an
example of unjustified emotional
appeal (apped to prejudice).
2. Using statistics
a Statistics can be infomative or mislead-
ing. If statisticg bre intentionally used to
deceive, the speaker conmunicated un-
ethicallY.
ry. Spesific guidelines for ethical public speaking
A Determininghrrpose
1. Speakers shouldhave an ethical goal
a- fire speaker should not be the only one
who benefits from the suggested
change(s) in a Persuasive sPeech.
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Cietting Information
1. fire speaker should be well-informed.l
a- TVhen doing research, you should seek out
conpetingviewpoints to be sure thatyour
case is representative ofall relevant in-
formation.
Support Material
L Speakers should report infomation as acsu-
rately as possible.2 Among other things, this
involves:
a. Differentiatingfactsfrom opinions
b. Not suppressingkey information
c. Not oversimplifring
d. Quotingin context
2. Speakers should be honest about theirinten-
tions and biases
3. Speakers should give credit to their sourees
Reasoning
L Speaker should not knowingly use false rea-
soning.
2. Speaker should not use unacceptable emo-
tional appeals such as:
D.
lAlthough a speaker should be well-informed, Schwartzman 09g?)
suggests that speakers need to be competen! not expert. Being expert still
does not guarantee that the information is correct aod unbiased.
Furthermore, overdoing the need fot expertise catr rBpress the publlc and
suppress challenges to authority. The key is balance 
- 
epea&ers have the
reepo^nsibility to be well-inforred, trut need notbe cperts to speakethically.
zlt is important to disttnguiehbetween ao honegt mist€ke and unethical
behavior. A speaker might fdl to mention key lnformation or guote out of
conted due to an honest etror; while l\ts is often the result of sloppy work it
is not neessarily unethical. Howerver. the lssue trat arisos shen the nunber
of mistakss begils to climb is: at whot point does slopptness bome neslect
or irresponsibility, and thus eligiblo to be judgsd for eithical quality?
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a Flattery
b. Provocation and/or name calling
c. Distraction
d" Prejudice
E. Ianguage
L Use language to clarifr, not to obscure, the
fasts.
F. Persuasive Speaking
1. Persuasive speeches should let audiences
make up their own nind with full knowledge
ofall relevant facts.
G. Listening
L Audience menbers should try to pay atten-
tion.
Z Audience members should give the speaker a
fair hearing.
3. Audience members should give the speaker
clear and honest feedback.
TEACHING IDEASI
In this section I present ideas for effectively teaching
ethics. firese ideas help clarifr ethical standards for students,
provide in-depth information on speech ethics, and get stu-
dents actively involved in considering ethical standards.
Clari$ing Ethical Standards. Students are often not
aware exactly what a teacher considers ethical behavior, and
what that instructor considers unethical. By making ethical
expectations explicit, teachers can be sure that students
understand what is expected, and students can easily see how
teachers model their ideals. Trvo ways to implement this sug-
gostion are provided.
117
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L Be clear about your cd,e of ethics. Sikkink (1981)
recommended that teachers should set up the code of
ethics they will use for their class, explain it to the
students (noting that it is not the only imaginable
code, nor is it necessarily the best code in existence),
and then use it througlrout the courss. This recom-
mendation is helpful for several reasons. First, it
requires both teacher and students to think carefully
and explicitly about the ethical system they choose to
adopt. Second, if students disagree with any part(s) of
it, they will think critically about ethical choices.
Finally, it emphasizes that ethics are a topic to be
talren seriously in the class.
2. Put your ethbal standnrds in the syllabus. Sikkink(1981) and Winsor and Curtis (1990) recommend
putting ethical standards on the syllabus. fire advan-
tage to this method is that students can rurderstand
clearly what the instmctor expects, and they cannot
clairn that they were not forewarned. Additionally,
putting the standards on the syllabus emphasizes
their importance.
Some instructors may prefer to dissuss ethical responsi-
bilities in communication with their students and mutually
sculpt a code of ethics for the class. In this case, after the ethi-
cal ideals are agreed upon, the instructor should type a copy
of the class's ethical standards and copy it for all the students.
This will assure that there is no misunderstanding of what
class members agreed upon.
Providing In-depth Infornatlon. Since introductory
public speaking textbooks only provide cursory discrrssions of
conmunication ethics, teachers may wish to provide alterna-
tive sourres of information. there is a plethora of well-written
material that has informative and/or provocative value for
students. Several souroes that are especially relevant to pubic
speaking are listed in the last sestion of this paper. Instnrc-
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tors can find readings to stimulate thought or discussion and
get copies to students, or put a supplemental class packet
together.
Greenberg (1986) recommends creating study guides for
outside readings on ethics. If students are given outside
sourc,ss to read, instructors mlght want to try writing ques-
tions about the reading for students to answer. Questions canb written to be sure students understand the main ideas or
to provoke them to think critically.
Gotting Students Actively Involved. Because ethics
are complex and are not clear-ort students should be encour-
aged to actively consider ethical ideals. Challenging students
with diffisult ethical questions forces them to examine their
own belief stnrchrres and to question the validity of their be-
liefs. Four different ways to encourage students to critically
exarnine their e0rical beliefs are sugested.
L llave stud,ents craft their own ethical stand,ards.
Rather than just letting students passively hear ethi-
cal ideas fton the lecture, teachers may wish to get
them actively involved. Two methods have been pro-
posed:
. Sikkink (1981) suggests this exercise. In class,
prior to teaching ethics, have students writ€ a few
sentences on what is ethical, and have them share
with the class. Probably few of these ideas will
ultimately prove useful. Then, have students
rewrite their statements outside class to answer
this question: 'Vhat limits, f *y, would you at the
present time impose on yonr efforts to use human
communication to influence the others by modify-
ing their beliefs, values, or attihrdes?" (p. 4). Have
shrdents bring their responses to class and read as
many as can be done in 20 minutes; spend the rest
of the poriod in class discussion.
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o Instnrctors may wish to have students formulate
their own codes of ethics (Greenberg, 1986). fitis
can be done by having students write an essay
about their ethical system before the material is
covered in class. firen, have students compare their
ethical systems with the instructors.
Haue studpnts d,i,sr;uus_ ethi$ in snau grczps. Teachers
can put students in groups offour to seven and pre-
sent them with a moral dilemma They should state
that groups have 20 minutes to come to consensus on
the nost ethical solution. Then, each group should
present its golution to the class, and the class can hold
Iarge group disctrssion.
Use coae studies. Smitter (1989, 1992) recommended
using case studies to help students learn more effec-
tively. He argued that when students do case shrdies,
they get in the habit of analysis (they learn to ask
questions to better wrderstand the situation, and they
learn to make choices), and they learn the habit of
responsibility (they must be prepared for class and
contribute to it). F\rrthemore, case studies allow for
integration of multiple perspectives and demand that
students make choices.
Case shrdies may use fastual or fictional sources.
Many episodes of Slor TYeh and Star Treh:TlE Nert
Generatian are based on moral dilemmas, and may
provide good material for a case shrdy. Articles fron
almost any newspaper can be used, as can case
studies from books, personal experience, or hSpo-
thetical scenarios. When using case shrdies, instnrc-
tors will find it helpful to ask students a set of specific
questions. Instead ofjust asking'Tl/hat's the most eth-
ical solution?" they should tty asking questions such
as:
2.
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o How ethical (degree of ethical quality) were the
actions ofeach person involved?
o TVhatis the most ethical solution to this problem?
o What are the pros and cons of each solution?
o Is there one clear best choice?
o What relevant information was not provided but is
nocessary for resolving the issue?
o How would you have handled this situation had
you been each of the actors?
. What alternative solutions can you propose? How
ethical are your alternatives?
o Slhat could have been done earlier to prevent this
ethical dilemma from happening?
. What can be done to prevent a similar situation
from happening again?
4 Do rol,e plays. Students often learn best by doing.
Instructors can put students into groups and assign
each group a scenario with an ethical dilemma.
Groups should be given 16 or 20 minutes to come to
agteement on the most ethical solution, then each
group should enact the role play for the class. Class-
mates should decide:
. Did the role play model the most ethical solution?
o TVhat alternatives could the group have chosen?
o 'Were there dternatives that were equally ethical?
. Did the solution present new ethical choices?
SI'PPLEMEI\TARY MATERIAL
Several articles and papers are available that instnrctors
may find helpful either for preparing lectures or for supple-
menting the textbook. Of these articles, Eubanks's and
Johannesen's articles are the most useful as supplemental
readingfor students.
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Eubanks, R. T. (1980). Reflections on the moral dimension of
communication. Soutlum Speech Communicatian Jour-
naL,46,297-AL2.
Greenberg, K J. (1986, May). The issue of teae;hing ethics in
the introductory speech conrse. Unpublished paper pre-
sented at the annual meeting of the Eastern Communi-
cation Association, Atlantic City, NJ. EDtr27Ll98
Haskins, W. (1989). Teaching ethics in the basic survey
speech communication course. In L. Hugenberg (Ed.),
Bosia Course Cornmunication Annual, I (pp. 95-106).
Boston: American Press.
Jensen, J. V. (1985). Teaching ethics in speech communi-
cation. Communiaation Educotian, 34(4), 324"330.
Johannesen, R. L. (1980). Teaching ethical standards for dis-
course. Journol of Ed,untion, 162(2r, 6-20.
Sikkink, D. (1981, November). Ethics in persuasion: An inte-
grated teaching approach for insreasing student aware-
ness of ethical issues in persuasion. Unpublished paper
presented at the annual meeting of the Speech Communi-
cation Association, Anaheim, CA ED#209708
Several books also provide good background material.
Instructors may wish to have shrdents read selections from
the following sources. The Arnett piece may be difficult for
undergraduates to understand if not provided with back-
ground information. It is included in this list because it is rich
with ideas and is a good text for stimulating classroom disgus-
sion. Particularly, students should consider what Arnett's
conceptualization of the ethical comnunity is, and how public
speaking fits into that framework
Arnett, R. C. (1986). Communicntian ond, utnmunity. Cat-
bondale, IL: Southern lllinois University Press. (Chapter
6)
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Bok, S. ( 1978). Lying: Moral clwice in public ond priuate life.
NewYork: Pantheon.
Jaksq J. A, & Pritchard, M. S. (1988). Communicatian ethins:
Methdsof onnlysis. Belmonl CA: Wadsworth.
Johannesen, R. L. (1990). Ethics in hunon cornmunication
(3rd ed.). Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland.
CONCLUSION
Although ethics are not covered extensively in public
speaking texts, I little extra attention from instnrctonr can go
a long way toward preparing students for responsible use of
their newly improved skill. By emphasizing that it is impor-
tant for students to speak ethically, supplying them with
some conceptual background, and involving students in
actively considering ethical choices, teachers can help stu-
dents be more ethical in their public communication. fire
ideas presented in this paper should facilitatc that process.
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Melissa L. Beall 
Concerned educators at all levels are often caught in a 
professional bind. On the one hand. business. industry. and 
educational reformers call for excellence in education. 
including the teaching of thinking. Indeed. the 1992 Goals 
Report of the National Education Goals Panel has identified 
reasoning and critical thinking as special areas of emphasis in 
two objectives: 
The percentage of students who demonstrate the ability to 
reason, solve problems, apply knowledge, and write and 
communicate effectively will increase substantially, and 
The proportion of college graduates who demonstrate an 
advanced ability to think critically, communicate effectively, 
and solve problems will increase substantially (Paul, 1993, 
p.20). 
The new Secretary of Labor, Robert Reich. claims that the 
"wealth of a nation is given in the quality of the thinking of its 
workers" (Paul. 1993. 1.2: 22). On the other hand. educators 
often proclaim that students don't and can't think. A recent 
memo from a department head in our college carried a 
warning that "critical thinking is a process ... children learn 
to think early. and if students come to the college/university 
level without the ability to think. it's too late for us to do 
anything." This is a frightening concept: that people can only 
*POrtioDB of this paper on the teaching of critical thinking have been 
used in other articles by this writer. 
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"leam to think" early in life, and teaching college students to
think is hopeless.
Another oommon complaint from educators is "I teach my
students to think, but it just does not transfer." fitig writer
believes not only that thinkin g con be taqht, but indeed, that
it slwuld be taught, in contett, at all levels of education.
fuiother strongpersonal convistion (supportd by the research
in critical thinking [d. Paul, 1991]) is that the transfer of
thinking abilities can and does occur, if the right classroom
strategies are followed. Unfortunately, Paul (1993) suggests
that the educational community does not focus on the process
of good thinking, but rather on the "end products of thought"
and educators do little to suggest the thinking/reasoning that
is the basis for the productt 1p. 28). In communication
courses, we may feel that we are teaching the process of
ftinkingheasoningbecause so much of whatis required of our
students, particularly in the basic course, involves a great
deal of analysis and application. Unless, however, instructors
focus on the thinking about the thinking (metacognition) that
ocsurs, there will be little transfer to other communication
activities, much less to other disciplines.
This paper provides one cours€ director's view of how the
basic communication course can facilitate students'abilities to
make connections between and qmong courses, activities, and
thinking, rather than merely focus on the end products of
thinking. Given the focus on the comnunication process, our
task should be easy, but it does not appear to be the case.
Sometimes we may attribute this difficulty to the approach
taken by some of our basic course textbooks. In our own basic
courge, we take the "practical" approach and have much
greater success with students. We see and hear evidence of
the kinds of thinking we hoped to see when our students draw
inferenees, moke comparisons, attd refer fp anrlisl specific
astivities throughout the semester. Discussions and papers
exhibit the students' search for reasons, evidence, and
criteria. Speeches, too, provide increasing evidence of careful
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thought and evidence to support views. Sle've tried a variety
of approaches over the past three years, and believe that a
focus on metacognition, specific instruction in critical
thinking, and a conscientious efrort to encourage shrdents to
make connections between classroom activities and other
classes and/or situations makes critical thinking instmction
meaningful to our students.
Mostbasic oourse textbook authors acknowledge the need
to address sritical thinking. Many authors look at critical
thinking from the perspective of formal logic that basic com-
nunication eonrse students (and their graduate student in-
stnrctors) often have trouble grasping, or at least have trouble
in applying to their own communicatioa activities. Pearson
and Nelson (1991) provide a chapter on critical listening and
critical thinking. The chapter covers listening, note-taking,
definitions of critical thinking, and attitudes that enconrag€
critical thinking. Much of the chapter is devoted to argu-
ments, fallacies, inferences, rules, tnrth, and validity. Others,
too, provide a formal reasoning or argumentation approach.
Gronbeck, MclGrrow, Ebninger, and Monroe (1990) include a
chapter on arEumentation and critical thinking. The phapter
prcvides background on atgurnentation, refutation, reasoning,
claims, evidence, fallacies, and proofs, and dirests the shrdent
to apply concepts through discussion questions and exercises.
Berko, Wolvin, and Wolvin (lgg2) briefly review reasoning
systems, vis-a-vis logic, reasoning, pbilosophical thought, and
conflicts btween reasoning systems. Verderber's newest text
(1991) address critical thinking and provide chapter questions
to direst the student to think critically. Zeuschner (1992)
includes both a chapter on critical thinking and an enphasis
on critical tlinking about the concepts covered throughout the
text Each of Zeuscihner's chapters also has a "critical thinking
box" and application questions and exersises. Most of the
latest texts address, in one way or another, the concept of crit-
ical thinking. Many of the new texts or revisions are looking
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at critical thinking from a more practical perspective (e.8.,
Zeuschner's t19921 critical thinking bxesl.
Increasing numbers of textbooks now include critical
thinking chapters and activities. Given the national emphasis
for "more critical thinking" and "more transfer" we really have
little choice but to address criticd thinking in the basic com-
munication courso. the difficulty lies not in teaching eritical
thinking, but in finding an approach that makes sense to the
students. Our goal should be to facilitate students' ability to
make connections between ideas and activities, and to use
good thinking/reasoning in their speaking, listening, and
writing.
Most educators believe that they are teaching students to
"think." And, more than likely, thinking oscurs in most class-
rooms. How much of that thinking is a natural part of the
stndent's md,us operand,i, and how much is the result of the
pedagogical methods utilized in the classroom is an issue.
Another issue is the extent to which students are provided
opportunities and assistance in making connections and
finding the interrelationships between and among concepts.
Individual instnrctors can promote ttrinking and can facilitate
the transfer of those thinking abilities to other areas, with
perhaps only a change ofperspective.
College/university students know how to think or they
would not be in college classes, for a ceilain amount of think-
ing is required to make it througb the educational system.
The problem lies in making students awarre of what, why, and
how they think. If we can teach students to think about their
thinking (be metacognitively aware) we can help them make
the connections between what we do in our classes and what
is expected outside the classroom. We can never assume that
thinking will automatically develop or transfer just because
teachers provide opportunities for thinking. Students must be
directly taught how to think within the specific communica-
tion sihration, and how that thinking can be applied to other
situations.
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DEFINTTIONS
Definitions of thinking, thinking skills, and thinking
strategies are nocessary. Elsewherp, this writer has defined
"critical thinking" as "the search for meaning." Others, too,
have similarly connestsd critical thinking and the making of
meaning. A thinking "skill" refers to such discrete thinking
abilities as classifying or categoizing, while thinking
strategies involve more complex operations such as problem-
solving (Beall, 1993, in press).
lEE THINKNG SKIJ,S MOST NEEDED
INIEE CLI\SSROOM
Talking about and even requiring knowledge, compre-
hension, application, analysis, slmthesis, and evaluation is
not enougfu, although using Bloom's Taxonomy (1966) is an
excellent basis for setting up the categories of cognitive skills
and objectives for class dissussions, activities, and exam ques-
tions. Many writere believe teachers ought to concentrate on
the how and why of classroom learning as much as on what is
to be learned. For example, Svinicki (1991) sugests that cog-
nitive psycholory provides practical suggestions for both
teachers and learners. She asserts that teachers have two
tasks: 0) to "organize the course and its content in a way that
is consistent with what we believe about how learning takes
place" and, (2) to 'help shrdents learn how to learn content, a
step in sophistication above the nere learning of content it-
self'(29). Also, Weinstoin and Meyer (1991) sugest that col-
lege teachers neod to fosus their teaching "not only on content
but on how to learn content in the context of particular
courses" (16).
Teaching "thinkingl is not the same thing as teaching
specific thinking skills or strategies. Each teacher should es-
tablish clear erpectations of students'thinking in each class-
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rot)m in order to better provide the appropriate instructional
methods and activities for the students in that particular
classroom. Beyer (1987) posits that it is extremely challenging
to select what thinking skilldoperations to teach. Brandt(1984) and Costa (1984) suggest Orat educators t€ach "of, for.
ond, about thinking" in all classrooms. Beyer (198?) sugests
the following criteria for making selections about thinking for
classroon instruction:
L Does the skill or stratery have frequent practical
application in the students' everyday, out-of-school
life?
Does the skill or stratery have frequent, practical
application in a number of subject areas?
Does Ore skill or strategy build on previously taught
thinking operations or lead to the developnent of
o0rer, more conplex operations?
Does the subject matter in which the operation is to be
taught lend itself to tea0hing the operation?
Can an understandable form of the skill or strategr be
mast€red relatively easily by the students, given their
degrees of readiness and experience? (p. ,lE).
The following is a list of thinking skills we utilize in
preparing for the basic comnunication course. (Itre Iist of
thinking skills is included in the oours€ guide, covered early
in the semester in the unit on critical thinking, and referred
to throughout the semester.) Ttrhile not exhaustive, it is a
helpful stimulus for determining what to include in teach-
ing of, for, and about thinking. AII educators are urged
todetermine their own expectations for their students. It
may also be helpful to the shrdents to have a copy of the in-
stnrctor's list of thinking skills as a reference for activities
and dissussions.
6.
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List of lbinking Skills Most Needed
in the Basic Communication Course
Concentration Skills
Attending
Concentrating
Focusing
Seeking Information
Infornation-Gaining Skills
Listening to information
hocessing infomation
Note-taking
Questioning
Organizing infomation into some schemata
Responding to one s intuition
Critical Thhling/Critioal Ltstening llkille
Discriminating (sounds, words, concepts, ideas)
Analyzing
Classifying
Categorizing
Evaluating
Deternining relationships
Questioning
Identifring main ideas
Distinguishing between fact and opinion
Drawing inferences (inductive and deductive reasoning)
IdentiSing signifi cant details
Following soquenoe
Relatingnew to olil
Relating infomation to personal ideas
Relating information to penonal values
Making congtructive commentdcriticisns
Knowing what specific information to utilize
Knowing when to use specific information
188
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UsingTrial and snor
Comparing
Contrasting
Synthesizing
Applyrng
Ctystallizing
hedicting outcomes
Hlpothesizing
Following one's intuitions to see where they lead
Boelmnee ekille
Responding verbally
Responding nonverbally
Knowingwhen torespond
Writing notes
hwidingfeedback
A{iusting
Judging the vatidity of information
Judging the sufi ciency of information
Judging the ethics of the speaher
Judgingthe worth of theinfomation
Identiling the sihration or message
Imagining
Testing the validity of arguments
Testing the validity ofreasoning
Testing the possibilities
Determining whether or not the intuitions provide the
appnopriate infomation
Instmctors are enoouaged to determine their ovm lists of
thinking skills/operations based upon the needs of the
curriculum, the students, and the situation. Teachers should
determine what the students know and can do before
attempting to teach specific thinking skills or strategies. Ihe
research in thinking is inconclusive as to how many thinking
skills there are, and which are the most important. The
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thinking experts ssem to agree, however, that choosing the
thinking skills to be covered in any classroon should be made
on the basis of the kinds of thinking the teacher believes
shrdents will need in situations both inside and outside the
classroom.
COGIYTIION AND METACOGNMON
T[re need to difrerentiate between cognitive and meta-cog-
nitive skills. When teachers teach of thinking (teach shrdents
what thinking is, or, discusdprcvide the labels for the kinds of
thinking being utilized), and for thinking (teaching students
why they use certain kinds of information and reject other
information), we are teaching cognitive skills. Ttlhen teachers
teach metaaognition, they teach people to think about their
own thinking. Tlthen shrdents are metacognitively effective,
they are aware of how they'think, why they think, and what
has gone into the thinking prooess. Shrdents can be objective
and reflective about their ability to think when they reflect
upon what thinking took place (an activity which most of us
take for granteO. Metacognition allows thinkers to know how
they can and do think and how they make meaning from the
world arourd them. Metacognition allows thinkers to inter-
nalize things. Students would probably be more proficient in
their transfer of thinking from one area to another if we en-
couraged them to think about what went into the thinking
prosess 
-before, during, and after each thinking act. Flavell(1976) says there are three aspects of metacognition: plan.
ning, nonitoring, and assosslng. Metacognition can be
likened to the director's role in setting up the basic course: the
direstor first considers the eonrse and what it should cover,
and then plans the best approach. Secondly, the course direc-
tor oversees the corrrse as it is being taught and considers
what is working well and what needs to be improved. After
the academic tern is completed, the course director evaluates
the strengths and weaknesses and deternines what addi-
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tions, deletions, or changes are needed. llhus, the crrrricular
prosess may be likened to the metacognitive prosess, because
it, too, is alnost second nahrre. Just as thinking may be sec-
ond nature to the students, most fasulty members do not
spend a great deal of time thinking about the thinking
involved in their cgurses. Shrdents, however, must be taghi
to internalize their thinking if we want them to be more efrec-
tive thinkers. Even in advanced undergraduate and early
graduate classes, we have all found critical thinking to be a
rare commodity. tlho among us has not bemoaned students,
inability to'nderstand what is involved in an analysis of the
problem? In debriefing sessions, we can fosus on metacogni_
tion by asking students how they courd have prevented ler-
tain problems and how they might approach a similar prob_
lem in the fut're. Tllhen inetructors fosus on metacognition,
students and teachers alike will becone more ooncerned with
the process of thinking even though something (a product) is
created, a pap€r is completed, or a task is completed. lVhen
the classroom becomes obviously process-oriented, more
thinking takes place, students internalize the infomation and
the process and can thus make connestions between that class
exersise or activity and other situations.
AIYAPPNOACE TO TEACHING THII\KNG
Earlier, we said that each instnrctor needs to determine
Ore approach most appropriate for all individuals in the class-
room. this necessitates a view of the variety of learning styles
students and the instnrctor bring to the classroon. Each stu-
dent learns differently but there are specific patterns to learn-
ing. Teachers should recognize that a variety of teaching
strategies and activities are generally most helpful for the
mqiority of students.lhe morc the instructor allows studenLs
to have ownership of the class through interactive sbategies,
the more likely the shrdent is to stay "tuned in." Classroom
astivities should provide opportunities to obsorye the kinds of
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thinking shrdents bring into the classroom sihration. ff shr-
dents already take effective notes, for example, there's no
need to cover that aspect. When shrdents do not wrderstand
what is involved in making predictions, the process needs to
be both modeled and explained. thinking is not something
easily assessed, so there should be opportunities for informal
evduation of student thinking and especially created oppor-
hrnities to try the thinking process without a fear of failure.
Students need to know the teacher's expectations. One
way to ensure this is to provide handouts or use overhead
transparencies so lists of thinking skills can be explored. fitis
becomes a handy reference for the shrdent in ensuing dissus-
sions of the thinlfng process. Activities in the class should
enable students to focus on the thinking skilldstrategies
expected. Students need to know why they are doing what
they are doing in the elassroom. thinking should not be
taught in isolation if internalization or transfer is the goal.
Instnrctors should let the students internalize the thinking
pr(rcess in which they, themselves, are engaged. Modeling the
thinking strategies is an effective reinforcement for the
teaching of, for, and about thinking.
Too often instr-ustors ask questions, wait one or two
seconds, and then re-phrase the question, ask another ques-
tion, or answer the question, without providing enough "wait
time" to actually think things through. If the process of
gfiinlring is emphasized, teachers will allow enough time for
the students to process the question and think througb pos-
sible responses. firis should be natural bcause we deal with
the communication process, but tm often a "product" becomes
too important. Instructors who continually remind their stu-
dents that the process is more important than the producf
and who provide opportunities for evaluating the process
rather than the product will allow students to believe that
thinking is, indeed, important.
As is the case with any effestive clarisroom strateggr,
thinking activities mustbe dissussed. Discussion should fosus
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on both the cognitive and metacognitive aspects: (l) What
were t(3) Srhy did people make the choices they made? (4)
what was needed to arrive at a desision? (E) what would need
to be changed to accept some infomation over other iriforma-
tion? (6) slhat would the shrdent do difrerently next tine? (z)
where else night thie kind of thinking be uliHzed? Ttre in-
structor should help the shrdents see that the kinds of think-
ing engaged in for the class are necessary/helpfirualready re-quired in other classes and in other activitiegand sit'aiions
outside the classroom. Beninders to previous activities andprevious thinking fasilitates the retention and transfer ofthinking to other activities. constant reinforcenent ofthinking skills and strategies, and reminders of previous
activities allows the student to become fully cognizant of the
thinking prooess used thro-ghout the academicLrm. Even at
the college level, the teacher has to make ore connections for
students over what soems to be an inordinately long period oftime. When the reinforcement occurs constantly and
naturally, however, the st'dents begin to make the connec-
tions on their own.
A General Education Committee member (a faculty mem-
ber from another college and department within our univer-
sity) questioned how we approach the sritical thinking aspect
of the general education requirenents in the oral comm'ni-
cation courso. After examining the materials included in the
Guid.e to OraI Communicotion, he remarked that what we
provide is "good teaching."
Perhaps that really is the key to teaching thinking: to begod teachers, teaching well. And, for us, that means making
students aware of Oreir own thinking and how that thinking
can be used in other situations, both inside and ouLside the
classroom.
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ACTTVTfIES I1o PROMOTE fiIINKING
IN TEE BASIIC COT'RSE
The following mat€rials are included in our Gui.dB to Orol
Communintinntext, Different instructors use them in differ-
ing ways, but all report that the concept of critical thinking is
easier to approach with these materials. Students (and their
instructors) report greater satisfaction with practical mate-
rials than with toxtbook chapters. Shrdents seem to grasp the
practical application of the thinking process far easier than
they are able to deal with enth;rmemes, syllogisms, models of
arguments and fomal logic. firat is not to say that formal
reasoning should be avoided. Rather, it has been our experi-
ence that a fosus on the practical applications (making con-
nections) and metacognition is working for our students. We
have tested a variety of approaches to the teaching of thinking
over the past three years. During that time we've included at
Ieast six hours in stafr orientation sessions on the practical
approach to teaching students to think critically. In addition
to the August orientation, at least two hours are built into
stafr meetings during the each semester. Graduate teaching
assistants take the Comnunication Education Seminar and
are reguired to demonstrate and apply teaching strategies for
critical thinking in course units and in microteaching ses-
sions. Bloom's Taxonomy provides the basis for making the
graduate teaching assistant aware of higher order thinking
skills, and serves as a reminder of classroom objectives. We
have fowrd that asking shrdents to analSze, develop sriteria,
test criteria, provide evidence, justify, apply the concepts or
evaluate the concepts we cover in specific situations is not
enouglr. All stafrmembers have forurd that naking students
aware of how they think, and what they are doing pays divi-
dends. Our students do learn to make the connections on their
own.
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APPENDIXA
LINKNG LISTEMNG AND THINKNG
Listening and thinking are closely inter-related. Think
about the process of listening. What is involved? We hear
sounds, we interpret the soundg, and then we try to do some-
thing with the sounds and their interpretation. Just as there
are sinilarities between perception and listening and between
the spaking proesss and the listzning ptooess, there are simi-
larities between listening and thinking. What happens when
we think? What happens when YOU think about something?
Let's experiment for a moment. Read and complete each
section before moving on to the next paragraph, please.
'Ihink about that last question: What happens when you
think? Slhat happens firsf then wbat, then whal and, what
do you end up with? How did you get there? Writ€ down what
you think happens as you think in the space below.
Now, Iet's do a bit of problem solving: Identifr what you
consider to be the world's greatest invention. firen, in the
space provided, explain why you blieve that invention is the
greatest the world has known.
think about wbat happened when you had to deside what
the world's greatest invention is and why it is the greatest.
How did you arrive atyour desision? What was the process in
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which you were involved? Sthat kinds of thinking occ'rred?
How did you uss infornation? What information did you seek?
What infonnation did you reject? Why did you reject certain
bits? Why did you reject certain inventions? Ttrhy did you
finally choose the one invention you did? TVhat helped you
make Orat decision? How did you go about rationalizing your
desision? \lthat ore the justifications for that invention 
"" 
tt 
"gteatest in th,e world,? What other altornatives are there?
Wry? Why did you reject the alternatives?
Explain your thinking (Provide answers) here:
Compare your answers f"om what you thougbt thinking
was like to what actually happened when you had to make a
solve a "problem" how similar were your answers? How
different?
Now, compare the whole thinking prooess to the commu-
nication process. Where are the similarities there? Sfhat are
the differences? How similar is the thinking process and the
listening process?
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In the examples here, you had to read, think, ild
respond. As a listener, you hear, listen, think, and respond.
Onaprimaf@ie basis (on the face of things), you can see the
similarities. Do those similarities go deeper than that? fitis
writer believes they do. firinking is or slwuld' 6e involved in
everything we do. But, then, so should speaking, listening,
and questioning. ffwe wish to be efrective in whatever we do,
we must take every oppoftunity to improve upon and utilize
our Gommunication/thinking skills. The purpose of the
exersises here are to get you to thhk about the whole prooess.
If youll carefully respond and then think about what youve
written and what you've done, you will have made progress
toward utilizing the listening-thinking connection. Carefully
Iook over the MZETACOGMTION handout in this packet. Pay
careful attention to the diagram on the fourth page. The
teaching learning process utilizes speaking, listening,
questioning and thinking skills as well as other teaching-
Iearning strategies. ffyou think abouthow those circles move
together and apart in various learning situations, you'll
realize that the skills are inseparable, but we must be aware
of Orem, and we must understand when, where, and how to
use those skills in all facets of our lives.
fui efrective and efficient listener is utilizing his or her
questioning skills, listening skills, and thinking skills, and
then is able to apply the skills and the results of using them
to whatever situation is being faced at the moment. The
student who is aware of what is happening during the process
is the one who will be able to use the information and the
thinking and be able to opply it to a variety of situations
throughout her or his life 
- 
not just in an activity in this
class, but in everything she or he does.
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APPENDIX B
MEIACOGMTION:
IEINrINGABOI'TTHINKNG
In the past decade or more, in virtually every educational
report, and every suryey of what businesses expect of their
employees, three competencies have been identified: speaking,
listening, and thinking. (See Figure 1.) firese competencies
are the focus of much of what we do in Oral Communication,
50:023, and much of what is required of us in our roles as
friends, family members, workers and citizens. Since these
areas a{r well as an awareness of a changing world are issues
ofconcern for all people, we have put together several packets
to supplement readings and class discugsions.
A United States Labor Department Commission in July,
1991, issued a report urging the nation's schools tat all levelsl
to concentrate "on five learning areas of increasing impor-
tance in the workplace" [see'TVorkplace Skills" from the U.S.
Labor Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skiilsl.
Many of the areas are covered in this course; for exanple,
"working with colleagues in teams and other settings; using
and evaluating. information; understanding systems;
listening; speqking; an aray of thinking skills, including
creative thinking, desision making and problem solving, and
such personal qualities as responsibility, self-esteem,
sociability, self-management and integrity." (Peterson, Ios
Angeles Timcs. Dl, 7-3-91).
Many of the gernpetoncy areas cit€d by the Labor De-
partment are skills and operations we thinkwe already know.
Unfortunately, we may know that theso competencies are im-
portant, but we don't really give them much thought in our
pursuit of an education. Instead, we tend to concentrate on
"what is needed to do well on the exam" or "what is needed to
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fire u.s. Labor secretary's commission on Achieving necessary
skills released a report T\resday describing five learning o""" of
increasing importance in the workplace. fireir development depends
on a foundation of more basic abilities.
lte Foundation
. Baeia: Reading, writing, mathematics, speaking and listening.
. Thin&ing: CYeativit5r, making decisions, solving problems, seeing
things in the minds eye, knowing how to learn, reasoning.
o Personal qualitie: Responsibility, self-esteem, sociability,. self-
management and integrity.
.Iob Skills
. Beeourcos: Allocating time, money, naterials, space and stafr.
. Infornation: Acquiring and evaluating data, organizing and
maintaining files, interpreting and communicating ana using
computers to process information
' systene: understanding Bocial, organizational and technological
systems, nonitoring and conecting perforznance and designing or
inpmving systems.
o TechnoloX5n Selecting eguipment and tools, applying tecbnologl
to specific tasks and maintaining and troubre-shooting tech-
nologies.
source: u.s. Labor secretary's co'mission on AchieviagNecessary shlls
148 Tachitq Cri.tical Thi&ing
(ftom the Ios Angeles, Time,July B, 1991, p. D?.)
get an "A" in the course. Too often we forget that the material
we study is at least perceived to be valuable for most people.
AIso, our teachers sometimes forget that the object of educa-
tion is to provide opportuities for students to move from one
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place to another in oriler to help people learn how to do what
and where to go to get answers, not to fill up minds just for
an exam.
Thinking skills and operations are, by this time, almost
autonatic. we just do what we have to do, and don't really
give much thought to what happens when we think. If we
concentrate on what we think about, how we think, and what
happens when we thiDk, we ean improve our thinking greatly.
Even more importantln we san learn to use that same king of
thinking in other situations. Only when we become aware of
how we think, why we think, what desisions have gone into
the thinking process, md what and why we selected or
eliminated available alternatives can we become "better
thinkers." Students have to take advantage of the thinking
opportunities provided them if they are to nake the transfer
from classroom to other situations.
Metacognition is a word which refers to how one thinks
about thinking. What we ask people to do when thinking
about their thinking is to figuratively step back and observe
our own thinking. Sle must reflect upon the thinking we do,
before, during and after the ast of thinking. Ttrink about
the problem-solving proosss. lhere aro many "steps" in solv-
ing a problem, but the basic elements according to Flavell(1986) and other thinking experts are: planning, monitor-
ing gnd asseeslng.
Planni.g means that we anallze the situation and decide
what we will do and how we will approach the problem. We
engege in any numbr of thinking operations and skills to do
this. We may focus our attention on the elements involved in
the problem, then we nay ask questions, listen to informa-
tion,lookfor significant details, process infomation, make in-
ferences, draw comparisons, look for contrasts, evaluate the
evidence, make predictions, ereate hypotheses, and predict
possible solutions.
As we continue to work on finding a solution to the prob
lem(s) we monitor what we're doing. Some of the same think-
r49
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ing skills come into play in this operation. And we may fur-
ther relate new and old information, relate information to
personal values/views, look for significant details, try to iden-
tify sequence, make a{iustments, look for relationships, de-
termine when we use specific infomation, and synthesize the
evidence and the reliability of the solutions we've begrur to de-
temine. We constantly monitor ourselves by asking such
questions as "How am I doing? How can I gdt (x) to happen?
firis isn't working. I'll try this approach. yes, this is better.
We'rs checking, a{usting, changing, throwing out, seeking
additional information, finding new approaches: we,re moni-
toring the rethinking (even if automatic pilot has taken over
the controls).
Once a solution or series ofsolutions have been generated,
the thinker mugt agsess whether or not she or he has found
the best solution and the most effective response to the
problem. Any number of the thinking skills utilized earlier
may be brought into play for this aspect of the thinking
process. The thinker continues to make judgments about the
problem, the solution/s, and the beet or most effective
means of implenenting the solution/s. We assess not only
whether or not the approach we took for this particular
problem was best, but we also need to think about how we can
use this process for another situation. Again, we mentally
calculate how we would change the approach in a sinilar
situation.
In a face-to-face communication, we respond to feedback
to detcrmine whether or not we're getting through. As a part
of the assessing that goes into our thinking, we should con-
sider not only whether or not we're "getting through" but also,
"how effective was my thinking in this situation" and, 'trow
can I uso this process in another situation, at another time?"
Flavell (1986) indicates that we are using metacognitive
skills when:
l. we take note of what we have trouble learning,
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?* we rcmind onrselves to do'ble-check somethingbefore
we acoeptitasfact,
3. we remind ourselvos to scrutinize each alternative in
a multiple-choice testbeforre selecting an answer,
4 we sense that it is important to writ€ something down
before we forget it, and,
5. we have INTROSPECTION (looking inside ourselves
and our minds to figure out what and how we're
thinking, and what kinds of thinking skills we're
using), RETROSPECTION (looking back to see what
we've done and evaluating whether or not we're on the
right track, or what additional information we need),
and FUTIjRESPtsCIION (thinking abouthow we might
use this process in the future, in another situation or
for another problem, or when we think about how we
can prevent certain problems and how to approach
prcblems in the future).
Margaret Donaldson (1978) gave us a view of what is
needed in educational systems:
"[the shrdents] should learn to turn langpage and
thought in upon thensolves. ltey nust direct their own
thought processoE in a thoughtful mann€r. firey must
become able not just to talk, but to choose what they will
say, not just to interpret but to weigh possible
interpretations (90) [emphasis added by t]ris authorl. . .. If a
[ghrdent] is goingto control and directhidtrer own t]rinking,
. . . dtre must become conscious of it" (96) .
NEFERENCES
Donaldson, M. (1978). Children's Minds.
Flavell, J.H.(19?6). Metacognitive aspects of problem solving.
In L.B. Resnick (ed.), Tlu nnture of intulligene. Hillsdale,
N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum.
Peterson, J. (1991, July g). Labor department panel urges
teaching of new skills for jobs,Las Angelns TimBs, Dl, D?.
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APPEI\IDIX C
QrrEsTroNrNc STn AIEGTES
FOR THINKING SITJDENTS
Questioning skills are among the most important skills in
the classroom, for students and for their teachers. In the
communication classroom questions are particularly impor_
tant because the effective listener, the effective thinker,the
effective comm'nicator must all utilize questions as a way of
making sense of the commrurication process if they are to ap-
ply knowlefue and understanding to themselves and their
lives.
Questions are more than just asking a question or making
a query. Questions help us make sense of the world around
us, especially if we ask qtrestions and find answers. We ask
questions to clariS our understanding of concepts, to make
sure that we got Ore requirenents of an assignmenN to make
sure that we understand what another is saying, and, we
should also ask questions to get further into natters than we
often do. Students who are constantly learning should be the
ones who ask many questions, Unfortunately, the educational
process has not always encouraged the use ofquestions by
students. this writer remembers n'merous times fron the
primary grades through graduate school when ghe got'into
trouble" with the teacher because she asked too many ques-
tions. (Is it any wonder that she now believes that one can
never ask too many questions in soarch of knowledge?) eues-
tioning ourselves, whether mentally or aloud, helps us to re-
veal our thoughts and feelings to otrrselves and to others.
Learning to use questioning strategies and developing our
questioning skills helps us to become "sritical thinkers." Criti-
cal thinkers do more than just deal with the basic content of
something. Cridcal thinkers uso questions to facilitate the in-
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tellechral prosess so that they can use and apply infomation
and knowledge not just to one class, one activif, or one thing,
but to a variety of situations in their lives. Critical thinkers
who question and find answers are the people who leam to in-
tegrate information, explore topics, argue points of view, in-
teract effectively with others, and LEARI{.
Many of you have doubtless heard of Benjamin Bloom's
"Taxonomy of Learning." Bloom identifies a hierarchy of
learning moving from (l) basic knowledge (recall), to (2)
comprehension, to (3) application, to (4) analysis, to (5)
synthesis, and finally to (6) evaluetion. You can't move up the
hierarchy unless you have the basic knowledge, frrst, but
there's not a real soquense otherwise. You may, for exanple,
ask a question which helps you establish what's going on, and
then ask a question which allows you and the person of whom
you ask the question to evaluate something. A third question
might allow you to apply knowledge. firere's nothing wrong
with that kind of configuration, but you can't move anywhere
unless you know first know what is being discussed. These
guidelines are merely suggestions and do not imply that
people asking questions have to move from recall questions up
the hierarchy. ff one does not understand the basic concept,
however, she orhe will bo unable either to effectively phrase a
question or rmderstand an answer designed to move into the
higher levels of ftinking. trrhat is importanf instead, is that
we begin to actively seek ways to improve our questioning
skills,learn new questioning strategies so that we can be the
most efrestive communicatordthinkerJlearnenr we can be.
Iet's look at some of the ways we can begrn to work on our
quectioning sFategies.
I If you re not sure of what someone is saying or what
you're reading, ask a question. "I'm not sure I under-
stand you Are you saying. . . ?" In thts clascmm,
there ane no dunb questions. How can we learn
rurless we ask questions?
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2. Allow yourself to think about and come to terms with
the material being covered. An immediate response,
either to another s question, or to another,s statementis not required. Thinking takes time. phrasing
questions takes time. Use your time wisely, and don't
worry about speed or lack Orereofl
3. Be flexible. Listen carefully and think about whatyou
need to know so that you can ask questions that will
help you be a more effective communicator/listener/
thinker/questioner.
4" Don't be afraid to ask questions that nake others
think. In other words, take some risks. In this com-
munication classroom we're not going to get upset
with you for asking a question that moves beyond the
factual areas -- we eneourage you to ask questions
which allow you (and us) trs comprehend, apply, ana-
lyze, synthesize, and to evaluate. We'lI conmend you
for helping ua move to higher levels of thinking, too.
5. Tty out the questioning process in the dyads and
small groups in which you worh in this class, and in
other situations. Listen carefirlly to what's being said
in class, in discussions, in presentations, and mentally
apply that information to other situations. How does
it fit? Where mi$t it fit? What additional infomation
do you need to have? Where can you find the needed
infomation? How wiil this apply to something some-
what similar but not exadly the same thing?
6. Ask questions that let others know that you were
listening and that you are thinking about what you
heard. Instead of asking, 'T-hat did you tell us?" or,
'TVhat was the assignment?" or, 'What is it you want
us to do?' (questions which imply that you were NoT
listening), ask questions such as: "Does thatnean you
want us to come up with three alternatives?" or,
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'\llhat if we can only find two alternatives?" or some-
thing similar. Do you see the difference in the ques-
tions? The first type of question asks what another
said and the second (better) type ofquestion tests for
understanding or allows the person being questioned
to see that you're not sure of the consequences.
Listen to others' questions and the answers they
receive. Ttris will help you focus on what is being
asked and how it is being applied.
Take every opportwrity to ask questions, either
silently of yourself, silently asking others, or verbally
asking questions aloud, in class, in disctrssions, as you
watch television, hear a speaker, or talk with friends.
Asking questions helps you clari& yonr own thoughts
and those of others. Asking questions helps you to
know what it is you're thinking.
Give yourself time! Asking the "right" kinds of
questions isn't easy. It involves perhaps different
kinds of thinking skills than you've had an
opportunity to utilize very often before. Remember
thatyoull getbetter with pmctice.
Ttre objective is to ask questions that will help you
learn more.'
rFrrrr:F!rrFrt**rr*!r***t****!r**,t*!t!F***!r****,r**,r************!r*,r
10.
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SAI}TPI.E PNOBI,EM STTT'AIION(ftom Cbristenbuqy and Kelly, t9&9):
A husband and wife drive to work together each day.
Ttreir office is a half-hour drive fron their house, but each
night they leave work at E:@ and don't reach their house
until6:30. srtry?
Generate a list of questions to help you solve this logic
problem.
REFERENCES
Benjamin Bloom, et. al. Taronomy of educational objectives-
Handbook I: Cognitive domain. New york: Longman, Inc.,
1966.
Ieila Christenbury and Patricia P. I&lly, euestioning-A
path to sritical thinking. Urbanq IL: NCIE/ERIC, tgg3.
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An ESil, Omt Commrmication Lesson:
One Teacheds Techniques and Prirciples.
dolmlW. MurTthy
Labour well the Minute Partisulars, . . .
He who would do gooil to another, must do it in Minute
Partisulars . . . General Foms have their vitality in
Particulars . . .
- 
From William Blake's Jeruaalem. Chapters I & 4.
(Plafie 66: 51,60 & Plate 91: F). [Pdey,It (Ed.), (1991)].
William Blake's conception of the value of minute par-
ticulars reveals a seminal poetic vision vigorously explored
by English language writers such as Poe, Whitman, Dick-
inson, and Slilliams, and that continues expanding
through contemporarSl literary verse of the western world
(Ginsberg, 1986). It is exsiting to soe that a similar concep-
tion appears to bs emerging in the current literature on
methods of classroom instnrction (Carter, 1990). \f,hile the
terms "method" or "approach" refer to ways of teaching
which are based on systematic techniques and principles,
there are many classroom instruction specialists who
caution against the impact of globally defined methods on
teachers' classroom behaviors (Pennycook, 1989 & 1991;
Prabhu, 1990 & 1992; Richards, 1984; van Lier, 1991). In a
recent dissussion of alternatives to adopting either a global
method or a broadly targeted surriculum design, Pennycook
*The 
author is in.lsbted to lXane Larsen-Freeman, Patricia A.
Richard-Amato, Theodorre S. Bodgers, Leo van Lier, Rober0a A. Davilla
and several anonynous BCCA revlewers for their insightful comments
upon earlier drafts of thie srtaicle. Any renaining ehort@mingE, of
course, are the euthor's.
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(1989) calls for teachers and teacher educators to "strive to
validate other, local forms of knowledge" about language,
communication, and teaching (p. 613). prabhu (1990) echoes
a similar theme by directing attention to "teachers' subjec-
tive understanding of the teaching they do', (p. 1?2). fhese
writers suggest mechanisms for deveroping increased
awareness 0f one's own classroom behaviors which include
documenting authentic classroom experiences, examining
thgm for recurring patterns, reflecting critically upon them
either qlone or with others, and sharing insights with intpr-
ested colleqgues. Emerging from this tradition, the follow-
ing discussion introduces a set of techniques and prinsiples
that one teacher finds useful for a specific student poputauor,
with particular learning need.
TEE COI\TETT AI\D STTING
At univorsities and colleges in the united states, Aus-
tralia' and canada there is a long tradition of teaching oral
comnunication to second language speakers of English.
such efforts play a proninent role within intensive unglish
as a second language (ESL) programs (Meloni & Thomp_
son, 1980; Morley, 1991; Murphy, 1gg2). At the same time.
growing numbers of ESL shrdents are enrolling in courses
made available .through departments of communication(Pearson & Nelson, 1990; Yook & Seiler, 1gg0). More specif_
ically, ESL shrdents are entering the introductoty comnu-
nication course (ICC) in increasing nunbers (Braithwaite
& Braithwaite, 1991; Hill & Javidi, 1998; Schliessmann,
1985). Discussion of the following set of techniques and
principles begins with a prose description of an authentic
lesson in a course designed to prepare ESL learners as suc-
cessful ICC participants. As well as depicfing my own sense
of possibilities when toaehing in this area, the discussion
may suggest altornative ICC classroom procednres, particu-
larly for ICC instructors who find themselves working with
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significant numbers of non-native speakers of English.
lhe major investigative tools contributing to the lesson's
description were: a video recording of the class, a separate
audio recordirg (I carried a small audio recorder in my
shirt pocket), mX own retrospective account composed
immediately following the class, and field notes provided by
an experienced classroom obeerver. The lesson took place
within a large ESL program at a metropolitan university in
the United States. fire students' ages ranged from 18 to 26
years. They were shrdying at a high-intermediate-level of
English language profrciency. fire class met for 76
minutes, twice a week, over a l4.week semest€r.
A central feature of the lesson is the desision to highlight
dyadic interastions while attempting to work within a tradi-
tional content focus of the ICC [i.e., the public speaking ap-
proach as describod by Gibson, Ilanna, & Leichty, (1990),
Gray, (1989), Makay & Bechler (1993), and Verderber
(1991)1. By placing shrdents in dyads, speakers have mul-
tiple opportunities to deliver oral presentations on self-
selested topics that have been developed outside ofclassroon
time. Using dyads also provides shrdent listeners with nu-
merous opportunities to take written notes and to interact
with their peers. At regular intenals, everyono changes
partners and begins to work with a different menber of the
class. The lesson's primary objectives are for students 0) to
develop a more realistic sense of audience and (2) to realize
that one's presentation of a topic to a peer encompasses a
challenging process of discovery, change, and revision.
fire following events oceurred during the twelffh class meet-
ing.
lHE EXPERIENTG$I: A DESCRIPIION OF
IIIIIYTTTts PARTICUI.ARS'
Upon entering the room, I place several folders and a
stack of paper on the front desk. Two of the folders contain
Vohrm6,Sepember 1S3
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sanples of the students' writings from the previous day's
class. In the stack are sheets of paper with the heading.lis_
tener-notes' on each pags. As students enter, I greet them
and return written work collested during a previous class.
At the sane time, several sttrdents are placing photocopies of
written outlines on the front desk- The students' outlineg are
to be used as a basis for oral presentations in today's class.
They have kept original copies for thems€lves. As the out-
lines are handed in, I skim through them. Several are com-
posed of lists of sentences, some resemble tentative work
sheets, others are in essay form, only a few approximate the
format of a conventional outline. From one of the folders, I
take out several sheets of paper with the crass roster listed in
the left-hand margin. On one of these sheets, next to each
nan€r I begin to jot down brief phrases culled from the out-
lines just submittod. \4lhile I am quickly jotting down notes,
the students pick up two sheets of 1istener-notes' paper from
the stack located at the front desk. Thers are 16 students in
the room.
Addressing the whole class I Bay, "fn a minute, I am
going to ask everyone to arange yourselves into pairs of
two. As you know, no two slnakers of the same native lan-
guag€ ghould be working together. Since there are only six
males in this class, no two men should be together either, at
least not for now. But before you stand up, using your eyes,
look around the roon and try to find a partner. Remember,
look for someone you have not worked with recently."l
Students begrn to glance around the room. Sone are smiling
in recognition that they want to work together. Others are
indicatingto each other where they would like to sit A couple
of students quietly check to see if they have worked together
160 An ESL Oral Conmuni,ation Lason
rsoms of the teacher's and strdents' @mnepts in this section of the
article have boen rp-wordeil for the poryosos ofclarity and conclsoness of
exprcssion, although the excerpte do acctrrately nllect the gi$ of what the
speaken originally said.
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2)
3)
4)
6)
rfgrc 1
DINECIIONS FOR BEING A SPEAreR
As yor introduce your presentation to difierent membere
of the clas, the content you present should cftonge sifuf'
iuntly u you go ftom one listoner to the nert
Use yorn wriQzn otdlirc only ae o startirg poizt. As you
become more awara of what your listeners do and do not
know, rnake a{ushents in the infomation }nu presenL
Develop a moro realistic ser?se d oud,ietw as you go fiom
onepartnertotlre nexL
Pay attention to your difierent partners' concerns and
nahc od,jwtmcn& in your preeentation so you are even
clearer for the next ligtener.
Ex,periment with difierent ways of erpressing similar
idea&
6) Swwnaria yoweelffromtine to time. futtraek prid,-
iuAy andgo over nqior points that the listener may have
missed tre first time around"
7) Lah at thz liststzr as nuch as is pmsible while you are
speaking.Iaok atthe outline only when you really ned it
8) Learn tn eccommdale to the needs of your differu& lir.-
tpnera.If somoone is having trouble understanding you,
take their problems seriously while attempting to bring
yousolf to their level of laoguage developmenL
9) h Pd,itzl Be friendln but get the job done as well.
10) Add nqt i&as to your topic as you progress from one
personto the nexL
11) Sonetimes ash ttu li.stens some questionsjust to see if
she or he has understood yor well.
L2') Do notbe overly concerned withthe listoners'notes. firat
is not your responsibility. I)o not spell words for them.
Tlris is zat o sllirg lrxisolrL
18) Fiad. oul wlwt tlu listener is suggesting rnhis or her notes
on your topic.
Yohrrc6,SeSember lS3
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ngw€z
DIRESIIONS T1OR BEING AIJSYIENEB
As well as boing a spoakerfrom time to time, you will be a
ligtener for at least g different speohcrs during today's
class.
As a way to begin taking notos, you are expected to sum-
mariae what the speaker has had to sai during the pre-
sontation. Write down as much of what the speaker says
as is poesible during the time provided (10 ninutes for
each speaker).
However, it is not enough only to crits down what the
epeaker ays. Inclatdc lour own qwtstiotu. srqgestiow.
thot4hts, and additional pieces of infomation as they re_
late to the speaker's general topic.
lhink of a speaker's presentation aa a starting pint for
tou@aurrirq.
Slhen taking noteo, place yourselfinto the position ofthe
speaker. Wld n@h, you haw inal,u.de.d in thc presenta-
toz that the speaker has failed to mention? Write this t1rye
of infomation in your notes as well.
If you do not have enough Inme, eoncentmb on your uon
qucstiow, auggestions. atd Xour own conbibutions. y ou
are given more credit for what you can contribute to the
speaker's general topia
Cret yonr ideas down on papor as well as you ean Do rct
utorry ta muah &out gramtnar antd spllinA.
lYy to l,abel tlu different cections of your notes (e.g.,
'speaker's ideas', 'ny ideas, 'guestions', etc.).
In your notes, react to the speaker's topic and to the
infonnation pnesented. Show that you are able to onal,jrzc
and eyntlusize what the speaker has to say.
Cowult with the speaker. Give him or her advice on how
to inprove the presentation for the next listoner. Suggest
eomo now questions to be covercd withthe next partnen
2)
8)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
e)
10)
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If the speakers topic is terrible or unsatisfying, then
include eonNs eo quations in yorr notes ftat could help
the speaker begin to plan new directions for the proson-
tation.
Include many questions in your notps. Iwnnt otd crutz
questions that you would like the speaker to answer for
you, eyen if the speaker does not have enough time to
answorthem. Writo thsse downin your notes.
worked together rscently. I say, "Has everybody found
soneone? Paulo, would you want to work with Janice?" I
sugest a partner to several other students. "OK whenever
you're ready, you can go ahead and sit with yorrr partner. If
you have any questions on what you're supposed to be doing
as either a speaker or as a listener, please refer to the direc-
tion sheets in the back of the courso syllabus."
ltre students begin to nove around the room, re-arrang-
ing available seats before sitting down. firere is noise from
the movement of drairs and eonsiderable chatting between
students. Teacher: "Bemember, try to get as much distance
as you can between your group and the other dyads in the
room. Try to be aware of where your neighbors are sitting,
you shouldn't bo too close."
After about a minute, most of the shrdents have positioned
themselves as directed. Some shrdents seem relaxed, others
nervous. Although most are facing their partners directly,-
a couple of shrdents seem to be waiting for a cue. Teacher:
"OK, who is going to be the first speaker in each of your
groups?" After hesitating for a few moments, one student
from each dyad begins to raise a hand. I write the number
'one' next to these eight names on my information sheet. At
the same time, the listeners from each gmup writn the names
of their respective partners on the paper being used for
Iistener-noteg.Teocher: "!t, looks like we have some
11)
t2)
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interesting topics today. Alan, I see you're going to talk
about escaping from a fire? Did that really happen to
you?"Alon'Yeah. It was six months ago. Very scary. My
family OI( but some people lose a lot of things.,'Teoehei:
"I'm sorry to hear that, terrible! But it sounds like an
important topic for all of us to know about. Are you going totell us anything about safety precautions?',Alon: "First
about what happened. then something like that."?eocher:
"And Lizzette, is this one about saving money? I can't
believe how fast my money goes. Will you be giving us
advice on shopping at department stores or
something?" Lizzette : "No, just supermarket shopping. you
know, show you how to save by sgmparo prices on the same
things, and different stores, like coupons."feocher:
"Didn't you discuss something similar last week?,'Lizzette:
"firis is different. Last time was just one thing, how to buy
radio. Now I talk about more things, 
-ori
examples."Teocher: "OI! that sounds fine. Comparison
shopping, I guess. Maybe I'll become a better shopper after
today's class, and with Alan's topic I'lI know how to keep
my family safe ftom fires. Now to everyone, '\tlell, I know
you're familiar with the procedure by now. Call me over if
you'ro having trouble getting started. Speakers, you can
begin with your presentations as soon as you're ready.
Remenber, try to adjust the content of your topic to your
listener's interests and questions."
Gradudly, the students identified as speakers begin to
address their respective listeners. At first they speak softly,
though the noise level in the roon increases as more
speakers start to join in. Af,ter about a ninute, eight dif-
ferent speakers are presenting their topics to individual
listeners simultaneously. Some speakers are referring to
their prepared outlines occasionally, others more fre-
quentln Most of the listoners are taLing written notes. Peri-
odically, a listener will intornrpt a speaker in order to ask a
question, make a sqgestion, or ofrer a new piece of infor-
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mation. Slhile the students are working in dyads, I move
around the room: eavesdropping, glancing at my copies of
the students' written work, repositioning myself to hear
more clearly, and taking notes whenever possible. In thesg
notes I occasionally copy down a word, phrase, or sentence
that I hear one of the shrdents produce. I writo some of these
in broad phonetic transcription. Loss frequently, I copy an
overheard word or phrase onto the blackboard. After severd
minutes, one of the student speakers leans toward me and in
a soft voice says, "ExguSe me, how you say when a person
leave your home and go to another country?' I move closer,
lower myself to eye level and ask, "Do you mean
immigration, or emigration?" Stud,ent: "I think immigra.'
Teocher: "Immigration. A person might immigrate to
another country. A lot of Asians are immigrating to the U.S.
this year. Ibey are referred to as imnigrants." Ttre student
whispers "immigrants, immigration" and then returns to
the dyad.
As speakers present their topics, most of their voices are
animated. There are a few exceptions,'however. At one
point, I walk over to a dyad in which one student is speaking
very sofrly. Teoeher: "Could you moye your desks a bit
fatther apart. I'd really like Joanna to speak louder. You
look like you can't hear her very well. If you move apart, it
might help her to speak up." On the other eide of the room,
one student is speaking loud enough to be disturbing the
membrs of several dyads sitting near him. I walk over to
this speaker and say, 'You know, you're going to have to
speak a bit softer. Paulo over there is having trouble hearing
his partner."
After a few more minqf,ss, I begin to clear ny throat in
an attempt to get evetyone's attention. It takes a few mo-
ments for a m{ority of the students to notice. I repeat "ex-
cuse me" and "pardon me" several times. Teocher: "I'm
sorry I have to internrpt you like this. I guess Orat's part of
what teachers are paid to do. Youll get a chance to finish
Vohm 6, SeSember 1993
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your thoughts in a moment.t' Then, in a slightly louder
voice, "Listeners, I am talking to you now. What I want you
to do is see if you can summarize what your partner's topic
has been about use your notes if you need them. you should
try to explain to the speaker yo'r'nderstanding of what she
or he has had to say up to this point. when listeners have
finished doing this, the speaker can clarify any confusions
and then continue with the topic wherever you just left off."
In response, most of the listeners begin to speak. About a
minute later, there are five different listeners summarizing
for their respective partners the content of the topics beini
presented. At this poinb I approach one of the dyads, lowei
myself to eye level, look at the listener directly, and say, "I
see from your partner's outline that the topic is 'Buying a
Used Car.' Can you tell me what she has been sayinga6ut
this topic?' Listener:'Vell, she say that it s hard L find the
right car for you. But is important She have a cousin who
bought a car last week. And she go with hin to help buy the
car. She say Ore salesman give then a lot of pressure, and he
want too much money. I don't hnow what else, she didn,t
finish yet." I ask a few questions (e.g., 'What kind of car
did her cousin want to buy?"). fire listener responds as well
as he can. Ttre interaction is directly between myself and
the listoner. The speaker in the dyad is not being addressed
and is not overtly participating. After about 60 seconds of
discussion, I excuse myseE, move on to another dyad, and
the original speaker resumes her tlsed Car' presentation.
From across the room, I am watching one of the speakers
closely. After about 30 seconds, I wallr over and begrn to tug
the speaker's outline out of his hands. The speaker seems
surprised but relinquishes it right away. I turn the outline
over, and place it on top of his desk while saying, T{ow try to
explain what you were just saJnng without looking at the
page." fire student responds, "But I can't remember. It's
hard." Teocher: "Oh come on, you can do it. Youve thought
about it You've planned what to say. Now just try the best
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you can. It's OK to look at your outline every now and then,
but try to be more interactive with your listener."
I move on. A bit later, from the center of the room I say,
"OIt now, speakers, you'll have about two more minutes to
finish with your presentations. Ttlen we will shift roles."
I return to the front desk and begin to fill in several as-
gessmsnt forms. Upon hearing the two-minute warning,
some of the speakers begn rushing through their topics be-
fore time rrurs ouL Others seem completely unalfected by ttre
annonnssment. A few speakers have already finished and
are waiting for others to catch up. So'eral of the listeners are
advising speakers on how to improve their topics. lVhen just
about every speaker has completed this first presentation of
the day, I call for the class' attention but one listener says,
'Tyait a minute, I didn't finish writing this yet " I pause for
about half a minute mona, and then say, "OI! I think every-
one is just about done with that one. Sorry, speakers, if you
didn't get a chance to finish. Some of you may have to
shortsn your presentations a bit l.ot's change roles now, and
change topics too. List€ners, you are going to be the speakers
for the next ten minutes or so, but now it's time to work with
your own topic. Your partner will be taking notes on what
you have to say."
fire shrdents remain in the same dyads but swibh roles.
Papers are shuffled and the new interactions proceed. I
inten'ene at two to three minute intervals with several
structuring prompts that are addressed to the whole class(e.g., (a) "OI! listeners, could you begin to summarize the
topic being developed so far?" (b) "Listeners, try to ask yourpartners one or two questions about their topic." (c)
"Speakers, I an talking to you now. Could you back up a bit
and try to summarize what you have had to say so far? Iby to
paraphrase yourself." (d) "speakers, ask your listener a few
questions just to check on his or her understanding.") On
several occasions I use similar prompts while addressing
inilividual shrdents within the dyads.
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During the first 26 minutes of the lesson, both the teacher
and the student-list€ners are busy tqking written notes. At
one point, I internrpt svgryone and say, ',OK Let's take a
break for about a minute. Listeners, this will give you some
extra time to work on your notes. Speakers, you can plan how
you might like to change some aspects of your presenta-
tions." In response, the room becomes silent except for the
sounds of students writing and shuftling papers. Though
intended as "a rninute" of silent reflection, it actually laslts
more than twice that long. Afterwards, the speakeis con-
tinue presenting their topics.
For the sake of brevigr, the narrative account will now
shift ahead to the final 25 minutes of the lesson. At this point,
the students have already finished working with theii sec-
ond set ofpartners, and I have just asked them to rearrange
themselves into their third dyadic groupings of the day.
Once the students conply, those acting as speakers 
"r rr._iyto present their topics to new partners, from the beginning,
for a third time. It is the last time I ask them to work in a new
dyad for today's lesson. About seven minutes later, while theinitial speakers are still in the midst of presenting their
topics, I internrpt everyone and say directly to one shrdent
who is not sitting near me, "Mario, would you nake a
shortened version of your topic for everyone to hear? See if
you can work with Alice as your designated listener. Alice,
try to be as encouraging and supportive as you can." Aflsr
some initial hesitation, Mario looks across the roon to
Alice, acknowledges her with a neryous smile, and starts to
present his topic directly to her. His topic is "fips on
Making New tr'riends in College." As he speaks, he re-
mains seated. Since Alice is sitting on the opposite side of the
room, they have to lean to their sidee a bit, in order to
maintain eye contact Alice does not say very much but she
expresses interest with her eyes and nods her head
frequently. There are three instances in which she asks
Mario to rephrase what he is trying to say. After about three
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minutes, and well before Mario has finished, I say, "I'm
sorry to have to intemrpt you, Mario. That was great! And
thank you, too, Alice. We don't have much time left, so let's
go back to the speakers' presentations. Speakers, you will
have about two more minutes to finish up." Then, everyone
retums to their work that had been in progress prior to the
Mario-to-Alice exchange.
By the end of this ?6 minute class, each student has par-
tieipaterl in three different dyads, afrording three separate
oppofiunities to present a prepared topic to a listensr. Also,
while acting as a listsner, each student has practiced taking
notes on three difrerent students'presentations. When the
slass is over I colleet, all of the notes that students have writ-
ten as listeners and remind then of a reading assignment
from their oourse text (Dale & Wolf, 1988) planned for the
next class. Before the next class I will examine the shrdents'
outlines, write comments on then, and attach a completed
assessment form to each. I will also examine and assess the
quality of the notes that the students have.written as
listeners.
ngtre8
FEEI'BACX/ASSESSMEI'TT IIONDT
lEE LISTENENSI'NOIES
(Teachers circle the number{s) corresponding to their impression
ofthe student's work.) Gradqi4g21
l.hese are ercellcnt notea. They are interesting and I
learned something new while readingthem.
Your notes are te b6.TYy to include more infomation
inthsmnexttime.
the many or@itwl qtrstions you included in your notes
are very helprfirl.
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lYy to lobel the different sections of your notes, for
example: speaker s ideas, my ideas, ny questious, my own
infomation, etc.
The organizalioz ofyour notes is very clear. It's easy to
follow and I appreciate that
fire notes you have written are too clwotia. please try to
organize then bstten
I have discoverod a gd nzrr of the speaker's ideas, your
own ideas, your questions, amd your suggestions for
change while readingtheee noteg.
lly to suggest to the speaker, and in your notes, zear
d;haflow dtre mighttry to explore inthe presontation
It is extremely ditrwulr to mab cense out of the material
youhave writtenhere.
In these notes you have efiectively told me what the
speaker was talking abouL But that is orly I 12 of pur tar-
get asEignnq,t. You have been less succsssfirl at including
your own ideas and your own exanples ofquestions, ouL
side information, and ceative snrggestions as they relate to
the spoaker's topic.
Yorr work ietoo sloppy, and I can notread it.
Please spend more tine being creative by writing down
more of your own tlwt4hts. questions, and new direstions.
Show me that you arc anal,yzing, synthesizing, and care-
fully thinking ovor Ore speaker's topic while you are taking
notes.
As a speaker, your notes woulil help ms oul enormowly if
I were kying to improve my presentation. Ttrank you!
4)
6)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
L2)
18)
t4)
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IEINrING ABOI'T lHE EXPERIENCES
the preceding has been a detailed prose description of
my own instnrctional practices during a high-intermediate-
level, ESL oral communication lesson. A consistent theme
revealed during the lesson is that traditional public-speak-
ing activities (i.e., individual students taking turns speak-
ing to the whole class) are de-emphasized in order to provide
increased opportunities for dyadic interactions whish are
focueed upon oral presentation, listening for note teking,
and interpersonal comnurication. The next section pre-
sents in chronological order a series of retrospective obser-
vations about the lesson jwt described. Spegific obserrations
are listed in the Ieft hand column, and from them a series of
cor:responding prineiples are drawn. the principles that ap-
pear to be rurderpinning for the lesson appear in the right
hand column.
Observations Teacher's Principles
171
L Assoesrnentforms ae
ntrrndto students at
the start ofclase.
Students place photo-
copies of written out-.
lines on the fiont deek
and keep a copyfor
themselves.
Asthe students$bmit
their outline, I sldm
tbmughthem anil
takesnot€s.
Flequent ongoing assosnment is cen-
tal to the learning procoss. Students
need to know how well they are do-
ing in the oourso.
Because speaking and writing are
closely related language processos,
ghrdents baso their mal presentations
upon written work.
I attenpttokeepin touch with what
students are iloing by gathering in-
formation on their self-solectsd
topics.
Vobme 5, Sepember 1993
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Diferent students
write outlines in vety
different ways.
5. Shrdents workin
dyads with partners
who do not speaktheir
native languages.
Whileremaining
seatod studentslook
for a partner without
speaking.
Afterrerninding stu-
dents thatthey should
tryto work with new
and diferentmembers
ofthe class, Ihelp
some of them find a
partlsr.
I refer to written di-
rections that have beon
designed to introduce
and explain ths prooo-
dures used in the
GOUTSO.
As shrdents re-arrange
available seats, they
are remindedto make
use ofthe entire class-
room spaGg.
Once arrangedin
ryads, the students
wait for a cue from
theteachen
An ESL Oral Communi.ution Lesson
I ky to be open to a wide range of
outlining style. TVritten outlines are
ameansto an end, not aprinary
end-product.
More than an object of study, the
target language ie also the students'
primary mediurn of communication.
I try to structuro class'room interac-
tions accordingly.
Non-vertal communieation mattors,
and its role is higblighted furing
class.
Shrdents can make decisions on
many aspects of classroom interac-
tions for themeolvos. If pnoblens
ariso, however, I an readyto ofier
assistancs.
Students needto be well-inforined
concerning teacher expectations and
the rationale behind classroom activ-
ities. To this aim, I ty to uso written
directions to reinforce oral explana-
tions.
An awareness ofclassroom spase,
and proximics in general, is impor-
tant for efrective interpersonal
communication.
I assume primary responsibility for
strtrctuing and guiding classroom
ovents.
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I ask, Tthois goingto
be the first spoakerin
each ofyour groups?"
Itaks notes on stu-
dents hrrns asspeak-
ers andlistsners.
Iintroduce some of
the students'topicsto
the whole class.
Speakers are encour-
aged to inprovise, to
incotporate changes,
andto adapt the con-
tent oftheir topice.
In additiontotaldng
notes, listeners soure-
tineintermpta
speakerin orderto
questior5 request clar-
ifications, suggest
changes, and offer
new points ofinfoma-
6on
Druing ilyadicinter-
actions, I move amund
thetoom, obsening,
eavesdropping, and
takingnotes.
Occasionally, I wdte
an overheard wordn
plrase, or sontence on
the blacliboard.
freteacher answsra
Erestionsfrom indi-
vidual sttrilents.
178
I try to develop personal shatqies
for keeping track of student to-stu-
ilent interactions. Taking written
notes is an exaurple ofone guch
fiafogr
Itryto dsmonshatothat I am inter'
ctodin anilrepondingto, the stu-
dents' current work.
Atopic presented in class is a work in
process. Sthile written outlinoa sswo
to center a speaker's thoughts, they
are envigioned as a starting pointfor
genuine interpersond communica-
tion
Collaboration is a necessar5l compo-
nent oflearning. Students who learn
to become actively involved and cre-
ative listeners are better prepared to
improve as speakers, too.
I attenptto nonitor classroom inter-
actions as closely as I can while
gathering first-hand information on
student performance.
Samples of sttrdents' utterances col-
lected during fluency activities are
incorporated into subsequent accu-
rary activitie.
Itryto act as aresource person who
remains available to students.
11.
t2-
13.
u.
16.
16.
fl.
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Most students soom
guccessful in ignor
ingthe considerable
amount of conmo
tionin theroon.
I sometimx intermpt
the dyadic interact
ions while prefacing
the internrptions
with an apologr.
Following a whole-
classinternrption, I
address one ofa vari-
ety ofstructuring
prompts to eitlrerthe
speakers orthelir
tenere.
I approach a dyad
and ask a listoner to
nrmmarizehis
partner s topic while
deliberately ignor-
ingthe speaker.
I renove a copy of a
speaker's outline and
turn it over on the
student's desk.2
An ESL Orol Communi.qtion Leson
I try to struchrre classroon interac-
tions to help learners hrne out dis.
tractions and non-relevant oornmu-
nications.
I step in and guide student interac-
tions at rogular intervals. ltris role
evenhrally becomes less prominent
as students learn to nanage their col-
labontive work on their own.
I Fy to avoid asking shrdents to do
too many thingr at once by directing
#uchrring prompts to a specific
audience, while focusing them on a
singls, manageable task.
Listoners are expectod to keep track
of what speakers say to them. Asking
for oral sunmaries is one way of
reninding listenen to b full paftici-
pants &uing dyadic intenctions.
Since oral connunication is an in-
teractive process, I remind Sudents
to avoid merely reading aloud from
aprepared *ript.
1.8.
19.
n.
2L.
2.
2ltere is a danger that orch a dlrect intewention on the part of the
teacher may b reseated by a stu&nt. A private discusslon conceraing the
problem of reading aloud from a written script is one alternative
instnctional stratery.
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%. Iannouncethatthe
speakers allottedtime
willbe overin about
two minutes.
In class, Ibegin to
conplete ssveral
speaker-assosment
forms.
After workingin a
dyad for aboutten
Einutos, ghrdsnts
switch roles. A speaker
bocomes alistoner and
vice versa
Severaltinx, Iinter-
nrpt everyone and ask
for aminute of silent
refleetion.
I ask one firdentto
present his topic for
the whole class to
hear
I ask a studentfrom
the oppsite side of
the room to ast as a
"designated listener."
175
Tlansitions between activities aru in-
troduced in stages. Students feel
moro s6uro then theyhave a sonso
of what will behappeningin the
classroom and the approximate
anount of tine available.
Since one's memoty of classroom
events canbe highly unreliable, I feel
that the assessment of students' per-
fotmancee as ryeakers need to begin
ihring classroom time.
Cooperative learning is reciprocal.
Speaking developnent anil listening
development go handin hand.
fire use of silence can gene to
heighten a student's aleftres and
concentration. It also provides listen-
ers with ertra time to work on thsir
written notes.
I try to challenge shrdents beyond
their current levels of speakinC abil-
ity. Some ghrdents want (and need)
opportunities to address thenselves
to alarger group.
When speakingforthe whole class,
some shrdents appreciate the chance
to focustheir attention upon ono per-
son Also, I solect a "designatedlis-
tener" from across the room in order
to encourage voice projection.
i8.
n.
%.
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each studenthas had
an opportunityto
work both as a speaker
and as alistenerin
thres difrerent dyadic
groupings.
When the class is over,
I collect all ofthe notes
thatthe gtudentshave
written aslist€nens.
An ESL Oral Conmuniq.tianLesson
hoviding speakers with nultiple
opportunities to discuss their topics
helps cultivate a studio-workshop
ahosphere in the claesroom that is
focusod upon revision, change, and
the elaboration of meanings.
Listeners are held accountable for
producing a tangible record ofthe
speakers topics and oftheir own
contributions.
CONGT,USION
This article illustrates one way of meeting the oral
communication needs of ESL learners who are preparing
for successful participation in the ICC. Slhile the illustra-
tion may be useful, it is important to acknowledge that many
teachers are likely to prefer contrastive instructional styles
and procedures. There is a wide range of instructional al-
ternatives and resources already available to ESL class-
room teachers (e.g., Bassanoh Christison, 198?; Iflippel,
198?; Ladousse, 1989; Nolasco & Arthur, 1g89; Golebiowska,
1990) and to teachers of the ICC (e.9., Hugenberg (Ed.), 1991;
Hugenberg, Gray, & Trank (Eds.), lggg). In addition, most
of the instructional techniques implemented during this
particular lesson highlighted fluency issues. In ESL oral
communisation classrooms, accuracy activities may need
to be integrated along with the types of fluency activities
dessribed above (see, for example, Firth, 1992; Morley, 1991;
Murphy, 1991; and Wong, 1988 for more on this topic).
fire classroom lesson that centers the article took place
as part of a semesterJength cou$le designed to prepare ESL
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learners as ICC participants. Althougfu a few original tech-
niques were inhoduced, most of them reveal a blending of
ideas from well know sourses including the literatures on:
cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1987), ICC
instrustion (Hugenberg, et aI, 1993; Gray, 1989), and the
teaching of oral communication across the curriculum
(Davilla, Slest, & Yoder, 1993; Cronin & Glenn, 1991). In
addition to these general influences, I benefitted greatly
ftom being able to discuss the teaching of oral communi-
cation with both ESL and native-English-speaking ICC
students, teacher-colleagues, and supenisors over a ten-
year period while working at a Iarge metropolitan univer-
si$ in the Uniteil States. During this period over 1,600 ESL
learners participated in a sourse designed around versions
of this particular set of techniques and prinsiples that were
gradually developing over tine. As an extension of these
experiences, the present discussion represenls an attempt to
clarify my own ideas (to the possible benefit of future stu-
dents), build rationale, share information, and participate
in continuing discussions.
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Experiential Leaming as an A{iunct
to the Basic Course: Student Responses
to a Pedagogical Model*
eltrdith A- noEs
Since a knowledge of intetpersonal or public communica-
tion theory does not ensure a student's possession of the
requisite comm'nication skills, some form of experiential
learning as an a{iunct to the basic course is provided at many
universities. This often takes the form of classroom games
and exercises. this study attempts to assess a 
'qique experi-ential learning model used since 1g?6 at the University Col-
lege of Cape Breton (Nova Scotia, Canada) which requires
among other things, regular attendance at a communication
lab. Delineating the nodel's specifications might be ussful to
others interested in implementing such a facility. Ttris work
contains a description of the design and an analysis of student
responses to this pedagpgical procedure.
DESICRIPTION OF lEE MODEL
Both an interpersonal communication and a hybrid sourse
(focusing on interviewing, small group discussion, and public
speaking) ssnve as a basic sourse in this model. In addition to
three hours of class time, students are required to meet in a
communication laboratory for one hour per weeh, earning a
*lhe 
author would like to thank Pearl Peers, Lab Coordinator, for
providing journals and evaluation forms and for willingly participating in an
qtendve interiew rcgwdingthe opera$onsof the Communication Lab. thig
work was supported by a University CoUeSe of Cape Breton research graot
Number 0{-9'llG2S8.
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p€rssntage of theirfinal course gade. In regularly scheduled
small groups (five to seven persons per gathering), shrdents
engage in videotsped stnrctured learning exercises that com'
plement conrss theory and/or they practice for upcoming
classroom performances. Conducted by the coordinator or a
peer facilitator, each lab is goal directed and ssemingly rn-
stnrstured as p€rsonnel endeavor to create a safe, relaxed
atmosphere where students feel free to express themselves.
r.ilte the facility as a whole, these meetings are also referred
to ag "a lab."
In this model, most classroom presentations are video-
taped for later individual student assessment. If possible, the
coordinator views these performanoes with the students and
asks probing questions suc,h as, "How do you feel about what
you have just seen?" or Tlhat would you do difrerently if you
could do the presentation again?" While the coordinator may
help with special problens lfte articulation, students are en-
couraged to assess their own performances. This has been an
effective practice but as student numbers increase, less time
is available for such interactions.
Shrdents also complete question and answer journals in
order to help them examine their cognitive, afrective, and be-
havioral development. Outside of scheduled labs, students
come to view classroom perfomances, to meet for informal
communication apprehension counseling, to arrange for
missed labs, or just to say'hello."
Ttre lab is truly the pulse of the basic course and the
communication department in that its conmonalty to each
section binds both students and instnrctors. Frurctioning full
time and headed by a coordinator, the facility consists of a
9)90 foot central room, a coordinator's office, two practice
rooms, and a roon designed specifically for viewing taped
classroom presentations. Ithorses state of the art audiovisual
equipment and serves about three hundred students per
semester.
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Ttre coordinator is responsible for the daily operation of
the facility. This includes scheduling (at the onset of each
semester) some 300 students into approximately forty-four
weekly lab sloLs, arranging for ten to twelve peer facilitators
to conduet the lab activities, and coordinating equipment and
operators for approximately 12 sections of the basic course.
She also ssmpiles payroll information, distributes pay checks,
maintains and orders all audiovisual equipment, and
addresses space needs. It is clear that the efegtive functioning
of the lab depends almost entirely on the competent man-
agement by its coordinator. Choosing appropriate personnel
for this role is vital to the success of the operation.
SEI,ECTING, TRAINING, A\ID APPRAISING
PEER FACILITATORSI
In addition, the coordinator selects, trains, and appraises
peer facilitators. To qualifr, students must possess a knowl-
edge of communication (indicated by completing twelve credit
hours in Ore discipline) and display superior interBersonal,
leadership, and language gkills. Interpersonal competence is
rated on the applicant's demonstration of supportiveness, em-
Fathy, self disclosure, self-confidence, open-mindedness, and
sensitivity to gender issues. Loadership aptihrde isjudged on
whether the contender is perceived to be trustworthy, de-
pendable, and to possess organizational, instrumental, and
group maintenance skills. Language proficiency is estimated
on the efrective use of grammatical and verbal codes.
Approximately one to four new peer facilitators are pre-
pared each year. Training t l.es place in the lab by the coor-
dinator who reviews duties, erpectations, and regulations and
is assistsd by a seasoned facilitator who shares his or her ex-
periences. Having taken both basic oourses as prerequisites
for upper level ones, fasilitators come equipped with a
knowledge of the goals and stnrstur€ of the lab. Subsequently,
training focuses on how peer facilitators can best meet stu-
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dent needs. Training is essentially ongoing during weekly
meetings where upcoming lesson plans are reviewed and
problems encountered by facilitators are discussed. Facili-
tators receive a file containing a master lab schedule, tenta-
tive lesson plans, jornals, journal assessment foms, Iat/peer
facilitator evaluation forms, and other miscellaneous docu-
mentation.
One month into the semester, new peer facilitators are
appraised by the coordinator during a supportive inteniew.
fite fasilitator's expressed strengths and wealmesses are dis-
ctrssed and those who are encountering diffianlties may choose
to conduct fewer labs. Many of the facilitators plan to pu:rsue
graduate study and regard this instnrctive role as a prerequi-
site for attaining a teaching assistantship. firus, they have
typically been effective and responsible. fire coordinator's ap-
titude for skillfully selecting and managing people also at-
tributes to the suocess experienced in this area
ASSESSING ETPERIEI\TTAL IJART{ING
AIYD STT'DENT .'OT'RIYALS.
Espericntinl l*unhtg Ascessmcnt
Experiential learaing grades are assigned by the fasili-
tator of the partiorlar lab. Points are awarded on the basis of
the student's general attitude, willingness to participate,
group member sensitivity, and skill improvement. A sys-
tematic evaluation fom (See Appendix 1 and 2.) developed by
the coorrdinator is used to ass€ss the lab perfomances. Rated
on a weekly basis, grades are recorded and then averaged at
the semest€r's end. To date, this method has not been for-
mally assessed. As Iitenture on grading experiential learning
sesms relatively scarss, evalnation inadequacies may be recti-
fied by eramining the literature addressing communication
competency-based assessnent (Aitken & Neer, 1gg2; Hay,
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1991; Meadows & Higgins, lgZE; Neer, 1990; Rubin, 19g2,
1985; Spitzbery & Hurt, 198?; Trank & Steel, lggg).
Studcnt Journal Assessrrwnt
The journal is a useful pedagogical tool in that it supplies
students with a means of eval'ating the experiential learning
they have encountered. firree guestion and answer journals
focusing on the cognitive, affective, and behavio".i.o-po-
nents *s gqmpleted in each basic course. RoUs (1gg1), in a
study examining approaches to journal assessment (analytic,
holistic, and prinary trait), reported that the analytic ap-
proach best indicat€d a shrdent's mastery of speech *--*,i-
cation. Particularly useful for inexperienced graders, the as-
sesgnent gurde suggested by Rolls features a reasonably
simple checklist for the completeness of descriptions, thl
depth of entries, the ability to apply communication principles
and concepts, the amo'nt of self disclosure, and specific areas
in which work is needed. space is also provided for holistic
comments regarding each of the cognitive, affective, and be-
havioral dimsnsions. Adoption of this assessment guide has
proven sffestive.
Although students are provided with descriptive re-
sponses to their journal entries, they receive no numerical
evaluations until the end of the semestor. Upon submission,
however, each journal is assigned a recorded grade by the fa-
eilitator conducting the particular lab. This procedure is fol-
lowed by holistic grading by the coordinator in order to test
for consistency on the part of the peer facilitators. As with the
experiential learning, grades are averaged at the end ofthe
semester thus preventing an endof-semester gnding crunch.
Undergraduates grading undergraduates may be a souf,ce
of debate in some institutions. Webb and Lane (1986) rle-
scribed how this problem was eliminatsd at the University of
Florida by instihrting a credited practiarm course titled "Peer
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Facilitation." Establishing a similar program might prove
valusble in this model.
STTTDEI\TTRESPONSES TO THD MODEL
This model is a viable, practical one that might form a
prototlrye for others seeking such a pedagogical framework.
To detnrmine the model's pedagogical viabi[ty; that is, to as-
certain whether lab attendance, video technologr, and journal
submissions as a{iunctive requirements to the regular course
specifications actually help shrdents gain a mastery of speech
communication, I examined shrdent responses to this experi-
ential learningmodel.
A phenomenologcal approach was adopted for this inves-
tigation because in this method of analysis, "attention is given
to a particular experience in which the various strustrrres and
modes of consciousness that have been synthesized to consti-
tute it are anal5zed and descriptively explained" (Polking-
horne, 1983, p. 206).Ihe research methodolory employed in
this study utilized qualitative data from two forms of personal
documents - student journals and lat/facilitator evaluation
forms. Begarding the use of personal documents, Bogdan and
Taylor (1976) note that "whether used as autonomous sources
of understanding or as resoursss from which hlryotheses can
be generated, personal dogumonts permit us to shrdy facets of
people, events, and settings which are not directly obsewable"(p. 6). The narratives contained in the personal documents
allowed me to construct and gain an understanding of
students'lived experiences of this pedagogrcd model.
Iabl F aoilitator Eo aluatian Fornu
Sixty-six interpersonal and forty-eight hybrid evaluations
completed over a three year period and that evaluated labs
facilitated by the coordinator and by some seventeen difrerent
peer facilitators were analyzed. As pertinent information is
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often contained in written comments, I used the responses to
a question inviting suggestions, criticisms, or recommen_
dations regarding the lab and/or the peer facilitators as the
data base for a content analysis to assess the model's effec-
tiveness. Since the m{or goal of the model is to promote pro-
ficiency in the cognitive, afrective, and behavioral donains, I
used these denominations, along with "lablfacilitator," for the
analytic schema. The results of this investigation lead me to
hlieve that the lab encounter is a useful one in that it effec-
tively promotes experiential learning. The following are spe_
cific examples ofhow learning talres place.
Cognitiae Domoin
Most comments from the interBersonal course may be
classified as content based. For instance, Dily students ex-
pressed that as a result of either the small group dissussions
or the illustrative exersises and simulations, they were better
able to understand and grasp difficult concepts. others noted
that the lab experience reinforced course theory and terminol-
ory. As one ehrdentputit,
"fire lab was helpful in that I was able to recognize terms
fron class which were explained again. firis improved my
understanding of the cource naterial."
Ttlhile few comments from the hybrid sourse were coded nnder
this dimension, some students noted that they actually
learned how to stmcture speeches and what was expected
of them in class performances.
Affectiae Domain
Overrhelningly, in both the interBersonal and the hybrid
sourses, stlrdents repofted that they enjoyed the lab. Of the
fifty-three statenents coded under this dimension, 23 con-
tained the word/s "enjoy," erfoyed," or "enjoyable." "Comfort-
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able" was the second most used dessriptor. "R€laxed," "en-
couragingr" "welcomer" "favorit€r' and "firn" were other fre-
quently used expressions. This suggests that shrdents were
receptive to the experiential learning approach and
cooperatad in its effort. Specific to the interaersonal course,
commentg attested to personal growth or improved self-
estoem.
"I found lIara made labs verry eqioyable and would make ne
feel more at ease, especially through the self-conscious
times. She was good at building self-esteem at tjheso times."
"I believe that it helped me to look inside myself and I
learned plenty of things about ne and who I am."
Belwoiarol lbmain
In the interpersonal course, reflections se€med to suggest
a heightened awareness of the visual, vocal, and verbal extent
of communication. Remarks like the following werie oommon.
'Some experiences in the lab were quite helpful to show
areas you nseded to work on "
"fire lab made me more aware of my actions when [I was] in
social intorastion. I can now notice my mistakes and correct
them at a given time. Before coming to the lab I was con-
pletely ignorant about the flaws in my spech, tone, and ac-
tions. Now they can be replaced with better ones."
"It was very dificult to achrally see yogrself on the video
and recognize personal quirks, mannerisns, 6tc."
Another stream of comments clustered around interpersonal
improvement. These are but a few examples. "
the lab really brought me out of my shell. All my friends
and family notice a difierence in my speech and my
sh5mess."
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"fire lab helped ne to communicate more openly with
people."
Students in the hybrid course coneentrated their remarks
on their communication strengths and wealrnesses and/or on
the practice for graded presentations. The most comnonly
used descriptor was 'trelpful." Overall, they seemeal to find
that the lab experience definitely attributcd to success in the
classroom. Ttre next entries illustrate this.
"ft was helpful in getting me ready for our speoches and in-
teriews 
- 
the on canera work was intimidating at first
but it was most helpfirl to play back the tapes."
"It was good in that I got a chance to practice making pre-
sentations before actually making them in front of the
clagg."
"It showe you where your strong and weak points are before
you doyour adual speeoh.n
A review of student testimony contained in the evaluation
forms suggests that the model is effective. Course content is
reinforced, communication strengths and wealnesses becone
distinguishable, and shrdents in the hybrid corrrse find the
videotaped preparation for class presentations particularly
beneficial. Reported too are personal grou/th and greater sen-
sitivity toward themselves and others as communicators.
STT'DEI\IT .IOTIRIYAI.€I
Content contained in communication journals were also
used as a data source to assess the model's effectiveness.
hrpils identify conceptdtheories important to them, describe
feelings they have experienced, and try to assess their
strengths and weaknesses in each of the visual, vocal, and
verbal areas. Twenty interBersonal journals were analyzed by
dividing the narratives into seven conceptual schema cat€-
gories: cognitive, afrective, behayioral, cognitive/affective,
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cognitive/behavioral, afiestive/behavioral, and cognitive/
af tective/behavioral.
If an inilication of learning is assessed on the basis of tos-
timonial evidence, then the model is clearly an effestive one.
Statements such as "allowed me to Bee," "gained a stronger
understandingr" "deyeloped an awarenesg," 'became more
awarer" "helped me to learnr" "am more cognizantr" 'lraye
noticedr" "rsalizedr" and combinations thereof, wero consis-
tently used in entries coded under the cognitive categories
(cognitive, cognitive/afrective, eognitive/behavioral). Some of
the topics targeted were s€lf-concept, nonverbal conmuni-
cation, relationships, listening, social comparison, and con-
flict Ttre following excerpt was typical of several entries.
"frre lab experience where the couple acted out either good
or bad communication allowed me to see how inefiective
arguing and shouting are and how calmness and politeness
are wonderful aspects of communication. Nonverbal con-punigsftiel plays a large and important part in relayrng
mossages. Tone of voice and facial expressions are two that
determined ifthe communication was perceived posltively or
negatively in this situation."
What became particularly clear was the interrelationship
among the cognitive, affective, and behavioral domains
in the experiential learning prosess. Competent communica-
tors are often high self-monitors and modify their comnunica-
tion style to meet contextual demands. Entries coded under
this category illustrated this pattern. Many students indi-
cated that they had gained (a) an rurderstanding of them.
selves as communicatorB, (b) a sensitivity toward others,
and (c) an insight into their communication strengths and
weaknesses. Students talkd about feeling more confident in
initiating conversations and attributed this to being cognizant
of the tools of effestive communication.
'After shrdying the chapter on body language I have become
more awaro of the nonverbd reaction of others toward my
conmunication. this combined with my understanding of
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ompathy has made mo bocome a more sensitive conmuni-
cator."
Fear and nervousness wera oommonly expressed themes
in the afrective dimension. Many disclosed their apprehen-
sion of communicating in the classroom or in front of the
video camera. Such comments were often followed by more
positive renarks.
"The mogt helpful activity we did last week in the lab was
when we were vide_otaped. I felt noryous about doing the
three minute talk. However, when I viewed the playback,
the nenousness I felt di&r't show."
Improvement was typically referred to in entries coded
under the behavioral dimension. Listening, communication
skills in genenal, and attentiveness to o0rers were noted nost
often. For instance,
'I feel that my conmrrnication skills have improved a great
deal since I startod tlds progre'n. I find it much easier to ro-
late to people when I'm talking to then. I find I an able to
listen bottor and notjust to what people are saying but also
to whattheynean when they sayit."
Finally, thirty journals ftom the hybrid course were
examined. These are more event specific in that students re-
spond after completing their classroom perfomances 
- 
the
intewiew, the group presentation, and the speech. Again the
cognitive, afrective, and behavioral fimensions seryed as the
analytic schepa. Due to content spesific questions, less in-
sight into the effectiveness of the model was provided. Some
information was gleaned, however, from the speech event
journal which asked respondents to compare psrceptions of
their performance with the actual videotaped production.
Most proclaimed that their speech was bettor than antisi-
pated. The following is tlAical.
"After I ilelivered ny speech, I felt it had been a failure.
Howeyer, after viewing if I found that the opposite wae
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tnre. I dont think it will go down aa ons of the great ora-
tions in history but I was srrprisingly pleased."
If gven the opportunity to repeat their speech, most shrdents
said they would calm down.
While the hybrid journals were less infornative, the in-
terpersonal journal dosumentation of student's lived experi-
enc€s of the communication lab further substantiate the
viability of this model. It is clear from the narratives that
students learned to integrate concepts at the cognitive, affec-
tive, and behavioral levels. Use of the video played a major
role in this endeavor and this too was echoed in the
lab/facilitator evaluation forms. Quigley and Nyquist (1992)
make a strong argunent for the use of video technologl to
provide feedbach to sttrdents in performanee eourses. they as-
sert that it provides the opportunity to adopt a role similar to
that of obsener, to identifr or emphasize particular skills,
and to compare difrerent perfomances both with one's own
and with o0rers. ltis model confirms their stance.
CONCLU$ONS
firis experiential learning design is a practical one. lhre
in great part to the coordinator's inilividual skills, it under-
scores the importance of personnel in the success of such a
model. For instance, the coordinator's role demands a practi-
cal, organized, responsible person who displays sosio-emo-
tional sensitivity toward peer facilitators, shrdents, and pro-
fessors alike and who possesses the ability to recognize these
gualities in potential peer facilitators. To realize satisfactory
results, professors too must support the lab's philosophy by
standardizing and sSmchronizing course content and graded
classmom presentations with the lab's exersis€s. Finally, peer
facilitators who contribute immensely to the prooess, must be
dependable, mature, and adept facilitator/trainers.
Not only is the nodel workable, it is 
€ffective. Students
report that they enjoy the lab experience, find that course
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cont€nt is reinforced, gain insight into their communication
strengths and weaknesses, becone more sensitive comm'ni-
cators, and make bettBr classroom presentations. Communi-
cation scholars interested in meetingboth the theoretical and
practical needs of students in the basic course may wish to
develop a similar program at their nniversity.
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APPEI\IDTX 1
EXPERIEI\UTAL I,EAruVING UYALUAIION FONDI FOR
INTENPtsNSONAL BASIS COT'BSE
Name: Peer tr'asilitator:
Lab Numbr:- Course Section Number
Cognitivo Domain
Has the shrdent demonstrat€d an aptittrde in the area of in-
terpersonal communication theory? Explain in tems of the
following:
A) Ability to understand the purpose of the lab exercises.
Very Weak Weak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
B) Ability to adopt new communication vocabulary.
Very Weak Weak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
C) AbiIiW to relate concepts with personal experiences as
revealed thmugh lab groups.
VeryWeak Weak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
Mditional Comments:
Overall Rating of Shdent's Ability in this atea: 
_ 
Vo
Afiectivellomsin
A) Has the student demonstrated an acceptable attitude
throughout the semester? (Committed, Concerned, Cre-
ative, Eager, Excited, Involved, Lively, Uninvolved, etc.)
Conments:
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B) Describe the student s interaction with lab members.
(Supportive, Friendly, Uncaring, Unfriendly, Little inter'
action, etc.)
Comments:
C) Has the student s level of confidence changed? More
Confident Less Confident No Change
Comments:
Adfitional Comments:
Overall Rating of Student's Abilrty in this areaz 7o
Behavioral Domain
How has the student behaved throughout the senester? Ex-
plain in terms ofthefollowing:
A) Slillingness to attend and partisipate in all labs.
Very \lreak Ttleak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
B) Contribution to the successfirl execution of lab exersises.
VeryTVeak Weak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
C) Overall behavior.
Very Weak Weak Fair Strong Vety Strong
Mditional Comments:
OverallRatingofStudent'sAbiliffinthis area: Vo
Suggested Total Overall Bating:
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APPEI\IDIX 2
ETPEruENIIAL L,EAaIYING EVALUATION FOBI}I FON
EYBAID BASIC COUNSE
Name: Peer Facilitator: 
_
Course Section NumberLab Number:_
Cognitive Domain
Has the student demonstrated an aptitude in the area of
communication practicum theory? Explain in terms of the
following:
A) Ability to understand the p'raose of the lab exe*ises.
Very \4leak \4reak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
B) Ability to understand theory as it applies to:
Inten'iewing
Very Weak Tlleak Fair
Group Discussion
VeryWeak Weak Fair
Speeches
VeryWeak Weak Fair Strong Very Strong
Commests:
Additional Comments:
Overall na6ng of Student s Ability in this area: 
_ 
Vo
AffectiveDomain
A) Has the student demonstrated an acceptable attitude
throughout the semestor? (Committed, Concerned, Cre-
ative, Eager, Excited, Involved, Lively, Uninvolved, etc.)
Commenb:
BAfIIC COMMT'MCATION COI'RSE AI\INUAL
Strong Very Strong
Strong Vety Strong
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B) Dessribe the student's interaction with lab members.
(Supportive, Friendly, Uncaring, Unftiendly, Little In-
teraction, etc.)
Comments:
C) Has the student's level of confidence changod?
More Confident Inss Confident No Change
Commenb:
(D) What is the student's general attitude toward the lab ex-
perience?
Positive Neutral Negative
Comments:
Additional CommenLq:
Overall Rating of Student's Ability in this area: 
_!o
BehavioralDomain
How has the student behaved throughout the semester?
Explain in tems of the following:
A) Willingness to attend and participate in all labs. Very
Weak lVeak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
B) Contribution to the successful exeortion of lab exercises.
VeryWeak Weak Fair Strong Very Strong
Comments:
C) Overall behavior:
Cohesive Demonstrates Icadership Remote
Inhibited or Shy
Commetb:
Mditional Comments:
Overall Rating of Shrdentis Ability in this ateaz 
_ 
Vo
Suggested Total Overall Rating__
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2N
The Status of the hrtroductory
and Advanced Interpersonal
Communication Courses
at fJ.S. Colleges and Universities:
A National Survey
Rd,T?uster
Dreut McGuhin
Interpersonal communication as an important area wiftin
the Communication discipline is only little more than 20
years old (Berryman & TVeaver, 1g?8; Miller & Knapp, 1gg5).
Not only have the past 20 years witnessed the emergence of
this area, they have seen its developnent into one of the
mqior foci of the discipline. In the early seventies, there were
mixed feelings about oourses in interaersonal comnunication.
While some predicted that "interpersonal communication
mightbecome as common to collegefteshmen and sophomores
of the seventies as public speglhinghadbeen to nndergradnate
students of the fifties and sixties" (Stewart, L}TZ), others
pondered the status of interBersonal communication conrses
as merely a passingfad (Illardo, L9TZ). Bernrman and \Meaver
(19?8) concluded from their survey of interaersonal communi-
cation oours€s at over 600 U.S. colleges and universities that
interaersonal communication had gained a strong foothold in
the communication curriqrlum and was more than a fad that
would soon be gone.
Bochner, Cissna, and Garko (1ggl) provide a key reason
for the sustained interest in interBersonal communication.
Ttrey clain that'lnterpersonal communication is an intoxicat-
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ing subject that never satiates one's curiosity about the per-
plexing dilemmas of social life" (p. 16). The past 20 years have
witnessed trenendous growth in interaersonal communi-
cation theory and research, and that grourth has produced
tremendous diversity in this area. In the mid-eighties, A5rres
(1984) surrreyed the interBersonal communisation literature
produced within the communication dissipline to identify the
different lines of thinking within the area He identified four
dominant and digtinct approaches: dialogue, cohesion, nes-
sage process, and rhetorical. More recently, Bochner et al.
(1991) claim that the area is ejharacterized by numerous per-
spectives and that "each of these perspectives offers a some-
what different vocabulary, oriented toward a different set of
research problems, and addressed by different methodological
and analytical procedures" (p. 1?). firey use three "arbitrarily
chos€n" metaphors to organize the shrdy of human interaction
and interBersonal communication: control, coordination, and
contextualized interastion (Bochner et al. p. 21).
lhe diversity in interpersonal comnunication theory and
research has the potcntial for influencing instnrction in inter-
personal conmunication.In the seventies, Pearce (lg7?) iden-
tified three dominant approaches to teaching interaersonal
communication: objective scientific, humanistic celebration,
and humane scientific. Berryman and Weaver (1g?8) began
their suney of the interpersonal course with the belief that
there would be little consistency in the interpersonal course
as it was taught at different colleges and universities. They
concluded, however, that there was a surprising and un-
expected consistency, Since their suney (which was never
published), no curren! systenatic descriptive examination of
the interBersonal communication courss could be located in
the commnnication literature.
The present snrvey provides a check-up of the interBer-
sonal courso in the communication surrisulum at U.S. colleges
and universities. lbe purposo of this shrdy is to describe the
struchre of the interpersonal communication course, its role
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in the communication currisulum, the instructional methods
and materials used to teach the cours€ and course content In
addition, the results of the current study are compared to the
earlier study by Berryrman andWeaver (19?8) to dltermine if
significant changes in the courss.
MEIHODS
Instrttmcnt
fire questionnaire used in this shrdy was modered aftpr
the questionnaires used by Berqrman and Weaver (19?g) and
by Gibson, Hanna, and Leichty (lgg0) in their recent suryey
of the basic communication sourse. rhe questionnaire con-
tained sections on demographics, the introductory or lower
level, and the advanced or upper level undergraduate courses.
The 48-iten questionnaire included both open and closed
ended questions designed to examine course characteristics,
curricular concsrns, instmctional methods, ;t;;;;
tent and materials.
Sonple
Seven-hundred-seventeen qnestionnaires were mailed to
speech communication and commnnication departments list€d
in the 1991-92 Speech. Communbotion Asseiatian Diredory.
Departments that identified themselves in tems of theatre,
speech patholory, mass communication, or other ways that
distinguished themselves from sommunication were excluded
from the sample. Two-hundred thirty-six questionnaires were
returned providing a rosponse rate of 332a. Although the
response rate is lower than desired, it is comparable to the
rate Hay (1992) reported in a survey of national trends in
agsessment Q9%) and Gibson et al. (1990) reported in the
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latest national suney of the basic course (28Vo). fire length
and complexity of the questionnaire may acoountfor the lower
than desird response rate.
the respondents, howeyer, approximate a represontative
cross section of U.S. colleges and universities. Responding
schools ranged from those with enrollments below 5,000
(53.3Vo, n=123) to those between 5,000 and 16,000 (29.LVo,
n=6?) to those over 15,0@ (L7.3Vo,n=40).1his size breakdown
is similar to that found in Hays (1992) suney. Sixty percent
were public instihrtions, atd,39,9Vo were private *6 rcligious
instihrtions. Gibson et al. (1990) found a similar breakdown of
school tfpe in their national suney of the basic course with
667o pnblic andilZ%o private or church related. fite percentago
of public versus private within the communication field
appears slightly higher on the public side when compared to
U.S. Department of Education numbers which suggest 62Vo of
U.S. colleges and universities are public (cit€d in Hay, 1992,
p.260).
The respondents also approximate the distribution of
communication and speech communication departments
asross the four geographical regions. Of the 717 departments
identified in the directoty, 34Vo werc in the Central region,
287o wete in the Southern region, and West€rn and Eastern
both had L9%o.The regional distribution of the suryey respon-
dents was 87Vo from the Central region, 24Vo ftom t}lre
Srestern region, ZA%oftomthe Southern region, and 197a from
the East€rn region.
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REST'LTSI
Tlrc InM,uctorV InterTnreon alCotnmuniaation Coursi &ncrol
Charoateristios
fire mqiority of schools (67.8Vo) offer only one interper_
sonal course,22.3vo offer 2 different oourses, and, LTvo otrer g
or more different interpersonal communication courses. Most
schools (46-3vo) ofrer only one section of the introductory
interaersonal course, 35.4Vo offer 2-6 sections, t1'.6% offer O_
10 sections, and 6-8vo offer 11 or more. The introductory
course is most commonly worth 3 sredits at most schools(86vo). Enrollments in the basic interBersonal oourse during
the last five years were found to have increased at 67.5?o if
the responding schools, remained stable at B7.iVo, and,
declined at only 6.2vo. Like the basic communication eourse
which was found to have steady or increasing enrollments at
92Vo of rcportinginstit'tions (Gibson, et al., p. 2Bg), the inter-
personal communication course appears strong and healthy.
At most colleges and universities (63.?%),lhre introduc_
tory interpersonal communication course and the ,basic',
courss (defined as a general education communication cours€
required of mosUall students) are totally distinct, while at
26.9Vo of the responding institutions, interBersonal is an
option within the basic conrse offerings, and at L0.4Vo llrre
basic course is the introductory interBersonal comnunication
sourse. This last finding conflicts with the fioding of Gibson et
al. (1990) that only AVo ofbasic croursss follow an interpersonal
orientation. Ttre introductory sourse is required of communi-
cation majors by 5O% of the responding schools, offered as an
elective to commnnication mqiors at377o, seryes as a general
elective to all mqjors at647o,and is reArird of non-comn"ni-
cation m{ors at 26Vo. A total of 16 difrerent mqjors or pro-
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grams were mentioned by riespondents as requiring the intro-
ductory intetaersonal com-unication course, ranging from
accounting to engineering. lhe most frequent non-communi-
cation mqiors required to take the course (in rank order) in-
clude: education, nursing, business, criminal justice, sociolory
and social work
Students in the introductory interBersonal communication
sounrc are most likely to be taught by full time faculty at86Vo
of the responding institutions, while 7.!Vo will have part-time
inshrrctors and 6.7Vo will have graduate student instmctors.
firese findings are similar to those of Gibson et al. who report
the basic course is most likely taught by full-time regular
faculty members (p. 253). Although the majority of responding
institutions G7.4Vo) report that instrustors experience a great
deal of autonomy in their courses, many institutions Q6.6Vo)
also report that there is a high level of consistency between
and among sections. fire finding that most institutions offer
fewer than five sections of the introductory interpersonal
commrrnication course would appear to explain the levels of
consistency and autonomy in teachingthe course.
Most sections of the introductory oourse $6.4%) follow a
small independent class format, lOVo a mass lecture/
discrrssion format, and only 4.7Vo arc strictly mass lecture.
Consistent with the results on class format, small class size
appears to be the norm with 6L.6Vo of the respondents indicat-
ing section size bstween 23-80 studenh,&i.T%o indicated class
sizes of fewer than 23 students per section, and only LSVo en-
rolling 30 or more students per section. Unlike the basic
commwricstion courso where class sizes of 30 plus were re-
ported bj 7 Mo of schools (Gibson et d., p. 237), sections of the
interaersonal course rpmain relatively small. Respondents in-
dicated the introductory course is usually taught from a com-
bined humanistic/social scienco approach (62.5Vo) with 19.3%
following a social ssience approach, and, L8.2Vo a hunanistic
approach.
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Instnrctional Proatiae s
An emphasis on theory and concephral learning outweighs
a concern for performance/skills development at 46.6Vo of
responding schools. The most common ratio of instmctional
time devoted to theory versus performancdskills indicated by
respondents was 70130 (26.4Vo) followed by 50/60 (22.gVo),
60140 (20.2Vo),40160 (L7.67o) and 30/?0 {oB.EVo'). By contras! a
40160 theory/performance ratio was reported,by 52Vo of basic
course respondents (Gibson et al., p.242). An emphasis on
theory and concepts ovsr performance in the interpersonal
communication oourse is also reflected in the finding that at
49.2Vo of responding instihrtions, students gtades are based
on a 70/30 ratio of mastery of content versus skill develop-
ment. Respondents indicated that on avorage, exams ac-
counted fot 44Vo of a student's grade, while papers would ac-
count fot 24?o, class participation lBZa, performances lllVo,journals 6Vo, and other activitres 2% of a shrdent's grade.
When compared with the basic communication course, stu-
dents in the interpersonal course are evaluated more on their
tlreory-conceptual learning while 6LVo of grades of basic
course students is based on perfomance, speeches, discus-
sion, etc. (Gibson et aI., p.2A4).
Respondents were presented with a list of 15 commonly
used instrustional methods and materials and asked to indi-
cate the 7 that were most frequently used in teaching the in-
troductory courss. Table 1 presents the top ? methods, their
frequency and percentage of use. The most corrmon tlpes of
performance opportunities ofrered to ehrdents included role
playing, group discussions, exeroisos, games and labs, infor-
mal and mock-job interviews and dyad dissussions, reports
and presentations, and participation in simulations.
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Table 1
Instnretional methods and Materials
Inhoductory InterBersonal Course
Course Terte and, Contents
Respondents were asked to indicate the textbook used in
the introductory interpersonal communication oourse. A total
of 66 titles were listed by respondents. Table 2 presents the
top-ten choices listed by respondents.
Respondents were also asked if they used a reader or
supplemental text in the introductory course. Slhile the
mqjority did not (66.87o), of those who did LTVo used. an
instructor compiled collection of readings, and, L6Vo used a
published reader. lbe only published reader to be mentioned
by more than two respondents was John Stewattls Brid,ges
NotWolls, whidr was list€d by 17 respondents.
Respondents were provided with a listing of 38 topic areas
gsmpiled from the tables of contents of recent interpersonal
communication texts and common to interpersonal communi-
cation courses. Ttrey were asked to indicate 10 of these topics
which would receive a significant amount of instructional
time in the introductory oourse. Table S lists the top ten topics
and their frequency.
Frequency Percentage
dissussion
lechrre
role play
handouts
filmsfuideo
term papers
simulations
n6 92Vo
L67 88Vo
130 ffiVo
12.0 63Vo
LUz 59Vo
100 53Vog2 48Vo
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40
22
L7
15
13
8
8
8
7
6
Nots Atotal of 618 titles wero providedby rcspondents.
Top 5 titles account for elnogrt 607o of the matket.
authorltitldpublisher
Ronald Adler and Neil Towne,Lahhg Out Lahing In,
6th ed., Fort Worth, I\: Holt Rinehard and Srinston.
1990.
Joseph DeVito, The Interpereonal Communication
fuh,6thed", NY: Harper andRow, 19g9.
Ronald Alder, Lawrence Rosenfeld" and Neil Towne,
Interplay: TILI Pror;ess of Interpersotul Communi.ca_
tion, 4tk ed.,I{Y: Hol! Rinehard and lilinston, lggg.
John Stewart, Brid,get Not Walls: A bh About Inter_
perconal Communicotian, Eth ed., New york: McGraw
Hiu,1990.
Sarah Trenholm and Arthur Jensen. Interpersonal
Communicatiott- Belnon! C.& Wadsworth I\rblishing,
1988.
Joseph DeVito, Messages: Building Interpersonal
Communi,catian Shills: New yorh Harper and Row,
1990.
Mark Knapp, Intzrperconal Communication in H tsnan
Rclationshipc. Boston: Allyn andBacon, 1gg3.
Rudolph Verderber and lbthleen Verderber. h*q-Aa:
Using Intcrpqsonal Communi.cation Shiils, Eth Ed.,
Belmont CA: Wadsworth Rrblishing 1989.
John Stewart and Gary D'Angelo, Togdter: Cotnmuni-
cotion Interpersonally, Btd ed., new York Random
House,1988.
firomas Mader and Diane Mader, Undcrstand,itw One
Anoths.I)ubuque, I&W. C., Brown, 19g0.
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Table 2
Top Texts in the Introductory Course
author/titldpublisher
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Table 3
Top 10 Topics in Intmductory Course
Respondents were also asked to respond to the following
question: "In your judgment, what are 5 of the best theories or
conceptual approaches students should be familiar with if
they are to understand interpersonal communication?" Table
4 presents the responses and the freqrrency of response for the
10 most frequently listsd theories or approaches provided by
respondents. Interestingly, when provided with a list of topics
and asked to identify those which receive a significant amorurt
of instructional time, respondents ranked Social Exchange
Theory 16th, yet it ranked first in terms of the best theories/
approaches.
These results suggest the introductory interBersonal
communication conrse is a common offering at responding
instihrtions, and is either as a requirement or elegtive at877o
of responding schools. The interpersonal course is distinct
from the basic course and taught primarily by full time
faculty who experience a great deal of consistency and
Frequency
self-concept
nonverbal
self-disclosure
perception
listening
conflict
language
relational development
emotions
person perception
138
138
135
130
L28
L22
110
1@
72
70
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Table 4
Top 12 fireoriedApproaches in the Introductory Course
autonomy in their teaching. Theory and mastery of content
appears to be more important than performance/skill de-
velopment in terms of instructional time and the determi-
nation of student grades. The top five (b) texts account for
roughly 67o of the market for introductory interpersonal
communication courses.
Tltc Adt o,nsed Interpersonal Comtnuniaotion
C ourse C lwr ao teristia e
In addition, questions regarding the introductory course,
the third section of the questionnaire focused on advanced
undergraduate coursework in interpersonal. A total of b8
respondents(24.5Vo of the total) ofrered advanced cours€work
BASIC COMMI'NICAIION COI'RSIE AI{NUAL
Frequenry
social exchange theory
social penetration theory
uncertainty reduction theory
nrles theory
perception/penon perception/constnrctivism
attribution theory
self-disclosure
pragmatics of interpersonal
transactional analysis
symbolic interaction
needsfnotivation
nonverbal conmunication
u
30
?/L
*L
20
16
L4
t4
11
10
10
10
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in interpersonal communication. Not surprising, introductory
sourses are generally taught at the freshman or sophomore
levels while the advanced courses are taught at the upper
division level. the advanced course is required for commwri-
cation najors by only 28.6Vo of the schools which offer it, is
offered as a communication elective at60%, ssn'es as an elec-
tive to all mqiors a|66.3Vo, and only 5.6Volist it as a require-
ment for non-communication mqjors. At most institutions, the
advanced course is considered to be more in-depth and theory
oriented when compared to the introductory sourse which is
suryey oriented and more focused on skill development
Instruatianal Methd,e and, IWotertoh
Respondents were provided with a list of 15 instructional
methods and materials and asked to indicate the ? that were
most frequently employed in teaching the advanced course.
Table 5 presents the frequency and percentage of use. When
compared with the methods used in Ore introductory course,
lechrres, tem papers, and research articles become more im-
portant while nore experiential methods are less frequently
used.
Table 6
Instructional Methods and Materials
Advanced InterBersonal Connunication
Flequency Percentage
lectures
discussion
term papers
research articles
handouts
filmfuideo
role play
u
50
4
4L
36
ztt
n
6Vo
797o
7Wo
6Vo
577o
4Wo
36%
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Course Tests and, Contents
Respondents were asked to list the textbook(s) used in the
advanced course. Table 6 presents the top choices listed by
respondents. Eight text were listed by two or more respon-
dents and 30 additional titles werc provided.
As with the introductory course, most instructors in the
advanced course (65Vo) do not to use a reader as a supple-
mental text. Of those who do, B4Vo sompile the reader then-
Table 6
Top Texts for Advanced Interpersonal Communication
Frequency
I
4
3
g
author/titldpubli sher
Mark Knapp, Interpersonal Communicarion in H wndn
fu-larionships. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1984.
William Wilmot, Dyodic Communication 2nd, Ed.,
Reading, M.d AddisonSleslen 1980.
Paul Sratzlawick, Janet Beavin and Don Jackson.
Pragmatics of Interpersonal Communication, Neng
York trr.W. Norton. 196?.
Deboralr Tannen, You Just Don't tlnd,qsta.nd,: Women
ond Men in Coutqs.tion New York Morrow, 19g0.
Ttreodore Gtove,Dlndic Intaoctiotts, Dubuque, IA,: W.
C. Brown, 1991.
Deborah Tanneq Tlwt's NaWIwt I Meat*, New York:
Wm.Morrow& Co., 1986.
John Stewart, 8d,., Bri.d,ge.s Not Walls: A B@h About
Interpersonol Communicotion, 5th ed., New York:
McGrawHill, 1990.
Michael Rolofi and Gerakl Miller Eds.,In*rpersonal
Prc;qsa: New Diretiow in Connunicotion fusateh,
Newbury Park, CA: Sage hrblications, 1987.
1
2
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Table 7
Top 10 Topics in Advanced Interaersonal
selves, and, tA.1/o use a published reader, but no published
reader was mentionedby more Oran one respondent.
Respondents were provided with a list of 38 topic areas
related to interpersonal communication and asked to indicate
10 that would receive a significant amount of instructional
time. Table ? presents the results. Ttrese results, when com-
pared with Table 3, tend to bear out the obserrration that the
advanced oourse is more theory oriented when compared to
the introductory course.
Finally, respondents were asked: "In your judgmen! what
are the 5 theories or conceptual approaches that students
should be familiar with after having completed an advanced
counn in interpersonal communication?" Table 8 presents the
responsos provided and their frequency of mention. Clearly,
theory ocorpies a central place in the advanced interpersonal
communication oonrse. this orientation is firliher clarified
Frequency
relational development
social exchange theoty
confliet
intimate relationships
uncertainty redugtion theory
social penetration theory
self-disclosure
nrles theory
person perception
self-concept
u
31
29
26
25
25
23
19
18
18
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Top Ttreories/Approadres in the Advanced Course
Frequency
social exchange theory
social penetration theory
rules theory
attribution theory
inty reduction theory
relational development
coordinated management of meaning
symbolic interaction
Duck's relational tSryologl
pragmatics of conmunication
ala Watzlawick et al.
constnrctivism
10
I
I
8
8
7
5
4
3
3
3
Stottlx of bterpenonal Couraes: Natianat Survey
Table 8
when the key theories are compared with the topics reported
in Table 7. Afurther comparison with the key theories in the
introductory eonrse (Table 4), however, indicates a close rela-
tionship betweon the key theories at both levels.
fire advanced course in interBersonal communication is
offered at approxinataly 2l5Vo of responding institutions, and
is less likely to be required of majors than the introductory
level course. It is a oourse which places less emphasis on p€r-
fomance or skill development in terms of instructional
methods, materials, and course content when compared with
the introductory course.
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DISICUSSION
lhese results provide a description of the current status of
the introductory and advanced interpersonal commrmication
soursss at u.s. colleges and universities. since a previous rur-
published suryey of the intetpersonal communication course
exists (Berr;man and Weaver, 19?8), it is possible to compare
the present state of the sourse with the earlier results in
terms of course stmcture, instnrctional methods and mate-
rials, and sourse texts and content.
In general, if the intBrpersonal communication conrso was
gaining a foothold at U.S. colleges and universities in 19?8,
the rosults of the present survey suggest that the course is
well established and flourishing. The percentage of schools
not offering coursework in intetpersonal decf,easod ftom 397o
in 19?8 to only 167o rn 1991. Currently,83.5Vo of responding
schools ofrer introductory and/or advanced coursework in
interpersonal communication (67Vo infioductory only, 24%
introductory and advanced,, 2.6Vo advanced only).
The interpersonal course was most frequently taught at
the freshman level in 1978 $LS%o\ and remains so in 1991(il% atthe freshman level, 46.6Vo at the sophomore level). It
continues to be most frequently offered as a 3 credit course.
The present study forurd that undergraduate interpersonal
communication courses nur the range ftom the freshman to
senior level, and that at 82Vo of responding schools, two or
more sourse are offered.lhe interpersonal course was, and is
increasingly taught prinarily by full time faculty (8OVo in
t978,86,6Vo in 1991); the present shrdy notes a decreased use
of part-time and graduate student instnrctors in the conrso.
It is not possible to directly compare the audiences taking
the interpersonal course (whether as a reErirenent or elec-
tive) glen the results reported in the 19?8 study. However,
Berryman & Sleaver found that36.6Vo of "arts and gciences"
students were required to take the course as well as several
other m{ors (19?8, p.6). The cutrent suwey fowrd the intro-
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ductory interpersonal course to be requir ed, of 50To of commu-
nication mqiors and required of other mqiors atzS%oof the re-
sponding schools. fire present study forurd the most frequent
majors to require the interBersonal course are, consistent
with the 1978 study, education followed by nursing and
health related fields, business, sociology_social work-, and
crininal justice. The interpersonal communication course
appears to be solid a part of the conmunication crrrriculum as
well as an elective or reguired oourse by other disciplines.
The course format used in 1g9r is similar to ttrat found in
1978. small independent section were the nom in rgTg (7g%)
and have increased in popularity in 1gg1 (gl.4%o).fire course
was and is increasingly taught in small sections of between lg
and 30 students (64-8vo in 19?B and,79.gvo in 1991). fire large
lecture format was unpopular in 1g?g (only 2.6Vo), ana ls
employed by only 4.7Vo of rcspondents in 1ggl.
lhe mostfrequent philosophy or approach to the course in
1978 was a humanistic/social scientific combination (50vo),
such a combined approach has grown in popularity ta 62.5V;
of the present respondents indicating a combined humanistic/
social scientific approach. Interestingly, the present study
found a decrease in the humanistic approach (fuom 25.5Vo in
1978 to L8.2Vo in 1991) and an increase in the social scientific
approach (l0.LVo in 19?8 tn L9.3%).
In examining the relative importance of theory to perfor_
mance and skill development, Berqiman and Weaver found a
50/50 ratio of theory to performance to be the most frequent
while the present study found a 701i0 ratio to be most fre-
quent. lhere appears to be a shift away from performance and
skills development toward theory and mastery of content. In
addition, student grades are inoeasinglybeingbased on mas-
tery of content versus performance and skill development In
1978 a 60140 ratio was most frequent. In 1991, a ?0/30 ratio
was twice as freguent as the 60/40 ratio (4g.ZVo in 19g1 vs.
22.8Vo in 1978). firis is perhaps explained by the difficulty of
measuring and evaluating student interpersonal performance
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and skill development. As in 1978, the written exam con-
tinues to bs the most widely used grading method accounting
for 44Vo of the average student's gpde in the 1991 interper-
sonal communication sourse.
Table 9 compares the top instructional material and
methods used in 19?8 with those used in 1991. The compari-
son is not exast because different lists were used in the 1978
and 1991shrdies.
In terms of course contents and materials, some feahrres
have changed while some have remained consistsnt Table 10
compares topics covered in the interBersonal course in 1978
with those indicated in 1991.
Table 9
Rank Order Comparison
of Instructional Methods and Materials
19?8
handouts
exans
exergises
syllabi
supplemental readings
dyadic encounters
sinulations
worksheets
journals
critique sheets
1991
discussions
lectures
role play
handouts
filmsfuideos
term papers
simulations
journals
case studies
field studies
Note: The above omparison ie qualifred in that the netlodg and materids
prcvided to respondents in the 1978 and 1991 were similar but not
exactlythe same.
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Rank Order Comparison of Top Ten Topics, lg?g/fggl
1978
verbal
nonverbal
feedback
self concept
oomm barriers
listening
perception
self-disclosure
empathy
1991
self-concept
nonverbal
self-disclosure
perception
listening
conflict
language
relational development
enotions
Note: Ihe above comparison shouldbe qualified in that respondents
were not presented with the sarc list of topics in 1991 as in 19?g.
Statw of Intcrperconal Cou.nes : Nafronllt Svruel,
Table 10
In examining textbooks reported in use in 1g?8 with those
used in 1991, a great deal ofconsistoncy is found. The top text
in 1978 was Lahing Out I Inking Iz by Adler and Towne. It
continues to be fte number one text in lggl. DeVito's ?he
Interpersonol Communicotion Book was ranked third in lg?8
and second in 1991. Brfues Not Woils was ranked fourth in
1978 and remained in ftat position in 1991.
In terms of growth in the interpersonal communication
course, in 1978 67.6Vo. ofrespondents reported gains in en-
rollment with 37.lVo suggesting enrollment was maintaining.
In 1991, 67.6Vo of respondents reported inq?ased enrollment
over the last 5 years while 37.3Vo reported enrollments re-
maining the same. As in 1978, only 5% of responding schools
reported declining enrollments. No comparison of advanced
courses is possible given the 1978 suryey did not distinguish
introductory and advanced. Berryman and Weaver did notc
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that "some respondents offered interpersonal coursework at
more than 1 level (p. 5I The present study found at least
24.5Vo of responding instihrtions ofrer both introductory and
advanced interpersonal communication courses. Indeed, the
interaersonal commurication oourse is alive, well, and thriv-
ing and U.S. colleges and universities.
CONCLUSION
fire introductory and advanced courses in interpersonal
conmunication are alive and well at U.S. colleges and univer-
sities. A student enrolling in an introductory level interper-
sonal course will most likely take the eourse as a freshman, be
taught by a full time faculty member in a small independent
class, experience a theoty oriented sonrse and be evaluated on
the basis mastery of content, and read one of five popular
texts. A student enrolled in the advanced course would most
likely be taking the course as either a communication re-
quirement or elective, receive an intensive examination of
interpersonal communication theories, and be exposed to
more lesttrres, research articles, and tem papers. Ttre growth
in enrollments experienced by most responding institutions,
the increasing number of institutions offering more Oran one
course, and the decrease in the number of schools not offering
interpersonal coursework confirms the obsen'ation of Bochner
et al. (1991) that interBersonal comnunication truly is an in-
toxicating subject
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Adopting a Transfomational Approach
to Basic Course LeadershiP
DomR-Weber
Na noy L Bucrloel-Rothfina
PamclaL. GraY
We often have heard about basic course directors @CDs)
who struggle to win acceptance for their ideas about how the
basic course should nrn, only to surender those ideas in the
face of departmental opposition and/or resistance from the
people teaching the course. It has been our experience that
some BCDs move on to other job descriptions within a fairly
short time frame. Other BCDs have made sweeping changes
in their programs, gaining financial and emotional support
from their departments in the prooess and frequently enhanc-
ing the image of that conrse campuswide and disciplinewide
(Buerkel-Bothfuss, Gray, & Yerby, 1993; Seiler & Fuss-
Reineck, 1986). lhese latter BCDs report satisfaction with
their roles and often stay on in the capacity of BCD for
decades. Sthat is the difierence between these two gtoups of
people? Is one group simply less prepared for the task? Do
BCDs who give up the job lack courage? Motivation? SkiUs?
Does the environment doom them to failure? Is the other
group advantaged in some way? Are these people more
charismatic? Harder working? More "in tune" with what is
expected of them? Are there other factors that conspire to
support one group and not the other?
There probably are many answers to the above questions
and, in addition, it is quite possible that different answers
apply to different basic course situations. However, one ser-
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tainty does exist for many BCDs: Directing the basic course
can be a frustrating, low-status and often confusing role.
Three consecutive presentations at a 1gg1 Midwest Basic
Course Directols Conference erplored the viewpoint of the
BCD, the viewpoint of the department chair and the view-
point of central administration; all three presentations
pointed to the potential for conflict between and qmong these
leadership positions and the other related personnel (faculty,
basic course instructors, students, etc.). In other words, the
problems/questions posed above (as well as many other ques-
tions) still exist in/about the basic course. TVe need to search
for ways to "frame" the issues so we can identify potential
avenues for improvement.
One possible way to frame thought about the basic course
comes ftom organizational theory. Indeed, basic courses are
similar to business organizations in many ways. (For a more
thorough discussion of how basic courses function within or-
ganizations, see Buerkel-Rothfuss & Kosloski, lgg0.) r.itre any
subsystem of a larger system, the basic oourse exists with a
structure of its own (a director, some instructors, and stu-
dents) and has its own rules, norms, and expectati6ns. T.iks
any organizational subset the basic oourse exists within a
larger sphere, the academic department. In turn, the basic
oourse is influenced by the departmental system, the college
system, and various other subsystems and supra systems.
Places where boundaries meet (and overlap) are the interfaces
between and among those components, and commrurication at
those intorfac€s is critical for the effective flow of information
in the system as a whole. firese interfaces have been studied
extensively in the literature on organizational communica-
tion.
The resemblance of the basic course to a subsystem of an
organizational system, then, encourages closer analysis of the
possible application of organizational theory to the basic
conrse as a way of identifying a ooncsphral framework for
basic course researdh and problem solving. r.ikewise, the need
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for BCDs to "direst" or lead" that subsystem implies a focus
on those variables that enhance tho BCDs' ability to fimction.
The putBoses of this papor are both applied and theoreti-
cal. First, we describe one organizational perspective, trans-
formational leadership, and present ways this approach can
alter how BCDs both defrne their position descriptions and
function in thoso positions. Then, to further research on basic
oonrs€ leadership, we identify variables that could be investi-
gated relative to the adoption of transfomational principles
by basic oourse'leaders."
APPLICATION OF GEI\TERAL
ORGAIYIZI\TIONAL TEEORY
TO TEE BASIC COUNSE
According to Shockley-zalabak, an organization is a
"dSmamic systen in which individuals engage in collective
gfforts for goal gscomplishment" (1991, p. 30). As dynamic
systems, organizations continually must adapt to changing
environments. This adaptation process is the result of an
organization's ability to create and exchange meaning
througb communication in an effort to manage environnental
uncertainty. Understanding what an organization stands for
and how it works requires an understanding of the process of
organizational communication. thus, we are interest€d in
looking at the communicative behaviors of organizational
partisipants, the effects of their behaviors and how those
behaviors are interpreted by others.
Pace and Faules (1989) suggest that how one defines an
organization is determined by one's point of view. One pos-
sible point of view, t}re objective approach, suggests that an
organization is a tangible system with definit€ boundaries.
Sometimes referred to as the contoinpr view, this approach
implies that organizations ars concrete stnrctures that actu-
ally hold people, relationships, and goals. Objective ap-
proaches emphasize the inportance of the environment (e.g.,
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job title, organizational chart, duties and responsibilities) as a
determiningfactor in erplaining an individual's bohavior. The
subjective approach, on the other hand, places humans in a
more active and creative role. organizations are viewed as
social collestives in which people act and interact Hunans do
not simply exist within the organizational system, bnrt they
create the organization. Advocates of a subjective point of
view recognize that an important part of organizational
behavior is the way in which organizational members creato
their environment and how that environment, then, affects
their subsequent behavior (Weick, 1g?g).
While these perspectives typically define differing
theoretical approaches to research in organizations, they also
suggest pragmatic applications for the basic course. For
example, depaft,nent chairs who take an objective view of the
depart'nenuorganization may not realize that they tend to see
roles in the organization positionally and tend to erpect com-
pliance ftom'subordinates based on what they perceive to be
legitimate Hrwer. Should these department chairs request a
format change for the basic course from self-contained sec-
tions to mass lecture, they would erpect the BCD to make the
change 
- 
period. BCDs who share this objective viewpoint
may have little problem conplying: A duty of a BCD is to fol-
low orders from above. However, BCDs who take a subjective
approach may resist such change until they can assess pos-
sible efrects on the instnrctors and students. Change would
come more slowly with such BCDs; only after input is sought
from all involved would these directors bo comfortable with a
drastic format switch. lbus, conflict is likely between chairs
who take an objective view and BCDs who work from a sub-jective perspective. Similarly, conllict based on differing per-
spectives could occur between BCDs and instnrstors or other
faculty, between instructors and students, and in a variety of
other relationships associated with a basic course.
Whenever such conflists ocsur at the interfaces in the sys-
tem, the potential for successful attainment of system goals is
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jeopardizerl. thus, identifrcation of variables that maximize
successful organizational development and change are critical
for enhancing organizational behavior. This ststoment should
be no less tnre fJrbasic oourses: identification of some 6i6cal
variables in achieving organizational success in the basic
course will be discusssd later in this paper.
Other organizational concepts usefulfor application to the
basic courss are transformation and vision. In a successful or-
ganization, at least two things must happen. First someone
must demonstrato the ability to move the operation of that
organization toward a desired future stste (Bennis & Nanus,
1985). Tlris desired efiect somes about by tronsforminS others,
by lifting th.s tr6 higher lwels of perfotmance consistsnt with
both the values and the vision, or mental image, of the orga-
nization and the role it is to play in the environment in which
it functions. This prosess fits with the subjective view of or-
ganizations in that the mechanism for transforming others is
tied to the negotiating, constmcting, and sharing of meaning.
Second, steps must be taken to ensure consistency of this
vision at the various levels of the organizational hierarchy.
fire more consistentthe vision atnoDg the various components
of the organizational system, the more efrectively that system
can firnction overall (Iichy & Devanna, 1986; fichy & Ulrich.
1984). This assumption fits with the subjective approach in
that visions can be developed and maintained tnnsactionally.
Again, these theoretical notions have practical applica-
bility. A BCD frequently must transform new instrustors
(even inerperienced new graduate teaching assistants) into
prepared, knowledgeable, and credible classroom teachers. As
the insbustors bogin to teach, the BCD's vision of them may
be of individuals who are prepared, knowledgeable and
credible (probably due to training), but the BCD'g immediate
task requires helping the instructors to see themselves as
prepard knowledgeable, and credible. The BCD must work
with these people to help them share the vision: the process of
transformation that has taken place or is taking place. Then,
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the BCD must ens're that this vision is consistent at various
levels in the hierarchy. Suppose, for example, that Ore dean of
the college believes that graduate teaching assistants crAs)
should not be allowed to teach autonomous sections of the
course. fire BCD must negotiate with the dean to arrive at a
shared vision, perhaps by detailing the elaborate preparation
that the TAs will receive prior to entering the classroom, by
sharing copies of the handbook that will be used to train TAs,
and by negotiating strategies for dealing with TAs who are
not prepared to teach on their own. Thus, working toward
congruence of vision is a persuasive, communicative process
that involves negotiating meanings.
The ability to transform others and to transact with
others to negotiate a shared vision successfully can differen-
tiate between effective and ineffective BCD'. the effective
BCD is a better "leader" than the ineffective one. Thus,
leadership is an important conceptfor understanding the role
and function of the BCD in the acadenic organization called
the basic oourse and so will be analyzed more thorougtrly in
the next section.
APPLICATION OT TR,ANSIFONilIATIONAL
LEADERSIEIP TEEORY
TO THE BASIC COUNSE
Thc Futtotional Perepectiae
Historically, leadership has been shrdied in a variety of
ways, depending on the researchers' conceptualization of
leadership and choice of methodology. Current thinkingtends
to favor a functional approach because of its obvious fosus on
communication as central to leadership ability. In a firnctional
approach, emphasis is not placed on specific abilities and
skills of the individual in the leadership role, nor is the focrrs
of research on environmental factors and their impact on
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leadership behavior. Instead, a functional approach helps us
understand leadership suesess by exanining the communica-
tive behaviors that must be performed by the leader (and
other group members) for the group to move toward a desired
futnre state. I€adership is perceived as essentially a rplation-
ship between two or more people who rely on communication
to develop and sustain relationships. In addition, commnnica-
tion helps individuals identify gods and opportunities, estab
lish nrles, exchange information, and generate and manage
change. Research from a fiurstional perspective on managerial
effectiveness and perceptions of effectiveness dessribe com-
munication competence as a central element in measuring a
leader's success (Argrris, L962; Bennis & Nanus, 1985;
Dnrcker, 1966). A functional approach, then, examines the
communicative behavior of individuals as a means of ass€ss-
ing leadership effectiveness.
Within the past fiftoen years, a transfomational theory of
leadership has emerged as a means of studying leadership
from a functional approach. Ttris theory of leadership holds
considerable pronise for useful application to the basic
courge.
T'ronefomtational Tlwory of l*odcrehip
Although transformational leadership has been studied in
a variety of ways by a variety of researchers, the results of
those investigations point to some clear dimensions of leader-
ship. A transfurrnational thzory of leodership views leadership
as a prosess, not as a set of discrete acts. Burns (1978) de-
ssrihd leadership as "a stream of evolving intenelationships
in which leaders are continuously evoking motivational re-
sponses from followers and modifying their behavior as they
meet responsiveness or resistance, in a ceaseless process of
flow and counterflow" (p.440). Atthe same time. Leaders and
followers, acting together with different levels of notivations,
power potential, and skills, "raise one another to higher levels
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of morality and motivatiol" (0. 20) in pursuit of a common
goal.
lncreasing others' awareness about issues of consequence
oos'rs when an individual is guided by a deeply held personal
value systen (Bass, 1g8E). Burns refers to such 
" ""1o" 
,yr-
tem as end values. The expression of end values 
"rr"bi.,transfomative leaders to nnite followers as well as change
their goals and beliefs (Burns, rg?g). Trthen followers 
"aoitthese end values as their own, a change in perspectiv., 
"tti-tudes, beliefs, and goals occurs. As a result, transformative
Ieaders motivate followers to accept more shallenging goals
and to achieve higher levels of performance than-*oUa
otherwise be tho'ght possible. Thus, a principal theme of
transformational leadership is 'lifting people into their better
selves" (Hitt, 1988, p.9).
Transformative leaders engage in four primary activities:(a) clarification of the organization's valus system (Hitt, lggS;
Peters & Waterman, 1982), (b) creation of a vision, (c) mobi_
lization of commitnent, and (d) institutionalization of change(fichy & [Ilrich, 1984). Every organization is guided by cei-
tan beli,efs or uolu,es. The first step effective transformative
leaders take, Oren, is to highlight the mqior values of the par-
ticular organization. Transfomative leaders (a) artisulatothe
value system of the organization, (b) ensure a sense of con-
gruence between daily beliefs (situational factors that afrect
rules and feelings about everyday behavior) and guiding
beliefs (the fundamental, principle foundations of the organi-
zation), and (c) identifr critical suoeess factors as a means of
identifying specific areas that will ensure organizational
effectiveness in light of the values. An organization nay be
governed by one or two guiding beliefs or by a complex stnrc-
ture of such beliefs. Examples of guiding beliefs include the
following: innovation, teamwork, growth, profitability,
longevity, prestige, irnpartiality, benefit to humanity, quality,
intsgrity, and cotBorate citizenship, among others. An organi-
zation based on a profit motive will have different gurding
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beliefs and, consequently, difrerent daily beliefs, than one
whieih is motivatsd by a desire to s€lf-astualize employees or
build a Benso of a corporate family. A t"pical college or uni-
versity would esponse gurding beliefs such as the following:
tolerance, impartiality, excellence, integrity, intellechral chal-
lenge, benefit to humanity, and qudity.
Second, transformational leadera create o uisbn which
gives direction to the organization while being congruent with
the leader's and the organization's migsion.lhis vision, which
is described in detail later, allows organizational members to
see the organization's guiding beliefs in action and to antici-
pate the effects of proposed changes on the organization.
fire third step is for transformative leaders to use their
communicative ability tn mobiljn employees to accept and
work toward achieving the new vision. According to Bennis
and Nanus (1985), " a vision cannot be established in an or-
ganization by edict, or by the exercise ofpower or coereion. It
is more an act of persuasion, of creating an enthusiastic and
dedicatod commitment to a vision because it is right for the
times, right for the organization, and right for the people
working in it" (p. 10?). Ttris mobilization step might be con-
sidered a form of motivating and/or empowering others in the
system to work toward the shaf,ed vision. When the vision be-
eomes one that they accept and value, moving them toward
the desired change becomes easier.
Ttre fourth step of transformational leadership is the iz-
stitutionnlidatioz of change. New patterns of hhaviors, deci-
sion-makingprosssses, and means of communication mustbe
adopted at evety level of the organization. It is not enough for
employees in one segment of the organization to adojt the
change, becawe their activities necessarily afrect everyo0rer
component of the organizational system. Effective leadership
involves envisioninghow change will affect all areas of the or-
ganization and paving the way for the change to become a
way of life at all levels of the hierarchy.
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firis four-step process easily applies to the basic course.
For exnnple, when the BCD at the authors'institution de-
cided to convert the basic eourse from a mass lecture/lab
recitation model to a Personalized System of Instruction (pSI)
model, the first step was to ass€ss the attihrdes and values
related to PSI models, both inside and outside of the depart-
ment, and to ens're that incorporation of this model would
not confliet with institutional guiding beliefs. In this case,
several ooursos in other departments were being taught using
PSI, suggesting institutional acceptance for such a nodel-.
clearly, such courses would not have passed thro'gh the cur-
ricular procoss had there been doubts about the degree to
which such a model supports'niversity guiding bsuefs. Inside
the department, fac'lty expressed skepticism about pSI but
willingness to erperinent with new ideas, based on guiding
beliefs in the value of inneystion and in the importance o:f
supporting one's colleagues. Having established that such a
model would not conflict with prevailing values, the second
step was to work out the details of the 'Vision." How would
the new sections of the basic course firnstion? How wonld Orey
be stnrstured and organized? How would staffbe trained and
who would train them? How would this new nodel be an im-
provenent over the surrent system of delivery of instruction?
Once the vision had been formulated and articulated, the
BCD was able to persuade fasulf to teach using the new sys-
tem for a limited number of semesters: the commitment
phase. As evidence began to accumulate (through program
evaluation) that suggested superiority ofthe new model, these
individuals began to resruit others into fte program and they
actively campaigned for departmental support for the model:
the beginning of the institutionalization phase. Thus, trans-
formational leadership provided for a smooth transition from
a model that had been in place for many years to a new model
that in many ways, was a dnmatic (and drastic) change.
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TYoncforrrationall*adcrshipVariablcs:
Yisbn ond Congnrcnoe ofVisbn
the key variable here is not the magnitude of the change
bul rather, the degree to which the purBose and direction of
that change are clearly artisulated and deeply felt: the degree
to which the "vision" is clear. Littky and Fried (1988) state
"the process of real change begtns with the leadership of one
or more people who have deeply-felt vision 
- 
call it a pas-
sionate vision" (p. 6). AII studies soem to indicate that a trans-
formative leader has the ablity to create a vision and that
developing a shared vision is central to organizational suc-
cess. Consequently. this concept desewes careful scrrrtiny for
BCDs, who function within a deeply embedded group of
people who potentially do not share an even remotely similar
vision of the role, function, and importance of the basic course.
What is vision? Shieve and Shoenheit (1987) described a
vision as a 'blueprint of a desired state .... an image of a pre-
ferred condition that we work to achieve in the fuhrre" (p. 9A).
In 1966, Appley suggested that the ability to create a clear
mental picture, and the capacity to transfer that image to the
minds of others, are critical to ingreasing the achievement
and recognition of soms executives. Moreover, Hitt (1988) con-
tendd that fomulating a clear vision of a desired future may
be fte most important leadership function. Why is the devel-
opment of a vision so vital to the suosess of an organization? It
is because it provides all levels of the organization with a
clear sense of puraose and direction toward a desired future
state. The presenoe of a clear vision offers a number of practi-
cal benefits to the organization as a whole, as well as to indi-
vidual group metnbers.
According to Hitt (1988), a clear vision assists leadens in
carrying out the basic functions of managemenl Vision aids
in (a) plan"ing, (b) organizing, (c) staffing and development,
(d) directing and leading, and (e) evaluating and controlling.
Firsf a clear vision aids in planning; it provides a road map
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for getting from the organization's currsnt state to its desired
future state. organizations with a clear vision are better
equipped to establish goals, objectives, and priorities for the
coming year. For ssampl€, BCDs who anticipate changes in
enrollment in the basic course, who keep up-to-date onlnno-
vative technologies that might be incorBorated into the
course, who regularly update course content, and who keep
abreast of pedagogical innovations will be more efrestive than
those who never question the status quo. second, a clear vi-
sion aids in the development of an organizational structure
that identifies roles and responsibilities and promotes decision
making consistent with the organization's nisgion. In the
basic course, this vision would entail writing job descriptions
for instructors and assistant directors, establishing means of
organizing and disseminating information, and creating re-
soursss for the basic course. Ttrird, a clear vision aids in-can-
didate selection and promotion as well as training and devel-
opment programs. Here, the vision allows BCDs to prepare
teaching stafrto do their most effective job in the classroom,
perhaps through training and supenrision. Fourth, a clear vi_
sion satisfies a basic need of group members by identifying
where the organization is going, how the organization plans to
get there, and the role each individual is expected to play.
Ttris information acts as a motivational force for group mem-
bers and provides the necessary infomation to guide deci-
sions and behaviors. For BCDs, this function entails group
team-building and developing effective ways for group mem-
bers to work together to accomplish group goals. Fifth, and
finally, a clear vision provides a measure against which per-
formance can be evaluated and necessary changes can be
made. For BCDs, the vision presents the desired end state
and allows for evaluation of the course in relation to that
ideal. ff the vision entails increasing satisfaction with the
course, then increased enrollments, irnproved course evalua-
tions, and higher overall instnrctor satisfaction all may indi-
cate movement toward that goal.
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In their study of transfotmative leaders, Bennis and
Nanus (1986) found that when the organization has a clear
sense of its purpose, direction and desired future state and
when this yision is widely shared, individuals are able to
irlentifr their respective roles in the organization and in sosi-
ety. Knowing the organization's central pur?ose and objec'
tives helps people determine what is and is not important,
thus achieving consistency with organizationd gods. In turn,
a clear vision adds meaningfrrlness to work and thus appeals
to a firndamental human need to be important, to feel useful,
and to belong to a worthwhile enterBrise.
Vision, then, may be a key variable in predicting the suc-
cess or failure of a BCD. In many sases, a new BCD will bo
hired into an environment in which a vision is known, if not
artisulatod. Perhaps the faculty in the department are com-
mitted to keeping class size small, content rigorous, and in-
stnrction persondized in the basic cours€. As a consequenoe,
the vision may result in resruitment of a highly qualified BCD
who is grven considerable support and firnding to run the
course. Perhaps, on the other hand, the faculty see the basic
eourse as a money-draining aspect of their program and not
really central to the function of the department In that case
the vision may involve keeping the couree as inexpensive and
cost-€rmcient as possible. Ttlhen a new BCD enters either envi-
ronment, whether recnrited to fit that job description or vol-
unteered into the position as the person with lowest seniority
in the department, that individual may feel the need to
assnme a leadership role. If that BCD's vision of how the basic
oourse should run includes an erpectation that TAs should bo
hired to facilitate a mass lecture of 16@ students, the incon-
gruense between that vision and the expectations set forth in
the first department may make for many painful years of
impossible negotiations. Even if the disparity between the
depafiment's vision and the BCD'g vision is not that large,
subtle resistence in the system may subvert the BCD's
attempts to instituto such a change. In contrast the same
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BCD may f'nction extremely well in the second environment,
in which the two visions of how the course should be run and
the puraose it should serre are more congruent
Of course, oongruence of vision is not limited to the rela_
tionship between the department (e.g., chairlhead and faorlty)
and the BCD. Instnrctors in the course will have an image of
how the basic course should function, what should be taright,
what should be accomplished, and what their role shoulJbe
as basic course instnrstors. these expectations fom a sort of
vision that is brought to the oo'rse by those teaching per-
sonnel. For TAs who hope to function as ftiends with tieir
students and who see the basic course as a comfortable sanc-
tuary where freshmen can learn about themselves and about
their capabilities, working with a BCD who sees the basic
courso as sonething that must be strictly standardized and
nrle-based may prove to be an impossible challenge. while the
TAs and the BCD may feud over what trrey perceive to be dif-
ferences in attitudes toward students, the true underlying
cause may be a broader orientation to the role of the basic
course in the departnent: the vision.
This same logic carries over to the instructor-student
relationship, as well. As an instructor, it may be the Tlris role
to lead the students to accept the vision behind the course and
work toward accomplishing those goals. For a skills-based
basic course in public speaking, the vision may include build_
ing a comfortable classroom climate so that students will feel
relaxed in front of their peers. some shrdents may resist this
goal, in part because they resist the entire vision that places
them at the podium. Similarly, an instructor may visualize
the classroom as an environment in which students actively
discuss ideas, challenge each other, and arrive at new under-
standings together. For students who see learning as some-
thing that happens while sitting quietly in the back of the
classroom, this vision may be too incongnrent to make com-
pletion ofthe conrss possible.
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Of course, as detailed previously, it is possible to change
the existing vision or create a new vision. However, a nerces-
sary step in doing either is the ability to identify existing
visions. Therefore, whether it be seeking sihrations with con-
gruence of perception of the basic course or changing/creating
commonalities of perceptions, the concept of vision may be
central to the effestiveness of a BCD.
firus, it is clear that leadership theory relates to the role
of BCD. BCDs function in organizational environments in
which they are expec'ted to assume leadership roles. When the
environment supports their vision, getting commitment and
moving people to accomplish the desired goals may be easy.
When their vision is incongruent with that of their depart-
ment chairsfteads, colleagues, teaching stafr (tenure-track
faculty, temporar5l instnrctors, and/or TAs), and the students
enrolled in that basic course, demonstrating leadership may
be a formidable challenge. In either case, implementation of
transformational leadership requires a variet5r of skills or
competencies. Although the labels and degree of specificity
difrer somewhatfton one shrdy to the next, the commonalties
across studies suggest strong support for this approach.
TTuttformatiottolLcodcrshipCompetenoics
In 1985, Bennis and Nanus conducted a five-year study
with 90 effective leaders, including 60 corBorate leaders and
80 leaders of public-sector organizations in an effort to rurder-
stand what successful leaders had in common. Effective
leadership (transformational leadership) was defined as hav-
ing the ability to "move organizations from sulrent to future
states, create visions ofpotential opportunities for organiza-
tions, instill within employees commitment to change and in-
still new cultures and strategies in organizations that mo-
bilize and focrrs enerry sources" (p. 1?). Four common themes,
or competencies, emerged as prevalent in the way all g0
Ieaders reshaped organizational practices to adapt to envi-
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ronmental changes and how they empowered people with the
confidence and ability to achieve new thingrs.
fire first leadership conpetency is the rwrnagement of at-
tention: the ability to draw others to them by communicating
an extraordinaty focus of commitment. Transformative
leaders manage attention through the creation of a compelling
vision that leads others to a desired outcome or goal. Ttris
skill may be diffi'ult for many BCD' to attain, because many
BCDs do not seek out the job, they are placed into it Develop-
ing a passionate vision that will attract subordinates is dil-
ficult to manage when the leader's enthusiasm for ore task isfairb low. Even BCD' who tnrly surge with pride over their
oourses nay not lsqlizs that communicating that commitment
to others is central to effective directing/leading. whether the
BCD's passion for the vision of the basic course is natural or
has to be more "forced," the effective transformative leader
must create an excitement about the worth of the BCD'g
vision of the courss in order to get others to commit tine and
enerry to this vision.
fire second competency of effective leaders ismanagement
of mcaning thro'gh communication. organizational success
depends upon the existonce of shared meaning and interpre-
tations of events at all levels in the organization. A shared
interpretation of organizational events leads to coordinated
action; group members speak and ast in a manner that is con-
sistent with organizational valueg and philosophy. Bennis and
Nanus (1985) forurd that excellent leaders were ooncemed not
only with what should be done but with how to develop mes-
sages that will convey the vision. Becauee the leader's goal is
not merely explanation or clarification but the sreation of
meaning, transformative leaderr used metaphons, models, and
analogies as a way of making the meaning clear and tangible.
Clearly, the management of meaning is central to being an
effective BCD. "Selling" the basic oourse is a large part of the
BCDs' and the course instnrctors'task, and helping cours€
instnrctors see the direct application of this conrse to stu-
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dents' lives may be one way to attain that goal. Metaphors
i'-e "the heart of the department offerings," "the foundation of
the discipline" and "the starting block" are all common
phrases that help to convey the centrality of the basic course's
position in the department.
Essential to all orggnizations, rnanagemcrrt of trust is the
third leadership competency possessed by transformative
leaders. Trust as a stratery is diffictrlt to define. Bennis and
Nanus (1986) described trust as the "glue that maintains
organizational integdty" (p. 44). The leaders in the Bennis
and Nanus study generated and sustained followers' tnrst by
exemplifring predistability, constancy. congruity between
actions and words, and reliability. BCDs could manage trust
by providing constructive feedback after observations, by
showing support for course instrrrctors, by representing their
interests fairly in the department, and by setting standards
that provide for equal treatment of everyone involved with the
sourse.
Finally, the fourth competency possessed by transfor-
mative leaders is managemcnt of *lf. Ttre leaders in Bennis'
and Nanus' study reported that understanding one's
strengths and weakttesses is sritical to effective leadership.
firey did not dwell on mistakes, but fosused on a willingness
to tahe risks and accept losses. they talked about commit-
ment, consistency, and challenge. Above all, they talked about
leaders as perBetual learners. Ihese transformative leaders
regarded themselves as "stretchingr" "grow'ing," and 'breaking
new ground." In the management of self, learning is viewed as
indispensable in today's rapidly changing environment. BCDs
who recognize the need for incorporation of new materials into
the course, who seek out self-improvement opportunities, who
listen nondefensively to feedback from TAs and other oourso
instmctors probably would be considered competent in their
ability to manage self. BCDs who have used the same text for
many years, whose standardized courses persist without
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mudr chang€, and who sunound themselves with people who
will comply without question may not rank high on ttris skin.In an efort similar to Bennis and Nanus, Tichy and
Devanna (1986) intenriewed twelve cEos from a variety of
organizations. rhe pur?os€ of this shrdy was to describe the
bohaviors of leaders faced with transfoming organizations to
adapt successfully to a changing and increasingly competitive
environment which certainly could be a description of a col-
lege or university campus in the 1gg0s. Based on their find-
ings, fichy and Devanna developed a fo'r-stage process that
characterizes the behaviors of transformative-leaders. First,
transfomative leaders recogniae ttw rced, for chantge (e.g.,
they see that the cr'rent policy of not hiring TAs is *"tiig
problems for the departnent). second, transformative leaders
focilitate o tronsitional prwss by helping people accept the
need for change and increbsing followers' ser conffdence and
optimism about making a successful transition (e.g., BCDs
may collect data that reinforce the assertion that-TAs are
good teachers, they may grve cunent TAs a',pep talk" about
their ability to teach, etc.). Third, with the assistance of other
organizational members, transformative leaders create a
uisian of o dcsired, future state (e.g., BCDs may map out a
course description that will make it clear that the incorlora-
tion of TAs as instructors will bo "an exciting challenge," ,'a
big step forward," and other positive metaphors). Finally,
change is institutionalized by dcaelopi,.g o ,zw coalitinn if
people. both inside and outside the organization, who are
committed to the vision (e.g., BCDg may assess the degree to
which other faculty support the incorBoration of TAs into the
basic course and muster their support to help wittr the transi-
tion). During periods of organizational change an analysis
should be made to detemine whoso commitmentis necessaty.
Loaders depend upon their network of relationships with key
people in the organization. As a result, the network may need
to be expanded to include other individuals critical in forming
and implementing policies and strategies. Similarly, leaders
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may have to replace individuals in key positions with others
who have the skills and dedication necessary to implement
change successfully.
In a similar study, data collected from participants in an
international program in managemenf representing some 10
or 12 different cultures,led Hitt (1988) to the development of
a model of effestive leadership. ltlith the leader as a "change
agent" at the core, transformative leaders were defined as
extribiting eight basic functions of leadership. First, Ieaders
create o aision of a desired future stat€ and then translate the
vision to the minds of others. Second,leaders develop a teon
of individuals who share responsibility for achieving the
group's goals. Ihird, transfomative leaders clarify orgoniaa-
tional volues and commwricate those values through words
and actions. Fourth, effective leaders develop a stratery for
moving a group ftom its present position toward the vision,
called positioning. Fifth, leaders create a common under-
standing of the vision through effective qmmunisfi,oz. Sixth,
transfonnative leaders ernpower their people by increasing
their capabilities for doing or accomplishing something.
Cmching, helping others develop skills necessary for achiev-
ing excellence, is the seventh function. Eighth, and finally,
transformative leaders erhibit a mcosurbtg fiurction through
the identification of critical suooess factors agsociated with the
group's operation and gauging progress on the basis of these
factors. In other words, successful leaders collect feedback
information and use that feedback to assess progress toward
the vision. The example about shiftingfrom temporary faqrlff
to TAs in the basic course is further expanded by this per-
spective. The BCD first creatos a vision that describes the
positive aspects of the new basic course, perhaps drawing
parallels between the envisioned improvements and other
"model" basic courses (vision creation). firen, the BCD iden-
tifies those faorlty who support the change and works with
them to develop an astion plan that will be acceptable to more
resistant colleagues and/or administrators (team develop-
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ment). This action plan should be firlly artiqrlated and clearly
related to organizational values and goals so that the advan-
tages of the change are clear (values clarification). Next, the
BCD creates a "game plan" for moving toward the new pro-
gram: a new syllabus that incorBorates TA instructors, a
training program for helping TAs wrderstand the demands of
their new tasks, a mentorlng system to provide support for
the new TAs, a strategy for observing and critiquing TA
teaching, and so on (positioning). firus, the vision is commu-
nicated to others in the system; in the process, input is
solisit€d which helps others see themselves as instnrmental in
incorBorating this change (comn'nication). rbe BCD further
reinforces the movement toward change by helping TAs and
others involved see themselves as capable of making the
change and by helping them to develop whatever ,r"* ,kin.
might be needed, perhaps through training programs(empoweringand coaching). Finally, the effective BCD estab-
lishes criterib for evaluating the change and monitors the
group's progress toward (or away ftom) the desired outcones(measuring).
Research by Bennis and Nanus (1gg6), fichy and
Devanna (1986), and Hitt (lggg) provides a first step toward a
better nnderstanding of how transformative leaders institu-
tionalize change within an organizational system. In general,
transfomative leatlers recognize the need for change, fomu-
late a vision, develop a commitnent to the vision anong fol-
lowers, implement strategies to accomplish the vision, and
implant new values and assumptions into the culture of the
organization.
Clearly, there are many variables to consider when
approaching leadership from a transformational perspective.
Also evident is the consistency among the various typologiesjust described, sugesting validity of the approach. fire appli-
cations to change in the basic course are both interesting and
diret
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It should be noted that change in the basic course doesn't
have to be on a large scale. BCDs as leaders could engage in
various types of change: developing ways to better train TAs'
switching to alternative pedagogical nodels for delivering
instnrction in the basic course (e.g., changing textboohs,
adopting the Personalizerl System of Instruction, changing
from self-contained sections to a lecture-recitation model,
altering oouroe assignments). Simply adapting to the changes
imposed ftom the outside environment (e.g., budget cuts,
expectations for the oonrse specified by the institution itself,
integration of various technologies into instnrstion) may force
a BCD to deal with considerable change.
Having established the linkages between organizational
and leadership theories and applications in the basic course'
we turn now to a compilation of variables that may prove
important for incrtasing our nnderstanding of this inportant
instructional context Our discussion focuses on functional
variables only, becauso these are the variables that relate to a
transformational view of leadership in the basic course.
APPLICATION OF TEE
TR,ANSFORMATIONAL APPROACH TO
RESEARCH IN TEE BASIC COT'RSIE
Table 1 presents a list of functional variables related to
the basic oourse. lbese variables refer to the relational and
communication aspects of basic eourse leadership: relation-
ships with others in the institutional hierarchy, clarity and
feasibility of the basic course vision,leadership charasteristics
of the BCD, relationship of course policies/procedures to the
broader institutional vision, and congnrence of the BCD's
vision with visions held by others in the institution (basic
qourse instructors, departmental faculty, the department
chair/head, other faculty, other administrators, and students).
fire funstional variables dessribe the thinking. acting and
interacting components of being a BCD and the degree to
241
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Table I
Functional Variables Belevant
to leadership in the Basic Course
FT'NCIIONALVARHBI.ES
Relationships:
the basic sourse direstor's relationship with...
... the departrnent chair/head
... faculty teaching the basic oours€, ifapplicable
... faculty not teaching the basic courso
... TAs teachingthe basic courso, if applicable
... part-time faculty teaching the courso
... undergraduate facilitators in the basic qourse, if applicabre
... shrdents enrolled in the courna
... peoplo outside ofthe department
the dean ofthe schooVcollege
the dean ofthe graduate school, ifapplicable
the provost
other adninistrators
the president ofthe instihrtion
faculty in other departments
trrstses
alumni
parents
lhe BCD'g Vision for the Basic Corn'so
Clarity of the BCD's vision
Feasibility of the BCDsyision
Leadership characteristics of the BCD
ability to manage attention
ability to nanage meaning
abi[ty to manage tnrst
ability to manage self
ability to recognize a needfor change
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abi[ty to facilitats a transitional procsss
abiDff to visualize afuture state
ability to position basic course within the institution and
nation wide
ahi[ty to develop a coalition of supporterdtean-building
abi[ty to clarify organizational values
abi[ty to help others develop skills
abi[ty to nesh goals with follower's needdnotivations ability
to raise followers' levels of conseiousness
ability to help followers transcend solf-interests
ability to help followers recognize and fulfill personal needs
sbility to empowor others
ability to evaluate progress toward and away from gods
Relationship ofcourso policieJprocedures to the vision
Congmence of the BCDs vision...
...with that of the institution's various adminishators
...with that of the dean of the schooVcollege
...with that of the deparhent chair/head
...with that of other departmental faculty
...with that of the various people teaching the basic coursa:
other tenure-track faculty
part tine faculty
graduate teaching assistants
undergraduate teaching assistants
...with students enrolled in the course
...with faculty outside of the departnent whoso students are
. served by the basic Gourso
which the BCD's actions are supported or resisted by others in
the institutional syst€m.
firese variables provide a basis from which those of us
interested in basic course research may draw a wealth of
research questions: What sorts of relationships between the
BCD and other faculty facilitate change? What sorts of rela-
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tionships subvert such change attempts? What happens when
the BCD'g vision is incongruent with that of the other faculty
in the departnent? What happens when the BCD'' vision is
incongruent with that held by the basic course instnrctors?
What communication stratogies work best in such incon-gruent situations? which leadership characteristics seem
most inportant for BCDs? which are easiest to achieve?
Which are most elusive? The list goos on and on.
clearly a la'ndry list of variables cannot create more sig-
nificant, more applicable, or more far-reaching research in tlle
basic course. what this list can do is begin to identifr the
cirmplexity that underlies any systems analysis and point to
some areas in which we can begin to apply transformational
leadership theory to the basic course. we know that leader-
ship is important in organizations.'we know that BCDs are in
a position to be leaders. What we do not yet know is how to
advise BCD' to build upon and expand their leadership abili-
ties, to negotiate their environments to bring otherg'visions
into line with their own, and to promote support for the ever-
changing process that we call "directing the basic course."
Here is a place to start that learning/intervention process;
steps BCDs can take as effective transformative leaders is a
future goal to which basic course researchers/educators
should aspire.
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Communication Competences
A Commentary
I'otwenceW. Eugenberg
DonoldD.Ydcr
During the 1992 SCA Convention, the "Competent
Speaker Speech Evaluation Form" was distributod to partici-
pants during a Short Course (Morreale, et. d.,1992). Other
evaluation forms such as the CAAI form (Rubin, 1982; 1985)
reflect ongoing efrorts to define and measure communication
competence. Morreale, et. ol. (L992) conclude that "commrrni-
cation 6pmlretence has become the significant referent with
reslncC to the goal of communication instrustion" (23). Indeed,
most assessments of basic communication conrses include
evaluating studentd communication competense as a measnre
of course effectiveness. The centrality of the competence con-
stnrct in sunent pedagogical practices and course design is
undeniable.
However, scholars seem to be in considerable disagree-
ment concenning the definition of conpetence, its theoretical
foundations, its behavioral manifestations, and its measure-
ment. For example, some definitions focus on knowledge as
the essential requirement for competence (McCroskey, 1g8g).
Other scholars require the performance of conmunication
skills (Bochner and &lly, 19?4; Buerkel-Rothfuss, Gray, and
Yerby, 1993). Pavitt and Haight (1986), Duran (1983), and
others require sonpet€nt communicators to b€ able to adapt
to differing social constraints and meet other's expectations.
Some scholars sugest trtrsg sernpetent communicators must
be able to formalize and achieve communication goals
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(Wienann, L977). Most writers combine one or more of thes€
criteria (Rubin 1982; Spitzberg, 1988; Rosenfeld and Berko,
1990).
The different concephralizations of competence have rs-
sulted in a conceptual quagnire which is neither enlightening
nor pragmatically useful. Bubin and Henzl (1994) argue,
'Teachers and researchers alike have fo'nd the literat're [on
communication competencel confusing since these varying
perspectives are often treated as definitive statements on
competence rather than the perspectives they are" (268).
Defining and measuring competence first requires an analysis
of the validity of the underlying perspectives. We argue that
the transactional approach to comnunication obviates the
current definitions of competence and its measurement.
ACTION ANID REACTION APPROACIIIi:S
TO COMMT'I\IICAT.ION COMPETENCE
Competence is most commonly defined ftom the action
perspective which focuses on the performance of specific
communication skills. For exanple, Mcoroskey (1ggz) states
that many definitions of competence require performance of
communication skills. "Clearly, having the abitity to behave in
the appropriate manner is not sufficient to be judged compe-
tent, the ability must be manifest bohaviorally.... To be judged
competent, in other words, the person must perform oompe-
tent behaviors" (2). The performance of shills by one person
are evaluatively placed along a continuum of eompetence(Rosenfeld and Berko, 1990; Spitzberg, 1g8S). The more
skillfully the message is encoded or decoded, the more compe-
tent the conmunicator. Competent communicators are those
who can skillfully constmct ozd deliver a message which is
appropriate to the context and listener, or who can effectively
liston and decipher a message.
fire reaction approach focuses on the perceptions of the
listener who makes the ultimate judgment of competence.
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Competence is determined by whether or not the listener per-
ceives the speaker to be competent. For example, Rubin
(198D states "One goal of the communication scholar is to
understand how impressions about communication compe-
tence are formed, and to determine how knowledge, skill, and
motivation lead to perceptions of competence in various oon-
text" (1?3). Similarly, Pavitt and Haight (1986) suggest that
competence is a template by which receivers judge the appro-
priateness of other people's communication behaviors.
Whether viewed as a property of the speaker or a charac-
teristic of the listener, the action and reaction approaches
lead to inappropriate andor incomplete criteria for evaluating
competence. Focusing on only one element of the communica-
tion context in isolation provides a distorted picture of the
complexities of communication. Separation of competence into
either ss6prrni6gfsl's separate behaviors suggests that one
person's behavior can be judged apart from another person's
reaction. These approaches lead to three common, but prob-
lematic, methods for assessing competence: as skills, as goal
attainnent, amd as appropriateness.
Compretenoe as Communiaotion Skiil,s
Ibe astion approach, for example, suggests that compe-
tence can be determined bDr measuring the person's perfor-
mance of specific efrestive communicative skills. Such ass€ss-
ment necessarily assnmes that an ideal model of competent
skills exists. Competence becomes ajudguent of the closeness
of fit between a person's behavioral performance and that
ideal model of communication behavior. fire difficulty is in
determining an appropriate model that can be universally
applied beyond the specific commwricative evenL Even in the
public speaking classroom, criteria and level of competence
change from assignment to assignment, from first speech to
last, from beginning classes to advanced. fire same perfor-
mance of communicative behaviors judged as competent for
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one assignment in one class are evaluated as less competent
for another class or assignment. Behavior judged as compe-
tent in the classroom nay be judged as incompetent in a busi-
ness context.
Ttre notion that competence is context specific (Bochner
and Kelly, 1974; Spitzberg, lgSg) inherently implies that dif-
ferent behaviors are required by different contexts. Thus,
assessment of competence would require an analysis of the
speeifiic context (Spitzberg, lggl; Spitzberg and Brunner,
1991). It would also assume that different ideal models would
be applicable to different contexts, such that learning one
model would be insuffisient to create generalized *-p"t"r.".
Hence, Morreale, et ol. (LggZ) conclude, "Given the impracti_
cality of developing a single instnrment to assess communica-
tion competenc€, the focus must be on developing multiple
instruments or procedures for assessing competence within
specific contexts" (27). Because contexts are infinitely vari_
able, cornpetence assessment becomes problematic.
Comlretenae (B fuaI Achi.eaemcnt
From the action approach, competence can also be viewed
in terms of "effestiveness" or achievement of goals. Although
goals appear inherently measurable, they arc not. In many
eases goals are ill-defined, nebulous constnrcts. Communica-
tors cannot judge whether goals were attained because the
goals are unknown. ln other eases, goals change over time
(Rosenfeld & Berko, 1990). The goals fomulated prior to in-
teraction are not necessarily the same goals created during
the actual communication, or the gods realized during retro-
spective ssnse pclting. In most cases, multiple goals operate
simultaneously to guide communicator behaviors. Ihese goals
include content and relationship objectives, short-term and
long-term outcomes, and goals for solf and others. Indeed, the
communication goal maybe to intentionally confuse the other,
that is, to intentionally communicate ineffectively.
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When some goals are met and not others, when short-
tem goals are achieved while long-term goals are not (and
vice versa) or when personal goals are met while others' goals
are thwarted, determining the level of conpetence is prob-
lematic. Similarly, communication goals cannot be ascer-
tained by simply obseruing communicators' behaviors. For
example, many persuasive messages achieve their effects only
after time has passed (the sleeper effect) or upon repetition of
messages. Conversely, competence cannot be inferred simply
by measuring goal attainnent. Goals are often achieved due
to factors totally unrelated to the communicators' efforts such
as chance, historical events, other people's communication, or
changes in the receiver's experiences. Defining competence as
the achievement of goals provides little constnrctive help in
determining communication competence.
Comprcten ce as Appropriatencss
fire reaction view suggests that competence is judged by
the receiver of the message. Regardless of the intent of the
speaker, or the speaker's own asssssment of communication
conpetency, the receiver ultimately determines the efrective-
ness of the message. Even action definitions of competence
which require "adaptation to the listsner" imply that the lis-
tener is the judge of speaker ability to adapt Just as skills are
context specific, so must assessments of appropriateness.
While'Valley talk" and vocalized pauses may be abhorred in
the classroom and other formal situations, they are the ac-
cepted norm and required in some contexts. Direct and fre-
quent eye contact may be appropriate for the Westernized
speech classroom, it would be counterproductive in many Ori-
ental and Native American interastions.
While, theoretically, skill performance and goal attain-
ment may b observable phenomena, appropriateness is in-
herently a judgpent, an inference made from a behavior or a
lack of hhavior. From this perspective, competence becomes
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an art of rhetorical critisism rather than a empirical obsen a-
tion of communication behavior (Phillips, 1g8g). From the re-
action approach, assessment of competence changes depend-
ing on the specific person evaluating it and that person's sriti-
cal, andytical abilities. Meas'ring conpetence, therefore, de-
pends on detemining which person's judgment is valid. The
appropriateness sriteria places competence in thE receiver's
skills, knowledge, and acumen rather than on the speaker's
communicative ability.
A TB.AIYSACTIONAL APPROACE
TO COMPEIENCE
Most basic conmunication textbooks and communication
scholars accede that communication is a transactional pro-
cess, that is, communication involves the simultaneous send-
ing and receiving of messages by all communication interac-
tants. The transaction approach, however, is more than
simultaneity of message exchange. It implies that people
mutually create communication through their joint behaviors.
fire approach changes the focus of communication ftom the
message (action) and subsequent feedback (reaction) to the
creation of shared neaning. Meanings for extant communica-
tive behaviors is derived from the communicators' private
experiences, emotional and physiological states, and percep-
tual constraints as modified by the sosial and physical con-
texts. Communication, therefore, is a nutually created, non-
linear, socially construsted event among interdependent in-
teractants.
If communication is transactional then communication
competence is also mutually created (Yoder, et al., lggg).
Competence is not a judguent about what a speaker OB a lis-
tener does in isolation, but what both people simultaneously
and mutually create. For example, a good list€ner Gan com-
pensate for a poorly constnrcted messago or can help the other
person clarifr their message. Conversely, a message which
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m€ets all o priori requirements of an ideal speech may be
negat€d by a receivers inadequate listening skills or percep-
tual biases. Similarly, a person can construct a message
which overcomes listening barriers. Relational partners may
implicitly understand messagps which are indecipherable to
anyone outside the relationship.
In each of these eases, muhral nnderstanding was ceated
but it is impossible to assess that one person alone is a compe-
tent conmunicator. Rather, the assessment must be on
whether the commruricaiiog is more or less conpetent. If
people develop mutual agSeenent on the meaning of their
communication, the communication was conpetent regardless
of the adequacy of the individual communicalggg' skills. If
people cannot or do not s:reate shared meaning, then it seems
contradictory to suggest either was a competent communica-
tor.
IMPLICATIONS FOR lHE BASIC
COMMT,'MCATION COI,'RSIE
We have argued that most definitions and measurements
of communication competence are based on the action or reac-
tion approaches to communication. Assessing the adequacy of
communication behaviors apart from the context and rela-
tionship of the participants is atbest arbitrary and inherently
biased. Detormining an ideal model by which to compare indi-
viduals' performances of communication skills is counter-
productive sinco no nodel can generalize to all communication
contexts and development of models for each context becomes
infinitcly complex. Measuring goal achievement as an indi-
cator of competent communication requires an unwarranted
assumption that gods can be reliably and validly defined and
that a person's communication behavior was a sufficient and
necessary cause of the actual outsome. Yet neasuring in-
struments based on the action and reaction approaches con-
tinue to be developed"
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Indeed, communication oompetense may not even be ob_
servable to an outside viewer. one reason for this is thatjudgments about communication competence (fron the trans-
actional approach) are dependent upon the shared histories
ond the relationship of the communicators. For an outside
obserrer to judge communication competence in a long term
relationship would be as diffisult for someone to assess com-
munication competence in a newly-formed relationship. In ad-
dition, participants may alter their judgments of communica-
tion competence over time. firat is, with additional infoma-
tion about their commrurication, participants may retro-
actively a{iust their judgments of competence from a particu-
lar situation.
The Comprctent Speaher Fornt
Moneale, et al. statn,,Wte Comgtetent Speah,er speech
evaluation form is an assessment instrument desigried to
evaluatcy'rate obsenable public speaking skills/beha-viors of
college students. ..- The instrument can be used to evaluate
skills/behaviors as opposed to knowledge or motivation. It
assesses both verbal and nonverbal behavior and remote
preparation skills" (3). The Competent Slnoker Form con-
sists of eight competencies, fonr related to delivery and four
related to speech preparation
fire eight competencies idenffied are (Morreale, et al., g-
15):
COMPE1IENCY l: Chooses and Nanows a Topic Appro-
priately for the Audience and Occasion.
COMPETENCY 2: Communicates the firesidspecffic
Purpose in a manner Appropriate for the Audience
and Occasion.
COMPETENCY 3: Provides Supporting Material Appro-
priate to the Audience and Occasion.
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COMPETENCY 4: Uses an Organizational Pattern Ap-
propriat€ to the Topic, Audience, Occasion, and Pur-
pose.
COMPETENCY 5: Uses Language Appropriate to the
Audience and Occasion.
COMPEIENCY 6: Uses Vocd Variety in nate, Pitch, and
Intensity (Volume) to Heighten and Maintain Interest
Appropriate to the Audience and Occasion.
COMPETENCY ?: Uses Pronunciation, Grammar, and
Articulation Appropriate to the Audience and Occa-
sion.
COMPETENCY 8: Uses Physical Behaviors firat Support
the Verbal Message.
Gbiticisnof the Fotn We have three general criticisms
of The Competent Speoh,er evaluation form. theso include:
(1) the abi[ty to discriminate the levels of competence, (2) the
generalizations from the teacher's point of view to the audi-
ence as a whole, and (3) the cultural narrowness of the compe-
tencies.
First, the discriminations needed to determine "above
avemger" 'highr" "very highr" "appropriater" and "exceptional"
levels of competense are not clearly defined or adequately de-
fended. These discriminations call for subjective judgments of
quality of 'ldeal" behaviors as opposed to relational dimen-
sions which impact understanding and the degree of commu-
nication competence achieved. fire differences between these
gradations are vague and not universally accepted. For
example, Morreale, et ol. xtggest it is important a speaker
demonstrato "insightful audience analysis" (8). Ttrere are no
universal standards for appropriateness, much less "excep-
tional" appropriatenees. ln Com4rctencg 8, the authors expect
speakers to use "supporting material that is exceptional in
qualrty and variety" (10). There are recognized difficulties in
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determining the differences between "erceptional quality" and
"quality" gources as well as "exceptional varietyJ and "vari-
ety." Unless we are wiiling and able to designate what exeop-
tional quality so'rces are and what exceptional varieiy
means, this competency will bo difficult to apply in any com-
munication situation.
Second, these competencies are based on generalizations
from the teacher's point of view to the audience as a whole.firis leap to criteria application is diametrically opposed to
the transactional view of communication conpetence. Each
relationship betryeen speaker and member of the audience is
important. Competence will be determined by the under_
standing developed between the speaker andeachlistoner. In
assessing skills for appropriateness to audience and occasion.it is difficult to know if the skills are ',appropriate,, tn each
member of the audience. It is difficult to believe that we, as
commrurication educatorg, want to place ourselves in the posi-
tion of deteruiningfor an audience, whether in a classroom of
20 students or for an audience of 20O, 2@0, or 200@ people
that a speaker is competent 
- 
a reactional view of comnruri-
cation competence.
Ttrird, these competencies ore culturally narrow. Even
thongh Moneale, et al. claim, "Each competency is assessed
with respect to appropriateness forthe audience and the occa-
sion; thus cultural and other biases are avoided,' (B); Orere are
cultural issues remaining when the competencies ars applied
in a specific communication sihration. For example, Compe-
tenta 2 calls for the speaker to communicate "a thesidspecific
pur?ose that is exceptionally clear and identifiable,' (Morreale
et a1.,9). This is a culturally biased, Westem model of speech
development. In addition, it does nof accowrtfor the we of the
Motivated Sequence (where the speaker's specific purpose is
revealed after the Need Step) or climactic or unfolding speech
organization patterns. Another example is evident in Compe-
tency 7, which calls for "exceptional articulation, pronun-
ciation, and gra--ar" (14). The problem with this compe-
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tency is clear. Obvious problems arise for English-as-a-Second
Language students. These students have different artisu-
lation, pronunciation, and grammar practices. If we apply our
Western (American) rules to these students' speeches, they
will have diffisulties neeting the standards for exceptional
performance in theeo three categories from The Competent
Speoher form. The problems with this competency are not
only interculhrral in nature, there are problems within com-
munication classes at U.S. colleges and universities, too. For
"almplo, 
does a person with a Southern or New York accent
have to change if talking to a Midwestern audience? Does a
person with a Midwestom accent have to change when talk-
ing to a Southern audiencs? Finalln inCompetency 8, whie;h
calls for speakers to use "exceptional posture, gestures, bdily
movements, facial expressions, eye contact, and use of dress"
(16). In some sultures, eye contact is inappropriate. In some
cultures, some common American gestures are offensive.
lhere are many different views of appropriate dress (Molloy,
1975 & L977).
CONCLUSION
The transactional approach to communication competence
requires that our discipline escaps from the pedagogical trap
of professing to teach people to be competent communicators.
At best, we can teach a few slncific comnrurication skills. We
can demonstrate shrdents' abilities to perform these skills,
and we can demonstrate inprovementin their performanse as
a result of a basic communication courss. We cannot, and
should not, claim that we have created conpetent or incom-
petent communicators. the skills and knowledge taught in
the basic sourse do not guarantee goal attainment nor are
they necessarily applicable to non-classroom cultures and
situationg. Indeed, many of the skills taught in the basic
course are inapplicable, inappropriate, and even nnnosessary
to many relationships and contsxts.
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The basic course barely scratches the surface of the
knowledge necessary to'nderstand the intricacies of human
communication. By necessity, the basic course cam examine
only a ninute number of contexts and sihrations. Evaluation
of students' communication abilities are based on a few
minutes of obsenation as they perform arbitrary assignments
in an artifrcial environment Ttrat is very little ott ,hirh t,
base an assessment that the student is a competent commu-
nicator.
What we ean, and should, profess to teach is a knowledge
base which can help students make infomed analysis aidjudgments about their past, present, and future communi-
cation interactions. we can, and should, teach skills that
students can use in a variety of comnunication contexts. we
can, and should, discuss and demonstrate communication
strategies that might be helpful in future interactions. In
essence, the basic course can, and should, sreate an aware-
ness of the processes of communication and developnent of a
repertoire of communication skills and strategies that in-
creas€ the students' chanceg of creating competent communi-
cation with others.
Communication competence is a judgment made by the
participants in a specific communication transaction. It is
neither a characteristis of an individual communicator nor a
simple aggregate of obsenrable communication behaviors. To
labl a student as a competent or incompetent communicator
is a misrepresentation of the tenets of transactional commu-
nication. The basic communication course should focus on
increasing students' proficiency in communication skills, im-
proving students' ability to nake infomed analyses of com-
mrurication situations, and enhancing shrdents' capability to
adapt to diverse communication contexts. I*t's get out of the
business of proclaiming a student as competent or incompe-
tent based on a few weeks of lessons and a limited number of
performances in an artificial environnent
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Newport News, Virginia 23@6-2998
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Edttorid Philosophy
llc hsia hmmwduliloo Cqpe Annnl examines qrnent introducbory
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experinental theoretical, or applied ln nature. Each $rbmi$ion will b€ ini-
tially reviewed blladly by three manuscript reviewers. Ailditionalln the top
competitive papers (one hom the "relearch" progtam, the other from the
"pedasost" protram) prcsented at SCA and eponeoretl by the Basic Courge
Comnission win be published each year. Followi'g established editorial
policy, these papers rill be publieheil only after going thlough the profes-
sional review proess that may rqrin srbstantive revisions.
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